
"When Did You See Her Last?"
Lemony Snicket

Little, Brown Books for Young Readers (October 15, 2013)

Summary: 
I should have asked the question "How could someone who was missing be in two places at once?" Instead, I asked the
wrong question -- four wrong questions, more or less. This is the account of the second.In the fading town of Stain'd-by-the-
Sea, young apprentice Lemony Snicket has a new case to solve when he and his chaperone are hired to find a missing girl.
Is the girl a runaway? Or was she kidnapped? Was she seen last at the grocery store? Or could she have stopped at the
diner? Is it really any of your business? These are All The Wrong Questions.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 288
Language: English
ISBN: 9780316123051
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

100 People Who Changed America
Russell Freedman

Scholastic (2004)

Summary: 
This collection of short biographies features photographs, lists of accomplishments, and fast facts about 100 people who
changed our country.
Number of Pages: 64
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439709996
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

101 Ways To Boost Your Writing Skills
Linda Williams Aber

Scholastic India Pvt Limited (2004)

Genre: Report writing
Number of Pages: 96
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439697620



Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

13 Gifts
Wendy Mass

Scholastic Press (2011)

Summary: 
Shortly before her thirteenth birthday, shy and withdrawn Tara is sent to stay with her aunt, uncle, and cousin in her parents'
hometown of Willow Falls, where she makes friends and becomes involved with an elderly buyer and seller of collectibles,
who seems to be trying to give Tara some kind of mysterious message.
Genre: Cousins
Number of Pages: 341
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545384940
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

2095 & Your Mother Was a Neanderthal Flip Book
Your Mother Was a Neanderthal
Jon Scieszka

Puffin Books (April 1, 2002)

Summary: 
While on a field trip to New York's Museum of Natural History, Joe, Sam, and Fred travel one hundred years into the future,
and earlier find themselves in the middle of an adventure in prehistoric times.
Genre: FICTION
Number of Pages: 78
Language: English
ISBN: 9780142301579
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

50 Things You Should Know about the Second World War
Simon Adams

QEB Publishing (2014)

Summary: 



Discover what caused the war and why it eventually affected every corner of the globe. This text explores key battles,
events and figures.
Number of Pages: 80
Language: English

ISBN: 9780545873512
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Reading Status: Unread
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A Bad Case of Stripes
David Shannon

Scholastic Incorporated (1998)

Summary: 
In order to ensure her popularity, Camilla Cream always does what is expected, until the day arrives when she no longer
recognizes herself.
Genre: Literature and Fiction
Number of Pages: 30
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439081917
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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A Big Guy Took My Ball!
Mo Willems

Disney-Hyperion (May 21, 2013)

Summary: 
Gerald is careful. Piggie is not.Piggie cannot help smiling. Gerald can.Gerald worries so that Piggie does not have to.Gerald
and Piggie are best friends.In A Big Guy Took My Ball! Piggie is devastated when a big guy takes her ball! Gerald is big,
too...but is he big enough to help his best friend?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 64
Language: English
ISBN: 9781423174912
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

A Black Hole is Not a Hole
Carolyn Cinami DeCristofano

Charlesbridge (2012)

Summary: 



Get ready to S-T-R-E-T-C-H your mind!What is a black hole? Where do they come from? How were they discovered? Can
we visit one? Carolyn Cinami DeCristofano takes readers on a ride through the galaxies (ours, and others), answering these
questions and many more about the phenomenon known as a black hole.In lively and often humorous text, the book starts
off with a thorough explanation of gravity and the role it plays in the formation of black holes. Paintings by Michael Carroll,
coupled with real telescopic images, help readers visualize the facts and ideas presented in the text, such as how light
bends, and what a supernova looks like.A BLACK HOLE IS NOT A HOLE is an excellent introduction to an extremely
complex scientific concept. Back matter includes a timeline which sums up important findings discussed throughout, while
the glossary and index provide a quick point of reference for readers. Children and adults alike will learn a ton of spacey
facts in this far-out book that's sure to excite even the youngest of astrophiles.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 74
Language: English
ISBN: 9781570917837
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Reading Status: Unread
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A Day's Work
Eve Bunting

Clarion Books (1994)

Summary: 
Francisco, a young Mexican-American boy, helps his grandfather find work as a gardener, even though the old man cannot
speak English and knows nothing about gardening. "Bunting perfectly captures the intergenerational love and respect
shared by these two characters and the man's strong sense of honesty and integrity. Himler's softly colored illustrations
reflect the feelings of the characters and setting." -- School Library Journal



Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32

Language: English
ISBN: 9780395845189
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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A Drop of Hope
Keith Calabrese

Scholastic Press (2019)

Summary: 
Times are tough in the small town of Cliffs Donnelly, Ohio (sarcastically called If Only) especially for some of the kids at Rod
Serling Middle School, but then an old dry well suddenly begins to grant wishes, or so it seems--three of the students,
Ernest Wilmette, Ryan Hardy, and Lizzy MacComber, know what is happening (but do they really?), because sometimes a
good deed can make magic happen.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 305
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338541038
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022



A House Called Awful End
Book One in the Eddie Dickens Trilogy
Philip Ardagh

Macmillan (September 1, 2002)

Summary: 
The first book in a hilarious, action-packed trilogy.Eddie Dickens is sent off to stay with his aunt and uncle and a riotously
funny comedy of errors ensues.When both Eddie Dickens's parents catch a disease that makes them turn yellow, go a bit
crinkly around the edges, and smell of hot water bottles, it's agreed he should go and stay with relatives at their house,
Awful End. Unfortunately for Eddie, those relatives are Mad Uncle Jack and Even-Madder Aunt Maud. . . .This hilarious
historical spoof, the first in the Eddie Dickens trilogy, has been called "a scrumptious cross between Dickens and Monty
Python."
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 128
Language: English
ISBN: 9780805068283
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

A House Without a Christmas Tree
Gail Rock

Scholastic (1974)

Summary: 
In 1946 a ten-year-old girl tries to understand and overcome her stern father's objections to having a Christmas tree in the
house.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 87
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590638951
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

A Little SPOT of Frustration
A Story about Self-Control
Diane Alber

Diane Alber Art LLC (April 29, 2021)

Summary: 



Does your child become easily frustrated? Is their reaction not matching the problem? A little SPOT of Frustration is a fun,
colorful book that helps a child learn how to FLIP their Frustration SPOT into a CALM and Flexible thinking SPOT! Children
will love the built in activity that can help them remember how to manage their frustrations in a healthy way.
Language: English
ISBN: 9781951287641
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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A Long Way from Chicago
A Novel in Stories
Richard Peck

Scholastic (1999)

Summary: 
A boy recounts his annual summer trips to rural Illinois with his sister during the Great Depression to visit their larger-than-
life grandmother.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction - Family - Siblings
Number of Pages: 148
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439227551
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



A New Hope
Ryder Windham

Scholastic (2004)

Summary: 
Luke Skywalker. Han Solo. Princess Leia. The beginning of the Star Wars saga, in an amazing all-new novelization that will
tie in with the blockbuster classic Star Wars DVD release.Luke Skywalker. Han Solo. Princess Leia. The beginning of the
Star Wars saga, in an amazing all-new novelization that will tie in with the blockbuster classic Star Wars DVD release.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 215
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439681230
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

A String in the Harp
Nancy Bond

Turtleback (1996)

Summary: 
In his award-winning book The Philosophy of Edmund Husserl: A Historical Development, J. N. Mohanty charted Husserl's
philosophical development from the young man's earliest studies—informed by his work as a mathematician—to the
publication of his Ideas in 1913. In this welcome new volume, the author takes up the final decades of Husserl's life,
addressing the work of his Freiburg period, from 1916 until his death in 1938. As in his earlier work, Mohanty here offers
close readings of Husserl's main texts accompanied by accurate summaries, informative commentaries, and original
analyses. This book, along with its companion volume, completes the most up-to-date, well-informed, and comprehensive
account ever written on Husserl's phenomenological philosophy and its development.
Number of Pages: 370
Language: English
ISBN: 9780606099097
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

A Wolf's Tale
Eva Montanari

Parragon (2014)

Summary: 



"Meet the great-great-great-great-grandson of the original Big Bad Wolf, also hot on the trail of some little pigs. Is he also up
to no good -- or is he trying to make friends at last?"--Back cover.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Language: English
ISBN: 9781472318534
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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A Wrinkle in Time: The Graphic Novel
Madeleine L'Engle

Farrar, Straus and Giroux (BYR) (October 2, 2012)

Summary: 
The world already knows Meg and Charles Wallace Murry, Calvin O'Keefe, and the three Mrs--Who, Whatsit, and Which--
the memorable and wonderful characters who fight off a dark force and save our universe in the Newbery award-winning
classic A Wrinkle in Time. But in 50 years of publication, the book has never been illustrated.  Now, Hope Larson takes the
classic story to a new level with her vividly imagined interpretations of tessering and favorite characters like the Happy
Medium and Aunt Beast. Perfect for old fans and winning over new ones, this graphic novel adaptation is a must-read.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 392
Language: English
ISBN: 9780374386153
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



Across the Tibetan Plateau
Ecosystems, Wildlife & Conservation
Robert L. Fleming, Liu Wulin, and Tsering Dorje Gashi

W.W. Norton & Company (2007)

Summary: 
Here is the most comprehensive photography to date of a little-known and seldom-visited land whose area equals western
Europe. The beauty and diversity of Tibet is staggering: from Mount Everest to the world's deepest gorge, from tropical
jungles to arctic-like tundra, from trees twenty feet in diameter to vast herds and solitary specimens of some of the least-
known animals on the planet. Certain photographs, such as those of a newborn Tibetan antelope or the elusive red ghoral,
are among the first ever taken of these subjects. The book brings American, Tibetan, and Chinese scholarship to bear on
the natural history of Tibet, and it also describes an extraordinary conservation accomplishment that has gone virtually
unnoticed by the outside world. Where else has 40 percent of the land been set aside in nature preserves in twenty years?
As a result of this effort, the animals and landscapes shown here will be saved for future generations.
Genre: History
Number of Pages: 120
Language: English
ISBN: 9780393061178
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Ada Twist, Scientist
Andrea Beaty

Harry N. Abrams (September 6, 2016)

Summary: 
Now a Netflix series! A #1 New York Times Bestseller A Wall Street Journal Bestseller A USA Today Bestseller Inspired by
real-life makers Ada Lovelace and Marie Curie, this beloved #1 bestseller champions STEM, girl power and women
scientists in a rollicking celebration of curiosity, the power perseverance, and the importance of asking "Why?" Don't miss
Ada's further adventures--with her friends Iggy Peck and Rosie Revere--in the instant New York Times bestseller Rosie
Revere and the Raucous Riveters, the first all-new chapter book starring The Questioneers! Ada Twist's head is full of
questions. Like her classmates Iggy and Rosie--stars of their own New York Times bestselling picture books Iggy Peck,
Architect and Rosie Revere, Engineer--Ada has always been endlessly curious. Even when her fact-finding missions and
elaborate scientific experiments don't go as planned, Ada learns the value of thinking her way through problems and
continuing to stay curious. Collect them all! Add these other STEM favorites from #1 New York Times bestselling team
Andrea Beaty and David Roberts to your family library today! Rosie Revere, Engineer Iggy Peck, Architect Rosie Revere
and the Raucous Riveters Ada Twist and the Perilous Pants Ada Twist's Big Project Book for Stellar Scientists Iggy Peck's
Big Project Book for Amazing Architects Rosie Revere's Big Project Book for Bold Engineers Questioneers Family Calendar
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9781419721373
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Adventures of the Bailey School Kids
Volume II
Debbie Dadey and Marcia Thornton Jones

Scholastic (2004)

Summary: 
There are some pretty weird grown-ups living in Bailey City. But could the very tall man who likes flowers really be
Frankenstein's monster? Is it possible that the art teacher with braces on her teeth is an alien for outer space? Is the
cheerful guy with the gold earring a real genie? And is the boat instructor at Camp Lone Wolf really a pirate searching for
buried treasure? The Bailey School Kids are going to find out!
Genre: Werewolves
Number of Pages: 284
Language: English
ISBN: 9780760758786
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



All the Small Poems and Fourteen More
Valerie Worth

Square Fish (October 29, 1996)

Summary: 
All the Small Poems and Fourteen More gathers all four of Valerie Worth’s small poetry children’s books and includes the
original illustrations by Natalie Babbitt, the award-winning writer/artist of Tuck Everlasting. Inspired by her love of nature,
Valerie Worth’s wondrous verse about animals, plants, and other everyday objects presents a perfect perspective of the
world through a child’s eyes.This volume includes Small Poems, More Small Poems, Still More Small Poems, and Small
Poems Again.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 208
Language: English
ISBN: 9780374403454
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

All the Way to America
The Story of a Big Italian Family and a Little Shovel
Dan Yaccarino

Alfred A. Knopf (September 9, 2014)

Summary: 
“This immigration story is universal.” —School Library Journal, Starred Dan Yaccarino's great-grandfather arrived at Ellis
Island with a small shovel and his parents' good advice: “Work hard, but remember to enjoy life, and never forget your
family.” With simple text and warm, colorful illustrations, Yaccarino recounts how the little shovel was passed down through
four generations of this Italian-American family—along with the good advice. It's a story that will have kids asking their
parents and grandparents: Where did we come from? How did our family make the journey all the way to America? “A
shovel is just a shovel, but in Dan Yaccarino's hands it becomes a way to dig deep into the past and honor all those who
helped make us who we are.” —Eric Rohmann, winner of the Caldecott Medal for My Friend Rabbit “All the Way to America
is a charmer. Yaccarino's heartwarming story rings clearly with truth, good cheer, and love.” —Tomie dePaola, winner of a
Caldecott Honor Award for Strega NonaFrom the Hardcover edition.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 40
Language: English
ISBN: 9780375859205
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Allie, Ganadora Por Fin
Angela Cervantes

Scholastic Incorporated (August 29, 2017)

Summary: 
No hay nada mejor que subir a un podio y levantar un trofeo en lo alto. Al menos eso es lo que piensa Allie, que nunca ha
ganado un premio. Todos en su familia son especiales de alguna manera: su hermana pequeña es una estrella de
televisión; su hermano es un talentosísimo jugador de fútbol; su bisabuelo fue condecorado con la Medalla de Honor del
Congreso. Con una familia así, Allie sabe que tiene que esforzarse para dejar una huella. Está decidida a poner una
medalla brillante, una cinta azul o un hermoso trofeo en la estantería de los trofeos de su familia. Así que cuando anuncian
un prestigioso concurso escolar, Allie ve su oportunidad para triunfar. Solo hay un pequeño detalle ... una de las
contrincantes es su ex mejor amiga, Sara. ¿Podrá Allie ganar el primer lugar y recuperar su amistad? ¿O está destinada a
perderlo todo?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 224
Language: Spanish
ISBN: 9781338187885
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



Almost Paradise
A Novel
Corabel Shofner

Farrar, Straus and Giroux (BYR) (July 25, 2017)

Summary: 
A heartfelt debut about a spunky girl determined to save her family and find her way home.Twelve-year-old Ruby Clyde
Henderson’s life changes the day her mother’s boyfriend holds up a convenience store, and her mother is wrongly jailed for
assisting with the crime. Ruby and her pet pig, Bunny, find their way to her estranged Aunt Eleanor's home. Aunt Eleanor is
an ornery nun who lives in the midst of a peach orchard on Paradise Ranch. With a little patience, she and Ruby begin to
get along, but Eleanor has secrets of her own—secrets that might mean more hard times for Ruby. It's not going to be easy
for Ruby Clyde and Eleanor to heal old wounds, face the past, and learn to trust each other. But with enough little pieces of
love, they might be able to bring their family together again, and learn that paradise isn't a place—it's the feeling of being
home. Corabel Shofner's ALMOST PARADISE is a funny and heartfelt story of determination, belonging, and the joys of
loving one another.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 304
Language: English
ISBN: 9780374303785
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Amelia Bedelia Chapter Book #1: Amelia Bedelia Means
Business
Herman Parish

HarperCollins (January 29, 2013)

Summary: 
Amelia Bedelia makes her chapter book debut! In Amelia Bedelia Means Business, a New York Times bestseller and the
first book in the new chapter book series, young Amelia Bedelia will do almost anything for a shiny new bicycle. Amelia
Bedelia's parents say they'll split the cost of a new bike with her, and that means Amelia Bedelia needs to put the pedal to
the metal and earn some dough! With Amelia Bedelia anything can happen, and it usually does. Short, fast-paced chapters,
tons of friends, silly situations, and funny wordplay and misunderstandings make the Amelia Bedelia chapter books an ideal
choice for readers of the Ivy and Bean, Magic Tree House, and Judy Moody books. Features black-and-white pictures by
Lynne Avril on every page!Look out! Here comes Amelia Bedelia, and she means business! "Sure to be favorites on the
early chapter-book shelves."—School Library JournalSupports the Common Core State Standards
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 112
Language: English
ISBN: 9780062094964
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022



Amos & Boris
William Steig

Farrar, Straus and Giroux (BYR) (September 1, 1992)

Summary: 
Amos the mouse and Boris the whale: a devoted pair of friends with nothing at all in common, except good hearts and a
willingness to help their fellow mammal. They meet after Amos sets out to sea in his homemade boat, the Rodent, and soon
finds himself in extreme need of rescue. Enter Boris. But there will come a day, long after Boris has gone back to a life of
whaling about and Amos has gone back to his life of mousing around, when the tiny mouse must find a way to rescue the
great whale.The tender yet comical story of this friendship is recorded in text and pictures that are a model of rich simplicity.
Here, with apparent ease and concealed virtuosity, Caldecott medalist William Steig brings two winning heroes to life.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780374403607
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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An a from Miss Keller
Patricia Polacco

Penguin Group (USA (2015)

Summary: 
How did Patricia Polacco become a writer? A perfect companion to the classic Thank You, Mr. Falker, The Art of Miss Chew,
and Mr. Wayne's Masterpiece, this book celebrates a teacher who inspired a young Patricia Polacco to become the writer
and storyteller she is today. Trisha is nervous about being chosen for Miss Keller's writing class. "Killer Keller" demands that
her students dazzle her with their writing, and rumor has it that she has never given an A. The rumors turn out to be all too
true--there's just no pleasing Miss Keller. Then an unexpected loss leaves Trisha heartbroken. Thoughts of teachers and
grades forgotten, she pours out her soul in a personal narrative. And when Miss Keller reads it, she tells Trisha, "You've
given your words wings."
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 40
Language: English
ISBN: 9780399166914
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Anne of Green Gables
L. M. Montgomery

Dalmation Press (2013)

Summary: 
Anne, an eleven-year-old orphan, is sent by mistake to live with a lonely, middle-aged brother and sister on a Prince Edward
Island farm and proceeds to make an indelible impression on everyone around her.
Genre: Country life
Number of Pages: 177
Language: English
ISBN: 9781453064566
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Anno's Mysterious Multiplying Jar
Masaichiro Anno and Mitsumasa Anno

Penguin Putnam Books for Young Readers (1999)

Summary: 
"Superbly demonstrating the conception of factorials in mathematics, the text and pictures combine to present a lesson in a
palatable form as well as the pleasure of looking at pictures that only Mitsumasa Anno could invent." -- Publishers
Weekly"The book moves logically and elegantly from the concrete to the abstract. Once made clear, the concept is
unforgettable, but the book entices the reader to return for further appreciation of the artistry with which it was designed." --
The Horn Book"If you want a book that does a good selling job on the factorial concept, this one works." -- School Library
Journal
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 48
Language: English
ISBN: 9780698117532
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 48
Language: English
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Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Attack of the Tyrannosaurus
Rex Stone

Scholastic (2008)

Summary: 
A new series for dino-loving adventurers!Tom and Jamie can't believe their luck when they find a secret entrance to a
prehistoric world filled with dinosaurs!The first dinosaur they meet is a friendly wannanosaurus. It eats the fruit from super-
stinky ginkgo trees. But soon, Tom and Jamie meet a much less friendly dino: a Tyrannosaurus Rex that would like to eat
them!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 68
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545053778
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Babushka Baba Yaga
Patricia Polacco

Trumpet Club (1994)

Summary: 
The villagers are afraid of her, so the legendary Baba Yaga disguises herself as an old woman in order to know the joys of
being a grandmother.
Genre: FICTION
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780440833093
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Bad Hare Day
R. L. Stine

Scholastic (1996)

Summary: 
Trick cards, floating scarves, disappearing doves. Tim Swanson loves magic tricks. Someday he wants to be a real
magician. Just like his all-time favorite performer, Amaz-O. But then Tim goes to see Amaz-O's show. And he finds out his
idol is really just a total grump. That's when Tim decides to steal the bag of tricks. Amaz-O's bag of secret tricks. Scary
tricks. Like the one with the multiplying red balls. And all those hissing snakes ...
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 117
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590568784
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Ban This Book
A Novel
Alan Gratz

Tom Doherty Associates (May 1, 2018)

Summary: 



You’re Never Too Young to Fight Censorship!In Ban This Book by Alan Gratz, a fourth grader fights back when From the
Mixed-Up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler by E. L. Konigsburg is challenged by a well-meaning parent and taken off the
shelves of her school library. Amy Anne is shy and soft-spoken, but don’t mess with her when it comes to her favorite book
in the whole world. Amy Anne and her lieutenants wage a battle for the books that will make you laugh and pump your fists
as they start a secret banned books locker library, make up ridiculous reasons to ban every single book in the library to
make a point, and take a stand against censorship. Ban This Book is a stirring defense against censorship that’s perfect for
middle grade readers. Let kids know that they can make a difference in their schools, communities, and lives! “Readers,
librarians, and all those books that have drawn a challenge have a brand new hero.... Stand up and cheer, book lovers. This
one’s for you." —Kathi Appelt, author of the Newbery Honor-winning The Underneath“Ban This Book is absolutely brilliant
and belongs on the shelves of every library in the multiverse.”—Lauren Myracle, author of the bestselling Internet Girls
series, the most challenged books of 2009 and 2011“Quick paced and with clear, easy-to-read prose, this is a book poised
for wide readership and classroom use.”—Booklist "A stout defense of the right to read." —Kirkus Reviews“Gratz delivers a
book lover’s book that speaks volumes about kids’ power to effect change at a grassroots level." —Publishers Weekly
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 256
Language: English
ISBN: 9780765385581
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Barnum's Bones
How Barnum Brown Discovered the Most Famous Dinosaur in the World
Tracey Fern

Scholastic Incorporated (2012)

Summary: 
Barnum Brown's (1873-1963) parents named him after the circus icon P.T. Barnum, hoping that he would do something
extraordinary--and he did! As a paleontologist for the American Museum of Natural History, he discovered the first
documented skeleton of the Tyrannosaurus Rex, as well as most of the other dinosaurs on display there today.
Number of Pages: 34
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545622844
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Date Added: August 29, 2022

Barnyard Banter
Denise Fleming

Holt (1994)

Summary: 
All the farm animals are where they should be, clucking and mucking, mewing and cooing, except for the missing goose. It's
another cacophonous morning on the farm. From pasture to hayloft, cows moo, kittens mew, hens cluck, and pigs muck. As
energetic text filled with rhyming barnyard noises invite young readers to chime in. This exuberant picture book, created with
distinctive handmade-paper illustrations, bursts with color, texture, and playful sounds.
Genre: Animal sounds
Number of Pages: 30
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590203074
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Because of Winn-Dixie
Kate DiCamillo

Candlewick Press (2000)

Summary: 
Ten-year-old India Opal Buloni describes her first summer in the town of Naomi, Florida, and all the good things that happen
to her because of her big ugly dog Winn-Dixie.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 182
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439250511
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Becoming Naomi Len̤
Pam Muǫz Ryan

Scholastic Press (2004)

Summary: 



When Naomi's absent mother resurfaces to claim her, Naomi runs away to Mexico with her great-grandmother and younger
brother in search of her father.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 246

Language: English
ISBN: 9780439269698
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Betty Doll
Patricia Polacco

Penguin Young Readers Group (2004)

Summary: 
From the beloved New York Times bestselling author-illustrator of Thank You, Mr. Falker and Pink and Say. Whenever Mary
Ellen needed Betty Doll, she was there. Betty Doll saw her through happy and sad times, thunderstorms and parties,
weddings and births. Now, when Mary Ellen's daughter Trisha needs Betty Doll most, she rediscovers the sweet old doll,
along with a letter written by her mother before she died. This touching story is a reminder of the power of a mother's love
and the joy of life's precious moments.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 40
Language: English
ISBN: 9780142401965
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Between Shades of Gray
Ruta Sepetys

Scholastic (2012)

Summary: 
In 1941, fifteen-year-old Lina is preparing for art school, first dates, and all that summer has to offer. But one night, the
Soviet secret police barge violently into her home, deporting her, along with her mother and younger brother, by cattle car to
Siberia. Lina's father has been separated from the family and sentenced to death in a prison camp. All seems to be lost, but
Lina refuses to give up hope. Will that be enough to keep her alive?
Number of Pages: 344
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545503440
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



Big Al
Andrew Clements

Scholastic Incorporated (September 1, 1991)

Summary: 
Poor Big Al! He just wants to make friends. And in the whole wide blue sea you can't find a nicer fish. But because Big Al is
large and scary-looking, the little fish are afraid to get to know him. What can he do? He tries everything he can think of --
from disguising himself with seaweed to burrowing under the ocean floor so he'll look smaller. But something always goes
wrong, and lonely Big Al wonders if he'll ever have a single friend. Then one frightening day, when a fishing net captures the
other fish, Big Al gets the chance to prove what a wonderful friend he can be!
Genre: Fishes
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590444552
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Genre: Fishes
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
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Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Big Book of why
John Perritano

Time for Kids Books (2010)



Summary: 
Any questions? We’ve got the answers right here in a book that will take parents off the hook with their children: TIME For
Kids BIG Book of Why answers the questions that kids commonly ask and adults can rarely answer. Why do we have
eyebrows? What’s a black hole and what happens if you fall into one? What’s the fastest a human is capable of running?
Why do wet fi ngers stick to metal in the freezer? Where is the deepest point on Earth? Divided by subject areaâ€”humans,
animals, environment/nature, technology, and spaceâ€”and written in an upbeat manner, each answer is accompanied by
either a photo or an illustration to show the reasons why. Of course, TIME For Kids goes beyond answering the question by
dipping into the science or history to further explain the answer in an easy-to-follow, straightforward manner. This is a must-
have book to satisfy the most curious of kids and provides a great way to encourage interest and knowledge about a wide
range of subjects, as well as to stimulate reading. Kids will be desperate to share what they’ve learned with their parents,
teachers, and friends...and anyone else who will listen.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 192
Language: English
ISBN: 9781603208420
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Big Nate
Revenge of the Cream Puffs
Lincoln Peirce

Andrews McMeel Publishing (2016)

Summary: 
It's one, two, three strikes, you're out, as the Cream Puffs seek sweet revenge! Here come the Cream Puffs! Nate and his
baseball team, saddled with the most embarrassing moniker in Little League history, want to show the world they're not just
a bunch of cupcakes. But it won't be easy. Their opponents mock them. The local sports section misprints Nate's name--
THREE TIMES. And now, on the day of the big game, illness and injuries have the team facing a crushing defeat . . . unless
the unlikeliest Cream Puff of all can come in from the bullpen and save the day. With a softhearted pitcher who channels his
inner panda, a vengeful girlfriend who swings for the fences, and a healthy dose of Nate Wright mojo, the Cream Puffs just
might have what it takes to stage an epic comeback. So grab a glove, smear on some eyeblack, and get in the game. You
don't want to miss a single moment of Revenge of the Cream Puffs!
Genre: Baseball
Number of Pages: 184
Language: English
ISBN: 9781449462284
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Black Beauty
Deidre S. Laiken and Anna Sewell

Baronet Books (1989)

Summary: A horse in nineteenth-century England recounts his experiences with both good and bad masters.
Genre: Human-animal relationships
Number of Pages: 240
Language: English



ISBN: 9780866119535
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Blended
Sharon M. Draper

Atheneum/Caitlyn Dlouhy Books (October 30, 2018)

Summary: 
Eleven-year-old Isabella’s blended family is more divided than ever in this thoughtful story about divorce and racial identity
from the award-winning and New York Times bestselling author of Out of My Mind, Sharon M. Draper.Eleven-year-old
Isabella’s parents are divorced, so she has to switch lives every week: One week she’s Isabella with her dad, his girlfriend
Anastasia, and her son Darren living in a fancy house where they are one of the only black families in the neighborhood.
The next week she’s Izzy with her mom and her boyfriend John-Mark in a small, not-so-fancy house that she loves. Because
of this, Isabella has always felt pulled between two worlds. And now that her parents are divorced, it seems their fights are
even worse, and they’re always about HER. Isabella feels even more stuck in the middle, split and divided between them
than ever. And she’s is beginning to realize that being split between Mom and Dad is more than switching houses, switching
nicknames, switching backpacks: it’s also about switching identities. Her dad is black, her mom is white, and strangers are
always commenting: “You’re so exotic!” “You look so unusual.” “But what are you really?” She knows what they’re really
saying: “You don’t look like your parents.” “You’re different.” “What race are you really?” And when her parents, who both get
engaged at the same time, get in their biggest fight ever, Isabella doesn’t just feel divided, she feels ripped in two. What
does it mean to be half white or half black? To belong to half mom and half dad? And if you’re only seen as half of this and
half of that, how can you ever feel whole? It seems like nothing can bring Isabella’s family together again—until the worst
happens. Isabella and Darren are stopped by the police. A cell phone is mistaken for a gun. And shots are fired.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 320
Language: English
ISBN: 9781442495005
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Blockade Billy
Stephen King

Simon and Schuster (May 25, 2010)

Summary: 



From New York Times bestselling author Stephen King comes the haunting story of Blockade Billy, the greatest Major
League baseball player to be erased from the game. Even the most die-hard baseball fans don’t know the true story of
William “Blockade Billy” Blakely. He may have been the greatest player the game has ever seen, but today no one
remembers his name. He was the first--and only--player to have his existence completely removed from the record books.
Even his team is long forgotten, barely a footnote in the game’s history.Every effort was made to erase any evidence that
William Blakely played professional baseball, and with good reason. Blockade Billy had a secret darker than any pill or
injection that might cause a scandal in sports today. His secret was much, much worse... and only Stephen King, the most
gifted storyteller of our age, can reveal the truth to the world, once and for all. Originally published through Cemetery Dance
Publications on April 20, 2010 as a $25.00 limited-edition hardcover, Stephen King and Cemetery Dance have made an
arrangement with Scribner to make available a less expensive hardcover edition of Blockade Billy, with an on-sale date of
May 25th, the same date the audiobook goes on sale. The Scribner edition will be available in all U.S. and Canadian retail
outlets. Both the Scribner book and the Simon & Schuster audiobook will feature a bonus short story ("Morality").
Genre: FICTION
Number of Pages: 132
Language: English
ISBN: 9781451608212
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Blue Aliens!
An Adventure in Color
Tony Porto, Glenn Deutsch, and Mitch Rice

Little, Brown (2003)

Summary: 
When everything that is blue, from blueberries to blue jeans, begins to go colorless, a young boy is determined to find out
who is behind such a dirty deed that is greatly altering the colorful world in which he lives.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780316613590
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Bones in the White House
Thomas Jefferson's Mammoth
Candice Ransom

Random House Children's Books (2020)

Summary: 



A little-known, fascinating story about Thomas Jefferson and his obsessive quest to find America's first complete mastodon
skeleton. Thomas Jefferson: Third president of the United States. Author of the Declaration of Independence. Obsessive
prehistoric mammal hunter?? It's true! In this little-known slice of American history, see Thomas Jefferson as never before!
In the late 1700's, America was a new nation, with a vast west that held age-old secrets: Bones! Massive tusks and
enormous animal skeletons were being discovered and Thomas Jefferson - politician AND scientist - was captivated. What
were these giant beasts? Did they still roam on American soil? Jefferson needed to find out. Funding explorers, including the
famed Lewis and Clark, Jefferson sought to find a complete prehistoric mastodon skeleton - one which would advance the
young science of paleontology, but would also put this upstart young country on the world stage. Follow along on the
incredible journey - full of triumphs and disappointments, discoveries and shipwrecks, ridicule and victory. Author Candice
Ransom researched this amazing story for years before telling this tale, closely collaborating with Jefferson scholars and
natural history experts. Jamey Christoph's moody, luminous illustrations paint the scene: A young country, a president with a
thirst for knowledge, and an obsessive, years-long quest to find the prehistoric bones that would prove the importance of a
growing nation.
Genre: Nature
Number of Pages: 40
Language: English
ISBN: 9780525646075
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Bridge to Terabithia
Katherine Paterson

Scholastic (2008)

Summary: 
The life of a ten-year-old boy in rural Virginia expands when he becomes friends with a newcomer who subsequently meets
an untimely death trying to reach their hideaway, Terabithia, during a storm.
Genre: Amistad
Number of Pages: 128
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545003353
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Bun Bun Button
Patricia Polacco

G.P. Putnam's Sons (2011)

Summary: 
Paige Darling loves the stuffed rabbit her grandmother has made for her, but when she ties a helium-filled balloon to Bun
Bun Button the toy gets loose and goes floating away, and it may take some Darling luck to bring her home.
Genre: FICTION
Language: English
ISBN: 9780399255762
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Bunnicula
A Rabbit-Tale of Mystery
Deborah Howe and James Howe

Simon and Schuster (August 8, 2006)

Summary: 
BEWARE THE HARE! Is he or isn't he a vampire? Before it's too late, Harold the dog and Chester the cat must find out the
truth about the newest pet in the Monroe household -- a suspicious-looking bunny with unusual habits...and fangs!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 128
Language: English
ISBN: 9781416928171
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Cam Jansen and the Graduation Day Mystery
David A. Adler

Scholastic Incorporated (2013)

Summary: 
Cam Jansen and her photographic memory help her friend's grandfather retrieve his missing bag with an important
graduation gift in it.
Genre: Mystery and detective stories



Number of Pages: 55
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545620789
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Cam Jansen and the Mystery at the Haunted House
David A. Adler

Viking (1994)

Summary: 
Cam Jansen and her friend Eric are visiting an amusement park with her aunt and uncle. Bumper cars and the Haunted
House are exciting enough, but then Aunt Katie's wallet is stolen. Who could have taken it? Does Cam, with her amazing
photographic memory, have a ghost of a chance at finding the thief?
Genre: Detective and mystery stories
Number of Pages: 58
Language: English
ISBN: 9780140344783
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Cam Jansen and the Mystery of the U.F.O.
David A. Adler

Scholastic (1992)

Summary: 
Ten-year-old Cam, possessor of a photographic memory, and her friend Eric investigate what seems to be a brief
appearance of U.F.O.s.
Genre: Detective and mystery stories
Number of Pages: 58
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590461221
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022



Captain America: The First Avenger (Film) Junior Novel
Disney Book Group

Marvel Press (June 21, 2011)

Summary: 
Steve Rogers answers the call of duty by volunteering for an experimental serum program that transforms him into the
Super-Soldier known as Captain America. Aided by his comrade-in-arms Bucky and armed with his trusty shield, Captain
America fights to protect the world from the ruthless Red Skull’s attempts at domination.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 144
Language: English
ISBN: 9781423143062
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Captain Underpants and the attack of the talking toilets
another epic novel
Dav Pilkey

Blue Sky Press (January 1, 1999)

Summary: 
Tra-la-laaa!! The NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY bestselling Captain Underpants series is now available in ebook
edition, featuring Flip-E-Rama, bonus content, and more!

George and Harold are usually RESPONSIBLE kids . . . whenever anything bad happens, George and Harold are usually
responsible!

And it looks like they're up to their old tricks again! First, they ruined the school's science fair with a series of silly pranks.
Then, they accidentally created an army of evil, vicious, talking toilets, intent on taking over the world. Who will stop the
carnivorous commodes?!!? This looks like a job for Captain Underpants!
Genre: School stories
Number of Pages: 136
Language: English
ISBN: 0590634275
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



Captain Underpants and the Big, Bad Battle of the Bionic
Booger Boy, Part 2
The Revenge of the Ridiculous Robo-Boogers : the Seventh Epic Novel
Dav Pilkey

Blue Sky Press (2003)

Summary: 
George, Harold, Captain Underpants, and Sulu the Bionic Hamster battle the three Ridiculous Robo-Boogers in an attempt
to turn the Bionic Booger Boy back into Melvin Sneedly.
Genre: Superintendentes y directores
Number of Pages: 173
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439376129
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Captain Underpants and the Invasion of the Incredibly
Naughty Cafeteria Ladies from Outer Space ...
The Third Epic Novel
Dav Pilkey

Scholastic (1999)

Summary: 
The crazy adventures of Harold and George - all nine titles in one collection! Prepare for laffs, action and flip your lid for Flip-
O-Rama in this preposterous Undies extravaganza!. Ages 7+
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 134
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439049962
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Captain Underpants and the Preposterous Plight of the
Purple Potty People
The Eighth Epic Novel
Dav Pilkey

Scholastic (2006)

Summary: 
The crazy adventures of Harold and George - all nine titles in one collection! Prepare for laffs, action and flip your lid for Flip-
O-Rama in this preposterous Undies extravaganza!. Ages 7+
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 172
Language: English



ISBN: 9780439376143
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Captain Underpants and the Terrifying Return of Tippy
Tinkletrousers
The Ninth Epic Novel
Dav Pilkey

Scholastic (2016)

Summary: 
After being sent to jail for the rest of their lives, George and Harold are taken on a trip back in time by Tippy Tinkletrousers
back to their Kindergarten days where they must deal with their bully without the help of Captain Underpants.
Number of Pages: 290
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338124286
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Carrot Sticks and Bubble Gum Bricks
Haller Rachel Kelley

CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform (December 24, 2012)

Summary: 
Mama Eaton informs her two sons that it's time to move out and make their own way in life. Big Brother Eaton chooses to
build his house out of healthy foods, but Little Brother decides that sweets and greasy foods are the way to go. But when a
whirlwind of germs blows in and attacks their dwellings, Big Brother's house stands firm, but Little Brother's junk food house
caves in.
Number of Pages: 34
Language: English
ISBN: 9781481272261
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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caves in.
Number of Pages: 34
Language: English
ISBN: 9781481272261
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Chairs on Strike
Jennifer Jones

Jennifer Jones (August 1, 2022)

Summary: 
"Teaches kindness to all people and things. A hilarious, rhyming, read loud book that's perfect for the first or any day of
school." -- Amazon.
Language: English
ISBN: 9781637312230
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Champ
Marcia Thornton Jones

Scholastic (2007)

Genre: Dog shows
Number of Pages: 187
ISBN: 9780545001489
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
Roald Dahl

Penguin (2007)

Summary: 



From the author of The BFG and Matilda! Willy Wonka's famous chocolate factory is opening at last! But only five lucky
children will be allowed inside. And the winners are: Augustus Gloop, an enormously fat boy whose hobby is eating; Veruca
Salt, a spoiled-rotten brat whose parents are wrapped around her little finger; Violet Beauregarde, a dim-witted gum-chewer
with the fastest jaws around; Mike Teavee, a toy pistol-toting gangster-in-training who is obsessed with television; and
Charlie Bucket, Our Hero, a boy who is honest and kind, brave and true, and good and ready for the wildest time of his life!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 155
Language: English
ISBN: 9780142410318
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Charlotte's Web
Elwyn Brooks White

Scholastic (1952)

Summary: 
Wilbur was lovingly raised by a girl named Fern. But now he's a barn pig. He's bored and lonely--until he meets Charlotte,
the beautiful grey spider who also lives in the barn. Charlotte thinks of a wonderful way to save Wilbur from a pigs unhappy
fate. Her clever plan will delight you, in this famous story.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 184
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590302715
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Chasing Redbird
Sharon Creech

Demco Media (March 1, 1998)

Summary: 
The Newbery Medal-winning author of Walk Two Moons tells a story of love, loss, and understanding that will warm readers
hearts everywhere. When 13-year-old Zinny Taylor discovers an overgrown path in the woods, she sets out to make it her
own special place.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 261
Language: English
ISBN: 9780606132657
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Chasing Vermeer
Blue Balliett

Scholastic (2005)

Summary: 
This bewitching first novel is a puzzle, wrapped in a mystery, disguised as an adventure, and delivered as a work of art.
When a book of unexplainable occurences brings Petra and Calder together, strange things start to happen: Seemingly
unrelated events connect; an eccentric old woman seeks their company; an invaluable Vermeer painting disappears. Before
they know it, the two find themselves at the center of an international art scandal, where no one is spared from suspicion. As
Petra and Calder are drawn clue by clue into a mysterious labyrinth, they must draw on their powers of intuition, their
problem solving skills, and their knowledge of Vermeer. Can they decipher a crime that has stumped even the FBI?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 254
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439372978
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Christopher Columbus
Peter Roop and Connie Roop

Scholastic (2000)

Summary: 



Drawn from the journals he kept during his four voyages to the New World, the enthralling story of Christopher Columbus
details his many discoveries that changed world history forever. Simultaneous.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 128
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439158077
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 128
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Circus Shoes
Noel Streatfeild

Dell Pub. (1985)

Summary: 
Threatened with life in separate orphanages when their aunt dies, two children run away to search for their uncle who works
for a circus and find that they can become a part of the hard work and colorful performances of the tenting season.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 272
Language: English
ISBN: 9780440414223
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



Cook-a-doodle-doo!
Stevens, Janet Stevens, and Susan Stevens Crummel

Harcourt Brace (1999)

Summary: 
With the questionable help of his friends, Big Brown Rooster manages to bake a strawberry shortcake which would have
pleased his great-grandmother, Little Red Hen.
Number of Pages: 48
Language: English
ISBN: 9780152022402
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Counting by 7s
Holly Goldberg Sloan

Penguin (2014)

Summary: 



A New York Times Bestseller In the tradition of Out of My Mind, Wonder, and Mockingbird, this is an intensely moving middle
grade novel about being an outsider, coping with loss, and discovering the true meaning of family. Willow Chance is a
twelve-year-old genius, obsessed with nature and diagnosing medical conditions, who finds it comforting to count by 7s. It
has never been easy for her to connect with anyone other than her adoptive parents, but that hasn't kept her from leading a
quietly happy life . . . until now. Suddenly Willow's world is tragically changed when her parents both die in a car crash,
leaving her alone in a baffling world. The triumph of this book is that it is not a tragedy. This extraordinarily odd, but
extraordinarily endearing, girl manages to push through her grief. Her journey to find a fascinatingly diverse and fully
believable surrogate family is a joy and a revelation to read. * "Willow's story is one of renewal, and her journey of rebuilding
the ties that unite people as a family will stay in readers' hearts long after the last page."--School Library Journal starred
review * "A graceful, meaningful tale featuring a cast of charming, well-rounded characters who learn sweet--but never
cloying--lessons about resourcefulness, community, and true resilience in the face of loss."--Booklist starred review * "What
sets this novel apart from the average orphan-finds-a-home book is its lack of sentimentality, its truly multicultural cast
(Willow describes herself as a "person of color"; Mai and Quang-ha are of mixed Vietnamese, African American, and
Mexican ancestry), and its tone. . . . Poignant."--The Horn Book starred review "In achingly beautiful prose, Holly Goldberg
Sloan has written a delightful tale of transformation that's a celebration of life in all its wondrous, hilarious and confounding
glory. Counting by 7s is a triumph."--Maria Semple, author of Where'd You Go, Bernadette
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 380
Language: English
ISBN: 9780142422861
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Crazy Loco
David Rice

Demco Media (July 1, 2003)

Summary: 
Meet Loco, a dog with a passion for firecrackers. And Pedro, an altar boy forced to learn a hard lesson from two of the
toughest, oldest men ever to serve the Lord. Jordan and Todd are two boys from California who don't know what they're in
for when they push their Texas cousins a little too far. Loosely based on the author's own childhood in south Texas, this story
collection is a moving whirlwind of humor and insight--brash, tender, and full of the unexpected.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 135
Language: English
ISBN: 9780606288637
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Crickwing
Janell Cannon

Scholastic (2002)

Summary: 
A lonely cockroach named Crickwing has a creative idea that saves the day for the leaf-cutter ants when their fierce forest
enemies, the army ants, attack them.



Genre: Insects
Language: English

ISBN: 9780439405058
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Summary: 
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enemies, the army ants, attack them.
Genre: Insects
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439405058
Reading Status: Unread
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Crossing
Philip Booth and Bagram Ibatoulline

Candlewick Press (2013)

Summary: 
Vivid images in both poem and paintings create a close-up view of a freight train traveling through a crossing—a dramatic
experience for young readers. With the rhythm of its words recalling the cadence of a moving freight train, a poem by Philip
Booth is fluidly joined with artwork by first-time illustrator Bagram Ibatoulline in this majestic picture book. Ibatoulline's
dramatic and masterful paintings capture the American freight train in its heyday in astonishing detail. CROSSING promises
to enthrall train enthusiasts of all ages.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780763666644
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Daily STEM
How to Create a STEM Culture in Your Classrooms & Communities
Chris Woods

Amazon Digital Services LLC - KDP Print US (September 7, 2020)

Summary: 
From The Author: Has your school added a STEM class, or are you hoping to build more STEM into your school
community? Buying a bunch of 3D printers and robot kits is a good start, but what does a sustainable STEM learning culture
look like? This book will challenge you to think past the Daily STEM acronym and think about what it means to build a
culture of STEM thinking in your school. You'll find plenty of practical tips and examples to make STEM relevant for every kid
and infuse it into every classroom and every home in your community. Editorial Reviews: "STEM can seem like such a big
challenge for teachers and school leaders alike. We all want students engaged in meaningful, hands-on learning. But where
do we begin? Start with Daily STEM. This awesome gift to educators by author Chris Woods is packed full of practical,
logical, and easy steps teachers can and should take to bring STEM to life. It's like having Chris right there coaching you,
helping you find STEM in everyday life. Daily STEM will have you building a "culture of STEM" in your school or classroom
and bringing relevant learning to life."Darrin M Peppard, Ed.D. Superintendent Author of Road To Awesome Renaissance
Hall of Fame "Chris' book Daily STEM is exactly what every teacher needs to promote curiosity and hands-on learning in the
classroom. He prompts critical thinking and offers experiences that are fun and engaging for students. It is packed full of
cool ideas and STEM inspiration-a must read!!!"Jacie Maslyk Educator Author STEM Enthusiast "I absolutely love Daily
STEM!! You will never be able to look at the world the same way after you read this gem! Hundreds of ideas will swirl
through your head after each page. If you are searching for your teaching style, here it is: curiosity and connections. This is
a book you will read more than once. Chris's personal stories will put a smile on your face as you reflect on your own stories.
WOW Factor!! Epic!"Dr. Frank Rudnesky Educator Author Speaker Consultant "Daily STEM is a book I would normally have
an aversion to! Teachers either love the idea of STEM, or they run as fast as they can when they hear the term. I used to
run! Daily Stem offered me significant insight into so many ways educators can continue to provide STEM instruction/ideas
and exploration across content areas and beyond the classroom walls. The Q and A style made Daily Stem an easy read. It
also provided opportunity to revisit a question -and the answer- quite readily. "A noisy classroom is a collaborative
classroom. A messy classroom is an inventing classroom," sums up best practice and is a powerful reminder as we plan for
the new school year!"Dr. Lori Koerner K-12 Administrator for Curriculum, Instruction & Professional Personnel
Number of Pages: 206
Language: English



ISBN: 9781777225544
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Danger at the Zoo
A Kit Mystery
Kathleen Ernst

American Girl (2005)

Summary: 
Kit lands a summer job writing a children's column for her local newspaper. She decides to look for story ideas at the
Cincinnati Zoo, where her friend Stirling works as a guide and her old friend Will, the hobo, has a job cleaning cages. As Kit
noses around the zoo, she stumbles into some strange doings in the monkey house. Her reporter's instincts tell her that
she's onto something worth investigating--and she's determined to get the story.



Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 192
Language: English
ISBN: 9781584859895
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Dear Teacher,
A Celebration of People Who Inspire Us
Paris Rosenthal

HarperCollins Publishers (March 16, 2021)

Summary: 
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER!From the #1 New York Times bestselling team behind Dear Girl, and Dear Boy, comes
a heartfelt thank-you letter written to educators, coaches, leaders, role models, mentors, and heroes everywhere! A perfect
gift for back to school, National Teachers' Day, Teacher Appreciation Week, and the last day of school.Filled with gratitude,
Dear Teacher, thanks all the people that empower and inspire little ones to be themselves and overcome all of life's
obstacles.With the same tenderness as Dear Girl, and Dear Boy, Paris's charming text and Holly Hatam's stunning
illustrations come together beautifully to express well-deserved appreciation for teachers of all kinds.Perfect for fans of the
teacher appreciation classic Because I Had a Teacher who are looking for a new gift to give.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 40
Language: English
ISBN: 9780063012745
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Diary of a Wimpy Kid
Hard Luck
Jeff Kinney

Amulet Books (2013)

Summary: 
"Greg Heffley's on a losing streak. His best friend, Rowley Jefferson, has ditched him, and finding new friends in middle
school is proving to be a tough task. To change his fortunes, Greg decides to take a leap of faith and turn his decisions over
to chance. Will a roll of the dice turn things around, or is Greg's life destined to be just another hard-luck story?"--
Genre: Humorous stories
Number of Pages: 217
Language: English
ISBN: 9781419711763
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Diary of a Worm
Doreen Cronin

Scholastic (2004)

Summary: 
A young worm discovers, day by day, that there are some very good and some not so good things about being a worm in
this great big world.
Number of Pages: 35
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439677745
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Divide and Ride
Stuart J. Murphy

Scholastic (1997)

Summary: Teaches division as a group of friends goes on different carnival rides.
Genre: Division
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590214278
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Do Unto Otters
A Book About Manners
Laurie Keller

Square Fish (September 1, 2009)

Summary: 
"Do not do to others that which would anger you if others did it to you."—Socrates (the Greek philosopher), circa 470-399
B.C. Mr. Rabbit's new neighbors are Otters.OTTERS!But he doesn't know anything about otters. Will they get along? Will
they be friends?Just treat otters the same way you'd like them to treat you, advises Mr. Owl.In her smart, playful style Laurie
Keller highlights how to be a good friend and neighbor—simply follow the Golden Rule! This title has Common Core
connections.Do Unto Otters is a 2008 Bank Street - Best Children's Book of the Year.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 40
Language: English
ISBN: 9780312581404
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Do You Want to be My Friend?
Eric Carle

Trumpet Club (1992)

Summary: A collection of children's books on the subject of friendship.
Genre: Animals
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780440846406
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Dog Man 4
Dog Man and Cat Kid
Dav Pilkey

Scholastic (2018)

Summary: 
When a new sitter arrives and a movie star goes missing, Dog Man and Cat Kid investigate, but Petey, the world's most evil
cat, complicates their case.
Genre: Humorous stories
Number of Pages: 253
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545935180
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Donuthead
Sue Stauffacher

Alfred A. Knopf (2003)

Summary: 
Franklin Delano Donuthead is a fifth grader with a lot of problems: For starters, his last name is Donuthead. He considers
himself handicapped because one arm and leg are shorter than the other (by less than half an inch), his mother is trying to
poison him with non-organic foods (like salami), he doesn't have a father, and Sarah Kervick, the new girl, who's mean and
totally unhygienic, is attached to him, warts and all, like glue. This is a hilarious and touching novel featuring a neurotic,
scared boy and a tougher-than-nails girl who each help the other in more ways than they can imagine. Sue Stauffacher has
crafted characters full of wit and sensitivity, with a little anti-bacterial soap thrown in for good measure.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 144
Language: English
ISBN: 9780375824685
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Double Fudge
Judy Blume

Scholastic (2002)

Summary: 



Fudge is obsessed with money. He's making his own 'Fudge Bucks" and has plans to buy the entire world. But life gets
really crazy when Fudge and his older brother, Peter, run into their long-lost relatives, the Howie Hatchers. Now they have to
deal with annoying twin cousins and a weird younger cousin, coincidentally named Farley Drexel Hatcher, just like Fudge!
Their names aren't the only similarity, and before long, mini-Fudge is causing just as much trouble as Fudge always has!
Genre: Humorous stories
Number of Pages: 213
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439587570
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Double Fudge
Judy Blume

Scholastic Incorporated (2002)

Summary: 
His younger brother Fudge's obsession with money and an unexpected encounter with twin cousins Flora and Fauna and a
weird younger cousin also named Farley Drexel Hatcher, just like Fudge, provide many embarrassing moments for twelve-
year-old Peter.
Genre: Humorous stories
Number of Pages: 213
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439450713
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Each Kindness
Jacqueline Woodson

Penguin (2012)

Summary: 
As Laura Linder asserts, increased concentration of media ownership has resulted in the homogenization of public
discourse. Packaged, commercialized messages have replaced the personalized and localized opinions necessary for the
uninhibited marketplace of ideas envisioned in the First Amendment. Narrowcast outlets such as talk radio give vent to
individual voices, but only to a limited, predefined audience. The media have led a social shift toward splintering and
compartmentalization, away from pluralism and consensus. Public access television provides an alternative to this trend,
requiring active public participation in the process of developing community-based programming through the dominant
medium of television. Today, more than 2,000 public access television centers exist in the United States, producing more
than 10,000 hours of original, local programming every week. But public access television remains underutilized, even as
deregulation and growing interest in other telecommunications delivery systems pose a potential threat to the long-term
viability of public access television. In this comprehensive review of the background and development of public access
television, Linder offers all the information needed to understand the theoretical and philosophical underpinnings as well as
the nuts and bolts of public access television in the United States. Must reading for students and scholars involved with
mass media in the United States and professionals in the television field.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 30



Language: English
ISBN: 9780399246524
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 30
Language: English
ISBN: 9780399246524
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Each Little Bird that Sings (J).
Debbie Wiles and Deborah Wiles

Gulliver Books. (2005)

Genre: Children's fiction
Language: English
ISBN: 9780152056063
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



Edward the Emu
Sheena Knowles

Harper Collins (April 4, 1998)

Summary: 
Edward the emu was sick of the zoo,There was nowhere to go, there was nothing to do,And compared to the seals that lived
right next door,Well being an emu was frankly a bore.Tired of his life as an emu, Edward decides to try being something else
for a change. He tries swimming with the seals. He spends a day lounging with the lions. He even does a stint slithering with
the snakes.But Edward soon discovers that being an emu may be the best thing after all. And so he returns to his pen, only
to find a big surprise awaiting him. . . .Edward is tired of being an emu, so he decides to try being something else for a
change. First he spends some time swimming with the seals. Next, he lounges with the lions. He even slithers with the
snakes. But Edward soon discovers that being an emu may not be so bad after all. So he heads back to his pen, only to find
a big surprise awaiting him . . .Sheena Knowles' upbeat, rhyming text and Rod Clement's deliciously droll illustrations are
sure to make readers laugh out loud in this whimsical picture book by the creators of Edwina the Emu."If you buy one
book...for sheer fun, there's no question it should be this one." San Diego Union Tribune
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780064434997
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Ellen Tebbits
Beverly Cleary

Scholastic Incorporated (1989)

Summary: The part of third grade Ellen Tebbits likes most is having Austine Allen for her best friend.
Genre: realistic fiction
Number of Pages: 160
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439239226
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Elmer and Rose
David McKee

Andersen Press USA (2012)

Summary: 
Grandpa Eldo asks Elmer and his cousin Wilbur to help a young elephant find her way back to her herd. They get a shock
when they see she is pink - no wonder she's called Rose. As they help Rose find her herd, Elmer and Wilbur learn a
valuable lesson about being different and fitting in.
Language: English
ISBN: 9781849395502
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Elmer in the Snow
David McKee

Andersen (2012)

Summary: 
When Elmer hears the elephants complaining that it is too cold, he takes them on a walk to an even colder place, to show
them just how much fun winter can be!
Genre: Pictorial works
Language: English
ISBN: 9781849395465
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Elmer on Stilts
David McKee

Andersen (2012)

Summary: 
On back--"The hunters are coming and all the elephants are worried. Elmer, the patchwork elephant, comes up with a plan
to outwit the hunters but things don't turn out quite as planned ..."
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 29
Language: English
ISBN: 9781849395441
Reading Status: Unread



Date Added: August 29, 2022

Encyclopedia Brown Gets His Man
Donald J. Sobol

Penguin (2007)

Summary: 
Leroy Brown, aka Encyclopedia Brown, is Idaville neighborhood’s ten-year-old star detective. With an uncanny knack for
trivia, he solves mysteries for the neighborhood kids through his own detective agency. But his dad also happens to be the
chief of the Idaville police department, and every night around the dinner table, Encyclopedia helps him solve his most
baffling crimes. And with ten confounding mysteries in each book, not only does Encyclopedia have a chance to solve them,
but the reader is given all the clues as well. Interactive and chock full of interesting bits of information—it’s classic
Encyclopedia Brown! “I loved Encyclopedia Brown as a kid.”—Junot Diaz, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The Brief
Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 96
Language: English
ISBN: 9780142408919
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Escape
R. A. Montgomery

Chooseco (May 1, 2006)

Summary: 
THE YEAR IS 2045. CIVIL WARS AND FOREIGN ATTACKS HAVE SPLIT THE U.S. INTO THREE HOSTILE POLITICAL
AREAS. CAN YOU MAKE IT HOME FROM YOUR SECRET MISSION IN TIME TO HELP? A once-proud country governed
by freedom is torn apart. One section, Dorado, dominates the others with harsh police-state tactics. You are from Turtalia, a
new democracy, and you are returning there with important information about Doradan's plans to invade. Two others, Matt
and Mimla, join you in escaping to Turtalia. The Doradan underground has helped the three of you get as far as
Albuquerque, but now you are on your own. They're closing in on us, Matt says tensely. I can feel it. There is no sign of the
Secret Police on the horizon; but you know they could appear at any moment. They are relentless killers. If you decide to
follow Matt's suggestion to return to town to avoid capture, turn to page 10. YOU choose what happens next
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 124
Language: English
ISBN: 9781933390086
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022



Extra Yarn
Mac Barnett

HarperCollins (January 17, 2012)

Summary: 
Extra Yarn, a Caldecott Honor Book, Boston Globe-Horn Book Award winner, and a New York Times bestseller, is the story
of how a young girl and her box of magical yarn transform a community.With spare, gently humorous illustrations and a
palette that moves from black-and-white to a range of color, this modern fairy tale has the feel of a new classic.Extra Yarn is
written by Mac Barnett and illustrated by Jon Klassen, who also won a Caldecott Medal for This Is Not My Hat.Supports the
Common Core State Standards.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 40
Language: English
ISBN: 9780061953385
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Reading Status: Unread
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Extraordinary Uses for Ordinary Things
2,317 Ways to Save Money and Time
Editors of Reader's Digest

Reader's Digest (March 22, 2007)



Summary: 
Discover ingenious ways to use or reuse more than 250 common household items to replace, restore, repair, or revive
almost anything in your household—including yourself.When you have a household problem, don’t run to the store and
waste good money, just open your pantry door—and EXTRAORDINARY USES FOR ORDINARY THINGS. You’ll be
amazed at what you can do with baby oil, bleach, duct tape, tea, rubbing alcohol, and dozens of other handy items. This
book will open your eyes to over 2,300 creative and helpful uses you can make of familiar household products. You will
discover how to save time and money with items in your pantry, medicine cabinet, wastebasket, and recycling bin that you
can use to solve common household problems or to substitute for products that you would otherwise buy. The over 2,300
extraordinary uses includes: • Aspirin can revive a dead car battery and a coating of petroleum jelly will keep the battery’s
terminals from corroding • A dab of shaving cream can keep your bathroom mirror from fogging and can remove juice stains
on carpeting • Petroleum jelly makes a great lip balm, makeup remover, and moisturizer • A turkey baster is the perfect tool
for watering Christmas trees and hard-to-reach plants • Beer can be combed through your hair as a setting lotion, used as
lure to trap insects, and polish gold jewelry • Sandpaper can be used to sharpen needles and scissors, roughen slippery
soles of new shoes, remove ink stains and scuff marks from suede, and remove stains on grout lines • Wax paper will
prevent a cast-iron skillet from rusting, restore the nonstick surface on your iron, and use on the bottom of a microwave
when cooking messy foods If you hate to throw things away or if you delight in dreaming up new ways to use ordinary items,
then you’ll love the ideas in this book. You’ll be amazed at the problems you can solve. It’s a book you’ll be sure to turn to
again and again for helpful ideas, trustworthy advice, and entertaining reading.
Genre: Reference
Number of Pages: 384
Language: English
ISBN: 9780762106493
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Eyewitness Weather
Brian Cosgrove

DK Publishing (2007)

Summary: 
From whirling tornadoes to freezing blizzards, weather is a constantly changing force that affects everything around us.
Explore the history and elements that make up the environment around us in DK Eyewitness Books: Weather. Superb color
photographs of the sky in all kinds of weather conditions, together with specially built 3-D models, offer a unique and
revealing view of weather, from calm summer days to the bitter storms of winter. Discover why deserts are dry, how clouds
are born, what makes raindrops grow. Learn how to make your own forecast and how humans have learned to predict and
use the weather to their advantage over the years. Available for the first time in paperback, DK Eyewitness Books: Weather
will take the reader into the skies to learn more about the storms, winds, and elements that make up the weather around us.
Each revised Eyewitness book retains the stunning artwork and photography from the groundbreaking original series, but
the text has been reduced and reworked to speak more clearly to younger readers. Still on every colorful page: vibrant
annotated photographs and the integrated text-and-pictures approach that makes Eyewitness a perennial favorite of
parents, teachers, and school-age kids. Awards: 8-time National Council for the Social Studies Award Winner 4-time Society
for School Librarians International Social Studies Trade Book Award Winner 2-time Oppenheim Toy Portfolio Gold Book
Award Winner A Parents' Choice Award Winner
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 72
Language: English
ISBN: 9780756630065
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022



Fabulous Fun with Puzzles
Joseph Leeming

Liberty Street (October 21, 2008)

Summary: 
Fabulous Fun with Puzzles takes you back to a simpler time when dinner was a nightly family event and kids played games
with nothing more than a bag of marbles or a piece of chalk. J. Leeming's classic collection of over 400 conundrums,
quizzes, word puzzles, brain twisters, visual challenges, and math riddles will keep solvers of all ages entertained for hours.
Make sure you have an extra pencil handy, because we've taken the puzzles from the two previous Leeming puzzle books
and created one fabulously fun book, and added all-new illustrations inspired by the originals. Puzzles included: o Riddles o
Match Puzzles o Puzzles with Coins o Anagram Puzzles o Cut-out Puzzles Try these sample puzzles: 1) Two fathers and
two sons went duck hunting. Each shot a duck and none of them shot the same duck. However, only three ducks were shot.
How did this happen? There is an 8 letter word which has the letters KST in the middle, in the beginning, and at the end.
There is only one K, one S and one T in the word. What is the word?
Genre: Games & Activities
Number of Pages: 224
Language: English
ISBN: 9781603200349
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Feúcho y Pablo
Isabel Quintero

Scholastic Incorporated (August 29, 2017)

Summary: 
El intento de Pablo de obtener una paleta de su amiga, Ugly Cat, sale mal cuando la niña pequeña que Pablo intenta
asustar decide llevarlo a casa para la merienda de su serpiente de la tarde.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 112
Language: Spanish
ISBN: 9781338187878
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



Finding Gobi
The True Story of One Little Dog's Big Journey
Dion Leonard and Aaron Rosenberg

Tommy Nelson, a division of Thomas Nelson Publishers (2017)

Summary: 
"Bring home the incredible true story of a friendship so strong that it crosses the globe! You will love the inspiring tale of
Gobi, a lost dog who kept pace with an ultramarathon runner, Dion Leonard, across a vast desert. Follow their unlikely
friendship through the challenges of an 80-mile race and Dion's struggle to bring Gobi home for good. Finding Gobi : The
True Story of One Little Dog's Big Journey is the incredible true story of Dion Leonard, an athlete who was befriended by a
stray dog while running an ultramarathon through the Gobi Desert. Named for the desert in which he found her, Gobi
became Dion's closest companion throughout the 80-mile race across China. The scrappy little pup ran mile after mile
alongside Dion, through treacherous conditions and across raging rivers. He let her sleep in his tent and share his food, and
eventually, his focus shifted from winning to the newfound friendship he and Gobi shared. They crossed the finish line
together--not first, but together--and Dion decided to bring Gobi home to Scotland. Just before they were about to leave,
however, Gobi disappeared, setting off a worldwide search for the stray. In a town of more than 3 million people, the search
seemed hopeless, but this tale of friendship will surprise and delight you as you find out what happens! Join the almost too-
good-to-be-true story of hope, friendship, and beating incredible odds in Finding Gobi : The True Story of One Little Dog's
Big Journey by Dion Leonard"--
Number of Pages: 190
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338277364
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Fish in a Tree
Lynda Mullaly Hunt

Penguin (2015)

Summary: 
A New York Times Bestseller! The author of the beloved One for the Murphys gives readers an emotionally-charged,
uplifting novel that will speak to anyone who's ever thought there was something wrong with them because they didn't fit in.
"Everybody is smart in different ways. But if you judge a fish by its ability to climb a tree, it will live its life believing it is
stupid." Ally has been smart enough to fool a lot of smart people. Every time she lands in a new school, she is able to hide
her inability to read by creating clever yet disruptive distractions. She is afraid to ask for help; after all, how can you cure
dumb? However, her newest teacher Mr. Daniels sees the bright, creative kid underneath the trouble maker. With his help,
Ally learns not to be so hard on herself and that dyslexia is nothing to be ashamed of. As her confidence grows, Ally feels
free to be herself and the world starts opening up with possibilities. She discovers that there's a lot more to her--and to
everyone--than a label, and that great minds don't always think alike.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 276
Language: English
ISBN: 9780399162596
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



Flat Broke
The Theory, Practice and Destructive Properties of Greed
Gary Paulsen

Wendy Lamb Books (2011)

Summary: 
Kevin struggled to overcome his knack for lying in Liar, Liar, and now he's back for another round of mayhem and
misunderstandings in this financial comedy of errors. In Kevin, Gary Paulsen has created an appealing teen boy character
who is just as human and fallible as his readers. From the Hardcover Library Binding edition.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 118
Language: English
ISBN: 9780385740029
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Flight of the Dragon Kyn
Susan Fletcher

Demco Media (November 1, 1997)

Summary: 
As a small child, Kara was left for dead in a cave by her parents. Little did they know that their child still had a small spark of
life within her and that living in that cave was a dragon who could bring that spark to flame. Feeding the human child milk
that should have gone to her own offspring but for some reason didn't, Flagra the dragon revived the nearly dead
Kara.Years later, the only signs of Kara's illness are a mark upon her cheek in the shape of a vermilion blossom, green eyes,
and her ability to call down birds. Calling down birds is strange enough, but it is said that birds are kin to dragons. Hearing of
her talent, the king wants Kara to call the dragons so he can slay them and be a hero. But Kara's not sure if she really can
call dragons. And if she can, that she really wants to.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 213
Language: English
ISBN: 9780606127011
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Flying Solo
Ralph J. Fletcher

Scholastic (1998)



Summary: 
Rachel, having chosen to be mute following the sudden death of a classmate, shares responsibility with the other sixth-
graders who decide not to report that the substitute teacher failed to show up.
Genre: Death
Number of Pages: 138
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545202961
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

For the Love of Autumn
Patricia Polacco

Scholastic (2009)

Summary: 
Miss Parks, a new teacher, is devastated when her cat, Autumn, disappears during a storm, but with the help of her
students, she finds not only Autumn but also the man of her dreams.
Genre: FICTION
Number of Pages: 40
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545204088
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Forty Acres and Maybe a Mule
Harriette Gillem Robinet

Demco Media (2000)

Summary: 
Born with a withered leg and hand, Pascal, who is about twelve years old, joins other former slaves in a search for a farm
and the freedom which it promises. Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Language: English
ISBN: 9780606178242
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Founding Fathers
Creators of the United States
John Malam

Scholastic (2014)

Summary: 
From the Declaration of Independence to the Louisiana Purchase, the United States of America was shaped by the work
and ambitions of some of the greatest political minds and strongest leaders of the world has ever seen. This book
investigates the lives and influence of the Founding Fathers of the United States, and the lasting impact they have to this
day.
Number of Pages: 48
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545773584
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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ISBN: 9780545773584

Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Fractions, Decimals, and Percents
David A. Adler

Holiday House (January 1, 2011)

Summary: 
Step right up! Come take part in the county fair, where you’ll see fractions, decimals, and percents everywhere. Gobble up a
fraction of pie, boost your batting average in the arcade,and take a percent off the price of a toy. Learning about equivalent
parts equals a whole lot of fun in this straightforward introduction to a challenging concept.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780823423545
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Framed
Gordon Korman

Scholastic Press (2010)

Summary: 
The hilarious third SWINDLE book - now in paperback Griffin Bing's new principal doesn't like him. And Griffin doesn't like
the boot camp football atmosphere the new principal has brought. Griffin manages to stay out of trouble -- until a Super Bowl
ring disappears from the school's display case, with Griffin's retainer left in its place. Griffin has been framed Unfortunately,
the Man doesn't have a Plan - and everything his team tries to find out who really took the ring backfires. Griffin ends up in
an alternate school, then under house arrest, and finally with an electronic anklet - with no way to prove his innocence Griffin
smells a rat - but will he be able to solve the mystery in time?
Genre: Children's fiction
Number of Pages: 234
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545270816
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Freedom on the Menu
The Greensboro Sit-Ins
Carole Boston Weatherford

Penguin (December 27, 2007)

Genre: Race relations
Number of Pages: 34
Language: English
ISBN: 9780142408940
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Freedom!
Frank Le Gall

Graphic Universe (January 1, 2012)

Summary: 
At four months of age, Miss Annie the kitten is eager to leave her masters' house and find freedom in the outdoors, but she
soon learns that there are important rules to be followed there, as well.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 40



Language: English
ISBN: 9780761378846
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Frightful's Mountain
Jean Craighead George

Puffin Books (2001)

Summary: 
Can frightful survive alone? Sam Gribley has been told that it is illegal to harbor an endangered bird, so when his beloved
falcon, Frightful, comes home, he has to let her go. But Frightful doesn't know how to live alone in the wild. She can't feed
herself, mate, brood chicks, or migrate. Frightful struggles to survive and learns to enjoy her new freedom. But she feels a
bond with Sam that can never be broken, and more than anything else, she wants to return to him. The sequel to My Side of
the Mountain and On the Far Side of the Mountain from Newbery Medal-winning author Jean Craighead George. ?Fans of
My Side of the Mountain will be glad to revisit Sam Gribley in this sequel.” ?The Horn Book ?Frightful's Mountain is a novel
that will change the way you look at the world.” ?The New York Times Book Review "Frightful's story is filled with excitement
and adventure." ?School Library Journal
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 258
Language: English
ISBN: 9780141312354
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



Frost Wolf
Kathryn Lasky

Scholastic Press (December 1, 2012)

Summary: 
The latest in bestselling author Kathryn Lasky's stunning wolves series! Faolan has always been an outsider. Exiled as a
pup, then shunned by his fellow wolves for his unusual connection to the bears, Faolan has struggled to earn a place in the
pack. But a terrible danger is looming on the horizon, and Faolan is the only one who knows how to fight it. Will he be able
to claim his rightful place as leader? Unless Faolan can inspire the pack to stand together, it could be the end of the wolves
of the beyond.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 238
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545093170
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Fudge-a-mania
Judy Blume

Scholastic (1990)

Summary: 
Peter Hatcher can't get a break. His little brother, Fudge has big plans to marry Peter's sworn enemy, Sheila Tubman. That
alone would be enough to ruin Peter's summer, but now his parents have decided to rent a summer home next door to
Sheila the Cootie Queen's house. Peter will be trapped with Fudge and Sheila for three whole weeks!!
Genre: FICTION
Number of Pages: 147
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439559850
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Fudge-a-mania
Judy Blume

Dutton Children's Books (1990)

Summary: 



Brother Peter and Fudge must spend the summer with the dreaded Sheila the Great. Peter Hatcher describes his family's
Maine vacation highlighted by the antics of his younger brother Fudge and the presence of his sworn enemy Sheila Tubman
and her family.
Number of Pages: 147
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439656184
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Gathering of Days
A New England Girl's Journal, 1830-1832
Joan W. Blos

Demco Media (1990)

Summary: 
The journal of a 14-year-old girl, kept the last year she lived on the family farm, records daily events in her small New
Hampshire town, her father's remarriage, and the death of her best friend.Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.
Number of Pages: 144
Language: English
ISBN: 9780606004718
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Ghosts
Raina Telgemeier

Scholastic (2016)

Summary: 
Catrina and her family move to Bahía de la Luna, a small town on the Northern California coast, hoping that the cool, salty
air will help her little sister, Maya, who suffers from cystic fibrosis. Cat is not happy about leaving her friends, and becomes
even more upset about the move when a neighbor informs the sisters that the town is inhabited by ghosts, and that Dia de
los Muertos-- a time of year when ghosts reunite with their loved ones-- is coming up and is celebrated by the entire town.
Maya is thrilled about the idea of meeting ghosts, but Cat wants nothing to do with the Day of the Dead celebrations. Can
Catrina set aside her fears for the Maya's sake-- and for her own?
Genre: Sisters, fiction
Number of Pages: 239
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338115567
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



Girl CEO
Katherine Ellison and Ronnie Cohen

Downtown Bookworks (June 5, 2018)

Summary: 
Rebel girls, young entrepreneurs, and other trailblazing tweens and teens will find inspiring success stories and practical
advice for launching their own illustrious careers—right now!Mini-biographies of leading women entrepreneurs—from
Katrina Lake to Oprah, Tavi Gevinson to Sheryl Sandberg, and Ursula Burns to Diane von Furstenberg—offer windows into
what it takes to succeed, with a particular focus on the challenges faced (and overcome) by girls and women. Each success
story provides different lessons in life and leadership—such as how to: *identify a lucrative niche *build and maintain a brand
*grow a loyal customer base *raise money for research and development *turn an interest (or a passion) into a career *build
a strong network Fascinating figures from the words of media, technology, fashion, food, and more share their secrets with
tomorrow’s leaders. ABOUT THE SERIES Generation Girl books celebrate game-changing women. They are filled with
profiles of amazing women who’ve been there, done that, and learned some valuable lessons along the way. Readers will
be inspired by their stories, learn from their struggles and successes, and pick up some useful tools so that they too can
change the world. Other Generation Girl books include: Girl Activist and Girl Genius.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 160
Language: English
ISBN: 9781941367520
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

God Gave Us Two
Lisa Tawn Bergren

Waterbrook Press (2001)

Summary: 
Now that Mama polar bear has another baby in her tummy, Little Cub is bursting with curiosity. “Why do we need a new
baby?” she asks. “If we don’t like the new baby, can we send it back?” “Will you forget me when the new baby comes?”
Gently and lovingly, Mama and Papa assure their firstborn that the new baby is a gift from God they want very much, just as
Little Cub was–and still is. “God gave us you. Now he’s given us two!”The winsome sequel to God Gave Us You, God Gave
Us Two playfully affirms a child’s uniqueness and place in the family and helps little ones accept, appreciate, and love their
new siblings.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 40
Language: English
ISBN: 9781578565078
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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God's Wisdom for Little Girls
Virtues and Fun from Proverbs 31
Elizabeth George

Harvest House Publishers (July 1, 2000)

Summary: 
Sugar and spice and everything nice—that's what little girls are made of...and so much more! In her first children's book,
bestselling author Elizabeth George draws from the wisdom of the book of Proverbs to encourage young girls to apply the
positive traits and qualities illustrated in each verse.Judy Luenebrink's charming illustrations complement the text, which
emphasizes that there is more to being a girl than simply being sweet and nice. God desires for them to be helpful,
confident, thoughtful, eager, prayerful, creative, cheerful, and kind—one of His little girls!A wonderful read-aloud book and
perfect gift for parents or grandparents to give to their favorite little girl!
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 48
Language: English
ISBN: 9780736904278
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



Going Places
Peter H. Reynolds and Paul A. Reynolds

Simon and Schuster (March 18, 2014)

Summary: 
A go-cart contest inspires imagination to take flight in this picture book for creators of all ages, with art from New York Times
bestselling illustrator Peter H. Reynolds.It’s time for this year’s Going Places contest! Finally. Time to build a go-cart, race it
—and win. Each kid grabs an identical kit, and scrambles to build. Everyone but Maya. She sure doesn’t seem to be in a
hurry...and that sure doesn’t look like anybody else’s go-cart! But who said it had to be a go-cart? And who said there’s only
one way to cross the finish line? This sublime celebration of creative spirit and thinking outside the box—both figuratively
and literally—is ideal for early learners, recent grads, and everyone in between.
Genre: FICTION
Number of Pages: 40
Language: English
ISBN: 9781442466081
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Going Places
Peter H. Reynolds and Paul A. Reynolds

Simon and Schuster (March 18, 2014)

Summary: 
A go-cart contest inspires imagination to take flight in this picture book for creators of all ages, with art from New York Times
bestselling illustrator Peter H. Reynolds.It’s time for this year’s Going Places contest! Finally. Time to build a go-cart, race it
—and win. Each kid grabs an identical kit, and scrambles to build. Everyone but Maya. She sure doesn’t seem to be in a
hurry...and that sure doesn’t look like anybody else’s go-cart! But who said it had to be a go-cart? And who said there’s only
one way to cross the finish line? This sublime celebration of creative spirit and thinking outside the box—both figuratively
and literally—is ideal for early learners, recent grads, and everyone in between.
Genre: FICTION
Number of Pages: 40
Language: English
ISBN: 9781442466081
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022



Goldi Rocks and the Three Bears
Corey Rosen Schwartz and Beth Coulton

Scholastic Incorporated (2014)

Summary: In this fractured fairy tale, the Three Bear Band holds tryouts for a lead singer.
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545820189
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Summary: In this fractured fairy tale, the Three Bear Band holds tryouts for a lead singer.
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545820189
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Goldilocks and the Three Bears
Jan Brett

Putnam & Grosset Group (1996)

Summary: 
Lost in the woods, a tired and hungry girl finds the house of the three bears where she helps herself to food and goes to
sleep.
Number of Pages: 28
Language: English
ISBN: 9780399254918
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Summary: 
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sleep.
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Language: English
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Reading Status: Unread
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Goodbye, Vietnam
Gloria Whelan

Demco Media (1993)

Summary: 
Thirteen-year-old Mai and her family embark on a dangerous sea voyage from Vietnam to Hong Kong to escape the
unpredictable and often brutal Vietnamese government.
Number of Pages: 135
Language: English
ISBN: 9780606058483
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Grandfather Tang's Story
Ann Tompert

Dragonfly Books (1997)

Summary: 
This folktale told using ancient Chinese puzzles and watercolor illustrations has been beloved for over twenty-five years and
is the perfect addition to your Father's Day reading list When Little Soo asks for a story, Grandfather Tang arranges the
tangram pieces and two magic fox fairies spring to life. The foxes change shapes as quick as a wink, from rabbits to dogs to
squirrels and geese. But their game turns dangerous when a hunter raises his bow. . . . Originally published in 1990,
Grandfather Tang's Story will continue to delight new readers as the wonder of the tangram puzzle--and an endearing game
between a grandfather and his granddaughter--reveals a story of magic, clever animals, and, ultimately, true friendship. An
NCSS-CBC Notable Children's Trade Book in the Field of Social Studies An NCTE Notable Children's Trade Book in the
Language Arts "Ingenious." --The Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books



Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780517885581
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Greetings from Witness Protection!
Jake Burt

Scholastic Incorporated (2018)

Summary: 
Thirteen-year-old Nicki Demere is an orphan and a kleptomaniac, making her the perfect girl to portray the Trevors' daughter
in witness protection, but she soon learns that the biggest threat to her new family's security comes from her own past.
Number of Pages: 359
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338269277
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



Gregor Mendel
The Friar Who Grew Peas
Cheryl Bardoe

Harry N. Abrams (September 1, 2006)

Summary: 
The only picture book available about the father of genetics and his pea plants!How do mothers and fathers—whether they
are apple trees, sheep, or humans—pass down traits to their children? This question fascinated Gregor Mendel throughout
his life. Regarded as the world's first geneticist, Mendel overcame poverty and obscurity to discover one of the fundamental
aspects of genetic science: animals, plants, and people all inherit and pass down traits through the same process, following
the same rules. Living the slow-paced, contemplative life of a friar, Gregor Mendel was able to conceive and put into practice
his great experiment: growing multiple generations of peas. From observing yellow peas, green peas, smooth peas, and
wrinkled peas, Mendel crafted his theory of heredity—years before scientists had any notion of genes. Children will be
inspired by Gregor's neverending search for knowledge, and his famous experiments are easy to understand as an
introduction to genetics. The only picture book available about the father of genetics and his pea plants!How do mothers and
fathers—whether they are apple trees, sheep, or humans—pass down traits to their children? This question fascinated
Gregor Mendel throughout his life. Regarded as the world's first geneticist, Mendel overcame poverty and obscurity to
discover one of the fundamental aspects of genetic science: animals, plants, and people all inherit and pass down traits
through the same process, following the same rules. Living the slow-paced, contemplative life of a friar, Gregor Mendel was
able to conceive and put into practice his great experiment: growing multiple generations of peas. From observing yellow
peas, green peas, smooth peas, and wrinkled peas, Mendel crafted his theory of heredity—years before scientists had any
notion of genes. Children will be inspired by Gregor's neverending search for knowledge, and his famous experiments are
easy to understand as an introduction to genetics.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 40
Language: English
ISBN: 9780810954755
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Number of Pages: 40
Language: English
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Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Growing Up With Aloha
Kirby Larson

American Girl (2017)

Summary: 
Nine-year-old Nanea may be the youngest in her family, but she still wants to "dip her paddle in" and be useful. She knows
she's grown-up enough to help in her grandparents' market. But before she can prove that she's ready for more
responsibility, the unthinkable happens: Japan attacks Pearl Harbor, the naval base where her father works, and America is
at war! With friends and family missing, and rumors of more attacks to come, Nanea worries - ill life ever be the same
again?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 216
Language: English
ISBN: 9781683370222
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Half Magic
Edward Eager

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (1999)

Summary: 
It all begins with a strange coin on a sun-warmed sidewalk. Jane finds the coin, and becasue she and her sblings are having
the worst, most dreadfully boring summer ever, she idly wishes something exciting would happen. And something does: Her
wish is granted. Or not quite. Only half of her wish comes true. It turns out the coin grants wishes--but only by half, so that
you must wish for twice as much as you want. Wishing for two times some things is a cinch, but other doubled wishes only
cause twice as much trouble. What is half of twice a talking cat? Or to be half-again twice not-here? And how do you double
your most heartfelt wish, the one you care about so much it has to be perfect?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 217
Language: English
ISBN: 9780152020682
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Hannah, Divided
Adele Griffin

Demco Media (April 30, 2004)

Summary: 
Thirteen-year-old Hannah Bennett loves her life in Chadds Ford. She goes to school, helps out with her family's dairy farm,
jumps rope, and listens to favorite radio programs with her friends. Although she has difficulty reading, she does have one
area of special talent: numbers.Her gift for math means she does all of the invoicing for the farm, and helps out the younger
students in their one-room schoolhouse. Best of all, Hannah enjoys a special relationship with Granddad McNaughton, who
shares her passion for counting and calculating. He thinks of her gift as the key to a greater future elsewhere. "You'll rust
here," he predicts. But Hannah can't imagine life anywhere else.Then Hannah is offered a rare opportunity for a country girl
in 1934: to test for a scholarship to attend a private school in Philadelphia. Over her parents' objections, Hannah goes. But
life in a big city is harder and lonelier than she'd ever imagined. Just when things seem at their worst, Hannah must
somehow find the courage to decide what she values most.Acclaimed author Adele Griffin's first historical novel is a funny
and poignant story of one girl's journey to her bravest self.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction



Language: English
ISBN: 9780606305600
Reading Status: Unread

Date Added: August 18, 2022

Harry Potter
The Complete Series
J. K. Rowling

Scholastic Press (2007)

Summary: 
Collects the complete series that relates the adventures of young Harry Potter, who attends Hogwarts School of Witchcraft
and Wizardry, where he and others of his kind learn their craft.
Genre: Fantasy fiction
Number of Pages: 435
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439136358
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets
J. K. Rowling

Scholastic Inc. (September 1, 2000)

Summary: 
'There is a plot, Harry Potter. A plot to make most terrible things happen at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry this
year.'Harry Potter's summer has included the worst birthday ever, doomy warnings from a house-elf called Dobby, and
rescue from the Dursleys by his friend Ron Weasley in a magical flying car! Back at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and
Wizardry for his second year, Harry hears strange whispers echo through empty corridors - and then the attacks start.
Students are found as though turned to stone... Dobby's sinister predictions seem to be coming true.Having now become
classics of our time, the Harry Potter ebooks never fail to bring comfort and escapism to readers of all ages. With its
message of hope, belonging and the enduring power of truth and love, the story of the Boy Who Lived continues to delight
generations of new readers.
Genre: Fantasy fiction
Number of Pages: 344
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439064873
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022



Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows
J. K. Rowling

Bloomsbury (2007)

Summary: 
'His hand closed automatically around the fake Horcrux, but in spite of everything, in spite of the dark and twisting path he
saw stretching ahead for himself, in spite of the final meeting with Voldemort he knew must come, whether in a month, in a
year, or in ten, he felt his heart lift at the thought that there was still one last golden day of peace left to enjoy with Ron and
Hermione.' With these wordsHarry Potter and the Half-Blood Princedraws to a close. And here, in this seventh and final
book, Harry discovers what fate truly has in store for him as he inexorably makes his way to that final meeting with
Voldemort. In this thrilling climax to the phenomenally bestselling series, J.K. Rowling will reveal all to her eagerly waiting
readers.
Genre: the Elder Wand
Number of Pages: 607
Language: English
ISBN: 9780747591061
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire
J. K. Rowling

Scholastic (September 1, 2002)

Summary: 
'There will be three tasks, spaced throughout the school year, and they will test the champions in many different ways ...
their magical prowess - their daring - their powers of deduction - and, of course, their ability to cope with danger.'The
Triwizard Tournament is to be held at Hogwarts. Only wizards who are over seventeen are allowed to enter - but that doesn't
stop Harry dreaming that he will win the competition. Then at Hallowe'en, when the Goblet of Fire makes its selection, Harry
is amazed to find his name is one of those that the magical cup picks out. He will face death-defying tasks, dragons and
Dark wizards, but with the help of his best friends, Ron and Hermione, he might just make it through - alive!Having become
classics of our time, the Harry Potter stories never fail to bring comfort and escapism. With their message of hope, belonging
and the enduring power of truth and love, the story of the Boy Who Lived continues to delight generations of new listeners.
Genre: orphans
Number of Pages: 734
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439139601
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince
J. K. Rowling

Scholastic (September 1, 2006)

Summary: 
The war against Voldemort is not going well; even Muggle governments are noticing. Ron scans the obituary pages of the
Daily Prophet, looking for familiar names. Dumbledore is absent from Hogwarts for long stretches of time, and the Order of
the Phoenix has already suffered losses.

And yet…

As in all wars, life goes on. Sixth-year students learn to Apparate — and lose a few eyebrows in the process. The Weasley
twins expand their business. Teenagers flirt and fight and fall in love. Classes are never straightforward, though Harry
receives some extraordinary help from the mysterious Half-Blood Prince.

So it’s the home front that takes center stage in the multilayered sixth installment of the story of Harry Potter. Here at
Hogwarts, Harry will search for the full and complex story of the boy who became Lord Voldemort — and thereby find what
may be his only vulnerability.
Genre: orphans
Number of Pages: 652
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439785969
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix
J. K. Rowling

Scholastic Inc. (September 1, 2004)

Summary: 
'You are sharing the Dark Lord's thoughts and emotions. The Headmaster thinks it inadvisable for this to continue. He
wishes me to teach you how to close your mind to the Dark Lord.'Dark times have come to Hogwarts. After the Dementors'
attack on his cousin Dudley, Harry Potter knows that Voldemort will stop at nothing to find him. There are many who deny
the Dark Lord's return, but Harry is not alone: a secret order gathers at Grimmauld Place to fight against the Dark forces.
Harry must allow Professor Snape to teach him how to protect himself from Voldemort's savage assaults on his mind. But
they are growing stronger by the day and Harry is running out of time...Having become classics of our time, the Harry Potter
stories never fail to bring comfort and escapism. With their message of hope, belonging and the enduring power of truth and
love, the story of the Boy Who Lived continues to delight generations of new listeners.
Genre: Children's Books/Ages 9-12 Fiction
Number of Pages: 870
Language: English
ISBN: 0439358078
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone
J. K. Rowling

Scholastic (1998)

Summary: 
Harry Potter has never been the star of a Quidditch team, scoring points while riding a broom far above the ground. He
knows no spells, has never helped to hatch a dragon, and has never worn a cloak of invisibility.All he knows is a miserable
life with the Dursleys, his horrible aunt and uncle, and their abominable son, Dudley - a great big swollen spoiled bully.
Harry's room is a tiny closet at the foot of the stairs, and he hasn't had a birthday party in eleven years.But all that is about to
change when a mysterious letter arrives by owl messenger: a letter with an invitation to an incredible place that Harry - and
anyone who reads about him - will find unforgettable.For it's there that he finds not only friends, aerial sports, and magic in
everything from classes to meals, but a great destiny that's been waiting for him... if Harry can survive the encounter.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 309
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590353427
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Heart of a Dolphin
Cathy Hapka

Scholastic Incorporated (2016)

Summary: 
Sometimes you find a friend where you least expect it... When Annie spots a dolphin trapped in fishing line in the cove near
her house, she rushes to free him. Everyone cheers when she returns to shore, but only Annie knows that she and the
dolphin have forged a special bond. He's become her friend -- and keeps returning to the cove to visit and play! Meanwhile,
out of the water, nothing is going right. Annie's best friend, Emma, has changed, and keeps ditching her to hang out with
snobby Morgan. At home, Annie's busy parents barely seem to have time for her, and she's stuck with her hyper younger
brother always tagging along. Then a misunderstanding with Morgan makes things even worse... and ultimately leaves
Annie alone and in danger. Can her dolphin friend help her when she needs it most?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 186
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338032826
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



Heat
Mike Lupica

Philomel Books (2006)

Summary: 
The #1 New York Times bestseller inspired by the true-life story of a former little leaguer Twelve-year-old Michael Arroyo
lives in the shadows of Yankee Stadium, home of his heroes, but a place that might as well be on a different continent since
he can't afford to see the inside. He also lives in the shadows of his Bronx neighborhood, hiding from the bill collectors and
the officials who would separate him from his seventeen-year-old brother if they knew the two boys were living on their own.
Baseball is Michael's only salvation, along with his dream of playing in the Little League World Series?until a rival accuses
Michael of being older than the league limit. With no parents and a birth certificate that is stuck in his native Cuba, the
shadows in Michael's life grow darker. But that is when heroes emerge, and for Michael, heroes don't come any bigger than
the Yankees. Praise for HEAT * ?The dialogue crackles, and the rich cast of supporting characters nearly steals the show.
Top-notch entertainment in the Carl Hiaasen mold.”--Booklist, starred review ?Lupica scores another hit with this
warmhearted novel.”--School Library Journal ?[C]onvincing characterization and exciting on-field action help Lupica throw
out a baseball story with heart.”--Publisher's Weekly
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 220
Language: English
ISBN: 9780399243011
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Heavenly Village
Cynthia Rylant

Demco Media (August 1, 2002)

Summary: 
Here is Cynthia Rylant's most memorable writing yet -- a spiritual novel about the wonders of life and the afterlife. The
heavenly village is a stopping place between heaven and earth, a place for people who have "taken one step into heaven
and hesitated" to finish their stories before continuing on to heaven. In seven beautifully-written, interwoven tales, Rylant
presents a reassuring picture of heaven.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Language: English
ISBN: 9780606249676
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



Holes
Louis Sachar

Farrar, Straus and Giroux (2000)

Summary: 
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER - NEWBERY MEDAL WINNER - NATIONAL BOOK AWARD WINNER - ONE OF
TIME MAGAZINE'S 100 BEST YA BOOKS OF ALL TIME Dig deep in this award-winning, modern classic that will remind
readers that adventure is right around the corner--or just under your feet!Stanley Yelnats is under a curse. A curse that
began with his no-good-dirty-rotten-pig-stealing-great-great-grandfather and has since followed generations of Yelnatses.
Now Stanley has been unjustly sent to a boys' detention center, Camp Green Lake, where the boys build character by
spending all day, every day digging holes exactly five feet wide and five feet deep. There is no lake at Camp Green Lake.
But there are an awful lot of holes. It doesn't take long for Stanley to realize there's more than character improvement going
on at Camp Green Lake. The boys are digging holes because the warden is looking for something. But what could be buried
under a dried-up lake? Stanley tries to dig up the truth in this inventive and darkly humorous tale of crime and punishment--
and redemption. A smart jigsaw puzzle of a novel. --New York Times *Includes a double bonus: an excerpt from Small
Steps, the follow-up to Holes, as well as an excerpt from the New York Times bestseller Fuzzy Mud.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 233
Language: English
ISBN: 9780440414803
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Holocaust
The Events and Their Impact on Real People
Angela Wood

DK Publishing (2007)

Summary: 
Examines the complex political and social backdrop that allowed the Holocaust to occur, as well as its progression and
aftermath, with testimony from survivors in a section of the book and on the accompanying DVD.
Number of Pages: 191
Language: English
ISBN: 9780756638580
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022



Hooway for Wodney Wat
Helen Lester

Houghton Mifflin (1999)

Summary: 
Poor Rodney Rat can't pronounce his R's and the other rodents tease him mercilessly. But when Camilla Capybara joins
Rodney's class and announces that she is bigger, meaner, and smarter than any of the other rodents, everyone is afraid. It
seems she really is bigger, meaner, and smarter than all of the rest of them. Until our unwitting hero, Wodney Wat, catches
Camilla out in a game of Simon Says. Read along with Wodney as he surprises himself and his classmates by single-
handedly saving the whole class from the big bad bully. Children will delight as shy Rodney Rat triumphs over all and his tiny
voice decides the day, R's or no R's.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780395923924
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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House Held Up by Trees
Ted Kooser and Jon Klassen

Candlewick Press (2012)

Summary: 
From Pulitzer Prize-winning poet Ted Kooser and rising talent Jon Klassen comes a poignant tale of loss, change, and
nature's quiet triumph. When the house was new, not a single tree remained on its perfect lawn to give shade from the sun.
The children in the house trailed the scent of wild trees to neighboring lots, where thick bushes offered up secret places to
play. When the children grew up and moved away, their father, alone in the house, continued his battle against blowing
seeds, plucking out sprouting trees. Until one day the father, too, moved away, and as the empty house began its decline,
the trees began their approach. At once wistful and exhilarating, this lovely, lyrical story evokes the inexorable passage of
time — and the awe-inspiring power of nature to lift us up.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780763651077
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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House of Danger
R. A. Montgomery

Chooseco (May 1, 2006)

Summary: 
WILL THE HOUSE OF DANGER BE YOUR BIGGEST CASE EVER? OR WILL IT BE YOUR LAST? You are an
accomplished young detective with several tough cases under your belt. Then comes a case that is as difficult as it is
frightening. An anonymous caller begs for help. But before you can find out more, the line goes dead..." The phone rings
again, and this time you are ready. "Hello," you say. "Help, I need your hel-l-l-lp...." "Who are you?" you ask. "What is your
name?" "I?m scared," the voice says. "They?re after me..." Click. The phone goes dead again. In the few seconds that have
passed, your telephone-tracing device has already found the number of the other phone as well as the name and address of
its owner: 555-7259, HENRY MARSDEN, 1100 HEDGE BROOK If you decide you should go immediately to 1100 Hedge
Brook, turn to page 4. If you decide to give your friends Ricardo and Lisa a chance to call back, turn to page 14. YOU
choose what happens next!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 108
Language: English
ISBN: 9781933390062
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

How They Choked
Failures, Flops, and Flaws of the Awfully Famous
Georgia Bragg

Scholastic Incorporated (2014)

Summary: 
Presents a humorous look at the flaws and foibles of some of the most famous personalities of history, including such
figures as Marco Polo, George Armstrong Custer, Thomas Edison, and Amelia Earhart.
Genre: Errors, inventions
Number of Pages: 200
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545776776
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



How They Croaked
The Awful Ends of the Awfully Famous
Georgia Bragg

Walker & Company (2011)

Summary: 
A look at the deaths of several famous people throughout history and the circumstances surrounding those deaths.
Genre: Death
Number of Pages: 184
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545486330
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

How to Eat Fried Worms
Thomas Rockwell

Random House Children's Books (2006)

Summary: 
Because of a bet, Billy is in the uncomfortable position of having to eat fifteen worms in fifteen days. The worms are supplied
by his opponent, whose motto is "The bigger and juicier, the better!" At first Billy's problem is whether or not he can swallow
the worm placed before him, even with a choice of condiments from peanut butter to horseradish. But later it looks as if Billy
will win, and the challenge becomes getting to the worm to eat it. Billy's family, after checking with the doctor, takes
everything in stride. They even help Billy through his gastronomic ordeal, which twists and turns with each new day, leaving
the outcome of the bet continually in doubt. From the Paperback edition.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 115
Language: English
ISBN: 9780440421856
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

How to Speak Dolphin
Ginny Rorby

Scholastic Press (2015)

Summary: 



Since her mother died, twelve-year-old Lily has struggled to care for her severely autistic half-brother, Adam, in their Miami
home, but she is frustrated and angry because her oncologist step-father, Don, expects her to devote her time to Adam, and
is unwilling to admit that Adam needs professional help--but when Adam bonds with a young dolphin with cancer Lily is
confronted with another dilemma: her family or the dolphin's freedom.
Genre: Autistic children
Number of Pages: 264
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545685320
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

How to Take the Grrrr Out of Anger
Elizabeth Verdick and Marjorie Lisovskis

Free Spirit Pub. (2002)

Summary: 
Anger is a part of life. We can't avoid it, we shouldn't stuff it, and we can't make it go away. Kids need help learning how to
manage their anger. This book speaks directly to them and offers strategies they can start using immediately. Blending solid
information and sound advice with jokes and funny cartoons, it guides kids to understand that anger is normal and can be
expressed in many ways--some healthy, some not. It teaches them how to recognize anger in themselves and others, how
to handle situations and emotions (loneliness, guilt, frustration, fear) that lead to or mask anger, and how to deal with the
anger they feel. Young readers learn that violence is not acceptable and there are better, safer, more positive ways to
resolve conflicts. They also discover what to do when people around them are angry, how to get help, and how to locate
other resources (books, hotlines, school groups) when they need more support.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 119
Language: English
ISBN: 9781575421179
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Hula for the Home Front
A Nanea Classic 2
Kirby Larson

American Girl (2017)

Summary: 
Nanea had hoped that going back to school would make life seem normal again. But everything has changed since the war,
including Miss Smith's wonderful classroom. Nanea's dear friend Donna is gone, and now there's a new girl who seems to
be getting all of Miss Smith's attention. There are also worries at home as Nanea's big brother talks about joining the Army.
Nanea can't bear the thought of him leaving. In the swirl of changes, Nanea turns to hula. Dancing always makes her feel
better. Then, Nanea gets a big idea - could hula help lift the spirits of the soldiers, too?
Genre: Patriotism
Number of Pages: 184
Language: English
ISBN: 9781683370239
Reading Status: Unread



Date Added: August 18, 2022

Hurricane and Tornado
Jack Challoner

Dorling Kindersley (2004)

Summary: 
Now in Paperback! Eyewitness: Hurricane & Tornado is a compelling guide to nature's most dangerous and destructive
forces. Striking images, models and illustrations offer a unique view of catastrophic weather conditions allowing readers to
see into the eye of a cyclone, witness hailstones the size of tennis balls, and learn how a gentle mountain stream can
become a raging surge within a few minutes. Learn the techniques developed through the centuries to forecast weather, see
a chicken that was stripped of its feathers by a tornado, and how human activity can cause weather patterns to change. For
over 25 years, DK's Eyewitness books have been the most trusted nonfiction series in classrooms, libraries, and homes
around the world. In summer 2014 this award-winning series will get a fresh new look both inside and out. The introduction
of paperback editions, eye-catching jackets, and updated interiors ensure that the Eyewitness series will continue to be
relevant in the ever-changing world of education and remain the go-to source for homework help, research projects,
reluctant readers, ESL students, and, as always, to satisfy the minds of curious kids. Supports the Common Core State
Standards.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 72
Language: English
ISBN: 9780756606909
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

I Can Draw Animals
Ray Gibson

Usborne Publishing, Limited (1997)

Summary: 
Each idea in this installment in the imaginative and colorful series of craft and activity books for very young children uses
quick and easy techniques, ideal for little fingers.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780746029435
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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I Survived the Attacks of September 11, 2001
Lauren Tarshis

Scholastic, Incorporated (2012)

Summary: 
On the day that shocks the world, one boy just wants to find his family. A powerful addition to the gripping I SURVIVED
series. The only thing Lucas loves more than football is his Uncle Benny, his dad's best friend at the fire department where
they both work. Benny taught Lucas everything about football. So when Lucas's parents decide the sport is too dangerous
and he needs to quit, Lucas has to talk to his biggest fan. So the next morning, Lucas takes the train to the city instead of
the bus to school. It's a bright, beautiful day in New York. But just as Lucas arrives at his uncle's firehouse, everything
changes -- and nothing will ever be the same again.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 82
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545207003
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

I Survived the Hindenburg Disaster 1937
Lauren Tarshis

Scholastic, Incorporated (February 23, 2016)

Summary: 



"New York Times "bestselling author Lauren Tarshis provides a birds-eye view of one of America's most ghastly accidents
ever be captured on film, the Hindenburg Disaster of 1937. The greatest flying machine ever built is about to crash... For
eleven-year-old Hugo Ballard, flying on the "Hindenburg" is a dream come true. Hugo, his parents, and his four-year-old
sister, Gertie, are making the thrilling four-thousand-mile journey across the Atlantic in a zeppelin as big as the "Titanic." But
as the zeppelin gets ready to land, a blast rocks the "Hindenburg "and fire consumes the ship. The entire disaster lasts a
mere thirty-two seconds, but in those few seconds, Hugo finds himself separated from his family and in a desperate race to
escape the flames. The "Hindenburg" is doomed. And so, it seems, is Hugo. Will he survive this historic disaster?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 112
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545658508
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

I Want My Hat Back
Jon Klassen

Candlewick Press (2011)

Summary: 
A New York Times Best Illustrated Children's Book of 2011!A picture-book delight by a rising talent tells a cumulative tale
with a mischievous twist.The bear's hat is gone, and he wants it back. Patiently and politely, he asks the animals he comes
across, one by one, whether they have seen it. Each animal says no, some more elaborately than others. But just as the
bear begins to despond, a deer comes by and asks a simple question that sparks the bear's memory and renews his search
with a vengeance. Told completely in dialogue, this delicious take on the classic repetitive tale plays out in sly illustrations
laced with visual humor-- and winks at the reader with a wry irreverence that will have kids of all ages thrilled to be in on the
joke.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 40
Language: English
ISBN: 9780763655983
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Number of Pages: 40
Language: English
ISBN: 9780763655983

Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

If You Give a Moose a Muffin
Laura Joffe Numeroff

Scholastic Incorporated (1991)

Summary: 
Relating the cycle of requests a mouse is likely to make after you give him a cookie takes the reader through a young child's
day.
Genre: FICTION
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590455084
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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If You Give a Pig a Pancake Big Book
Laura Joffe Numeroff

Scholastic Canada, Limited (March 1, 2004)

Summary: One thing leads to another when you give a pig a pancake.
Genre: FICTION
Number of Pages: 29
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439046213
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

If You're Reading This, It's Too Late
Pseudonymous Bosch

Little, Brown Books for Young Readers (September 1, 2009)

Summary: 
Beware!Dangerous secrets lie between the pages of this book.OK, I warned you. But if you think I'll give anything away, or
tell you that this is the sequel to my first literary endeavor, The Name of This Book is Secret, you're wrong.I'm not going to
remind you of how we last left our heroes, Cass and Max-Ernest, as they awaited intiation into the mysterious Terces
Society, or the ongoing fight against the evil Dr. L and Ms. Mauvais. I certainly won't be telling you about how the kids
stumble upon the Museum of Magic, where they finally meet the amazing Pietro!Oh, blast! I've done it again. Well, at least I
didn't tell you about the missing Sound Prism, the nefarious Lord Pharaoh, or the mysterious creature born in a bottle over
500 years ago, the key to the biggest secret of all.I really can't help myself, now can I? Let's face it---if you're reading this,
it's too late.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 400
Language: English
ISBN: 9780316113687
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Imagine a Night
Sarah L. Thomson and Rob Gonsalves

Simon and Schuster (June 1, 2003)

Summary: 



Imagine a night when you can ride your bike right up the stairs to your bed. Imagine a night when your toy train rumbles on
its tracks out of your room and roars back in, full sized, ready for you to hop on for a nighttime adventure. Imagine a night
when a farmer plays a lullaby on his fiddle, and his field of sunflowers begins to dip and sway to the rhythm. Imagine a night
when ordinary objects magically become extraordinary...a night when it is possible to believe the impossible. With the
intrigue of an Escher drawing and the richness of a Chris Van Allsburg painting, renowned Canadian artist Rob Gonsalves
depicts that delicious time between sleep and wakefulness, creating a breathtaking, visual exploration of imagination and
possibility that will encourage both children and adults to think past the boundaries of everyday life, and see the possibilities
beyond.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 40
Language: English
ISBN: 9780689852183
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Infinity Ring
Infinity Ring #3
Lisa McMann

Scholastic, Incorporated (2012)

Summary: 



The multi-platform adventure through time continues!

Dak, Sera, and Riq return to the United States and walk immediately into a deadly trap. The year is 1850, and the nation is
divided over the issue of slavery. In these dark days, the Underground Railroad provides a light of hope, helping runaway
slaves escape to freedom. But the SQ has taken control of the Underground Railroad from within. Now Dak and Sera are
left wondering who to trust . . . while Riq risks everything to save the life of a young boy.

Book includes an all-new, full-color Hystorian's Guide - your key to unlocking the third episode of the action-packed Infinity
Ring game!
Genre: Conspiracies
Number of Pages: 190
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545386982
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Interstellar Cinderella
(Princess Books for Kids, Books about Science)
Deborah Underwood

Chronicle Books (May 5, 2015)

Summary: 
Once upon a planetoid,amid her tools and sprockets,a girl named Cinderella dreamedof fixing fancy rockets.With a little help
from her fairy godrobot, Cinderella is going to the ball. But when the prince's ship has mechanical trouble, someone will
have to zoom to the rescue! Readers will thank their lucky stars for this irrepressible fairy tale retelling, its independent
heroine, and its stellar happy ending.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 40
Language: English
ISBN: 9781452125329
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Date Added: August 29, 2022

Invasion of the Mind Swappers from Asteroid 6!
James Howe

Scholastic (2002)

Summary: 
In this book, the lovable and smart (not to mention talented) wirehaired dachshund puppy named Howie and his friend, the
beautiful and brilliant Delilah, face their biggest challengeyet.
Genre: Dachshunds
Number of Pages: 89
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439591843
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Ish
Peter Reynolds

Candlewick Press (2004)

Summary: 
A creative spirit learns that thinking "ish-ly" is far more wonderful than "getting it right" in this gentle new fable from the
creator of the award-winning picture book THE DOT. Ramon loved to draw. Anytime. Anything. Anywhere. Drawing is what
Ramon does. It¹s what makes him happy. But in one split second, all that changes. A single reckless remark by Ramon's
older brother, Leon, turns Ramon's carefree sketches into joyless struggles. Luckily for Ramon, though, his little sister,
Marisol, sees the world differently. She opens his eyes to something a lot more valuable than getting things just "right."
Combining the spareness of fable with the potency of parable, Peter Reynolds shines a bright beam of light on the need to
kindle and tend our creative flames with care.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780763623449
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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It's Like This, Cat
Emily Cheney Neville

Demco Media (1963)

Summary: 
Dave Mitchell is fourteen and growing up in the midst of the variety and excitement of New York City. In this quiet, reflective,
and humorous story of a boy's journey toward adulthood, Emily Neville captures the flavor of one kind of New York boyhood-
the sights and sounds of Gramercy Park, Coney Island, the Fulton Fish Market, the Bronx Zoo, the stickball games played in
city streets, the fascinating mixture of nationalities and eccentrics that give the huge metropolis so much of its flavor and
excitement. But most of all the author tells a realistic tale of Dave's affection for a stray tomcat, his comradeship with a
troubled nineteen-year-old boy, his first shy friendship with a girl, and his growing understanding of his father as a human
being and not just a parent. Emil Weiss's lively drawings capture the mood and setting of the story to perfection. Book
jacket.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 180
Language: English
ISBN: 9780606017329
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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It's Thanksgiving
Jack Prelutsky

Scholastic Paperbacks (Mm) (June 1, 1982)

Summary: 
From the first Thanksgiving feast to Daddys football game to the inevitable leftovers, here are 12 poems sure to enrich even
the tastiest of holidays. This collection of verses by Prelutsky is available for the first time in full color.
Genre: Thanksgiving Day
Number of Pages: 48
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590415712
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Izzy's Place
Marc Kornblatt

Simon and Schuster (2003)



Summary: 
Ten-year-old Henry Stone's world has been turned upside down. Sent to Indiana for the summer to be with his grandma
Martha while his parents work on their troubled marriage, Henry realizes on his first day that the summer is going to be a
bust. There are no kids around, his grandmother treats him like a kindergartner, he has to waste his time at her jewelry shop
with her child-allergic watch repair man, and most difficult of all, his beloved grandpa Jay has recently died. Henry just can't
imagine having fun without him.But hope can come from the most unexpected of sources. For Henry, that source is Mr. Fine,
an older neighbor struggling with serious problems of his own. The friendship that Henry and Mr. Fine find together proves to
be a surprising treasure for them both.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 118
Language: English
ISBN: 9780689846397
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

James and the Giant Peach
Roald Dahl

Penguin (1996)

Summary: 
From the bestselling author of Charlie and the Chocolate Factory and The BFG! Roald Dahl was a champion of the
underdog and all things little--in this case, an orphaned boy oppressed by two nasty, self-centered aunts. How James
escapes his miserable life with the horrible aunts and becomes a hero is a Dahlicious fantasy of the highest order. You will
never forget resourceful little James and his new family of magically overgrown insects--a ladybug, a spider, a grasshopper,
a glowworm, a silkworm, and the chronic complainer, a centipede with a hundred gorgeous shoes. Their adventures aboard
a luscious peach as large as a house take them across the Atlantic Ocean, through waters infested with peach-eating
sharks and skies inhabited by malevolent Cloudmen, to a ticker-tape parade in New York City. This happily ever after
contemporary fairy tale is a twentieth-century classic that every child deserves to know. And Lane Smith's endearingly funny
illustrations are a perfect match for the text. All the gruesome imagery of old-fashioned fairy tales and a good measure of
their breathtaking delight. --Kirkus Reviews A stunning book, to be cherished for its story, a superb fantasy. --The Chicago
Tribune The most original fantasy that has been published in a long time...[it] may well become a classic. --San Francisco
Chronicle
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 126
Language: English
ISBN: 9780140374247
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Jess
Mary Casanova

Pleasant Company Publications (December 1, 2005)

Summary: 



With her first step off the airplane and into bright tropical sunlight, ten-year-old Jess McConnell begins an adventure. She
and her parents are spending five months at an archeological dig of ancient Maya ruins in the Central American country of
Belize. It's Jess's first time out of the United States. It's her first time being home-schooled. And it's her first trip without her
older brother and sister to keep her company. But Jess is excited to explore a new place all on her own. She's ready for
adventure and anxious to discover just who Jess is. When Jess meets a new friend and is invited on an eco-adventure, she
makes some real discoveries--"about the dangers in the Belizean jungle, about the people who have lived there since long
ago, and about herself. The True Story section at the back focuses on a real girl from Florida who spends every summer in
Belize with her archeologist parents.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 126
Language: English
ISBN: 9781593690168
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Jesse's Star
Ellen Schwartz

Demco Media (2000)

Summary: 
Jesse's project about his immigrant ancestors is due tomorrow and he hasn't started. In a last-ditch effort to find some
information about his great-great grandfather, Yossi, Jesse rummages through the mess in the attic until he finds a little
battered travel case, full of pictures, and something else -- a Star of David. At first it looks plain and unimportant, but as he
holds it in his hand, the star begins to glow. Jesse is in for the surprise, and adventure, of his life as he finds himself
becoming the star's first owner, his own great-great grandfather. Now a boy in Russia in the 1880s, Yossi lives in a little
village, watched over by thieving soldiers who hate the Jewish community and often raid their crops before they can be
stored for the winter. The whole village prays for the opportunity to slip away from their Russian keepers and escape to
Canada, a land where they can be free. And nobody, even his parents, think Yossi is old enough to be of any help. But Yossi
is out to prove them all wrong. If his plan works, he will set the whole village free. And he must do it alone.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Language: English
ISBN: 9780606194761
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Julie
Jean Craighead George

Harper Collins (January 18, 1996)

Summary: 
Julie's decision to return home to her people is not an easy one. But after many months in the wilderness, living in harmony
with the wolves that saved her life, she knows the time has come. Julie is not prepared, however, for all the changes that
she finds. Her father has forsaken many of the old Eskimo traditions. He has given up his sled dogs for a snowmobile, and
now looks after the musk oxen that serve as the village's income. He will do anything to protect them -- even shoot any
wolves that might threaten the herd. Julie knows that, like her father, she must find a way to reconcile the old ways with the
new. But how can she do that without putting her beloved wolves in danger?



Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 240

Language: English
ISBN: 9780064405737
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Junie B. Jones and Some Sneaky Peeky Spying
Barbara Park

Random House (1994)

Summary: 
Six-year-old Junie B.'s penchant for spying on people and her curiosity about the private life of her teacher get her in trouble
at kindergarten.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 66
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590638791
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Just Ask!
Be Different, Be Brave, Be You
Sonia Sotomayor

Penguin (September 3, 2019)

Summary: 
Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor and award-winning artist Rafael Lopez create a kind and caring book about the
differences that make each of us unique. Feeling different, especially as a kid, can be tough. But in the same way that
different types of plants and flowers make a garden more beautiful and enjoyable, different types of people make our world
more vibrant and wonderful. In Just Ask, United States Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor celebrates the different
abilities kids (and people of all ages) have. Using her own experience as a child who was diagnosed with diabetes, Justice
Sotomayor writes about children with all sorts of challenges--and looks at the special powers those kids have as well. As the
kids work together to build a community garden, asking questions of each other along the way, this book encourages
readers to do the same: When we come across someone who is different from us but we're not sure why, all we have to do
is Just Ask. Praise for Just Ask "An affirmative, delightfully diverse overview of disabilities." --Kirkus Reviews
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780525514121
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Kate Larkin, the Bone Expert
Lindsey Tate

Henry Holt and Company (BYR) (May 27, 2008)

Summary: 
The adventurous and curious Kate Larkin hasn’t given much thought to her bones before—until she breaks one. For Kate,
this accident marks the start of a fascinating exploration into the world of science. From X-rays at the hospital to her first
days getting used to wearing a cast, Kate recounts the ups and downs of having a broken bone.Her road to recovery is full
of interesting people and information, and before long, Kate is riding her bike again, good as new!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 80
Language: English
ISBN: 9780805079012
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



Katie's Trunk
Ann Turner

Simon and Schuster (December 1, 1997)

Summary: 
Based on a true incident that happened to one of the author’s ancestors, Katie’s Trunk gives an unusual and arresting
glimpse of the beginnings of the American Revolution. Katie could feel it in the air—something was wrong. Neighbors didn’t
speak to each other anymore, and someone even hissed “Tory!” at her. All around Katie, men were arming themselves for
war. Then one day it happened—the rebels came! Katie’s father told the family to hide in the woods. At first Katie obeyed,
but as she crouched in the underbrush she got mad and ran back to defend her home. It wasn’t right for people to treat one
another this way. But what could one little girl do about it?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780689810541
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Kingdom Keepers
Disney After Dark
Ridley Pearson

Hyperion Book CH (September 1, 2009)

Summary: 
Featuring a new paperback cover to match hardcover of Kingdom Keepers II:/DIV In this fantastical thriller, five young teens
tapped as models for theme park "guides" find themselves pitted against Disney villains and witches that threaten both the
future of Walt Disney World and the stability of the world outside its walls. Using a cutting-edge technology called DHI--
which stands for both Disney Host Interactive and Daylight Hologram Imaging--Finn Whitman, an Orlando teen, and four
other kids are transformed into hologram projections that guide guests through the park. The new technology turns out,
however, to have unexpected effects that are both thrilling and scary. Soon Finn finds himself transported in his DHI form
into the Magic Kingdom at night. Is it real? Is he dreaming? Finn's confusion only increases when he encounters Wayne, an
elderly Imagineer who tells him that the park is in grave danger. Led by the scheming witch, Maleficent, a mysterious group
of characters called the Overtakers is plotting to destroy Disney's beloved realm, and maybe more. DIVThis gripping high-
tech tale will thrill every kid who has ever dreamed of sneaking into Walt Disney World after hours and wondered what
happens at night, when the park is closed.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 336
Language: English
ISBN: 9781423123118
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Knights of the Kitchen Table
Jon Scieszka

Puffin Books (1993)

Summary: 
The first four books of the wildly popular Time Warp Trio series are now in one value-priced boxed set! Whether the gang's
fighting off the Black Knight in the middle of Camelot, practicing magic tricks on Blackbeard and his pirates, stampeding
cattle in the Old West, or running from a woolly mammoth, one thing is for sure: no one's ever bored when the Time Warp
Trio's around!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 55
Language: English
ISBN: 9780140346039
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022



Left Out
Tim Green

Scholastic Incorporated (2017)

Summary: 
All Landon Dorch has ever wanted was to be like everyone else. But his deafness and the way he talks have been obstacles
all his life. In Bronxville, football reigns supreme, and what could be better for a hopeful lineman desperate to gain friends?
But the same problems continue to haunt him. At best, his teammates keep their distance, and football proves harder than
he thought. Just when it looks like Landon will be left out for good, star player Brett Bell becomes an unlikely friend. But in
the end, only Landon can fight his way off the bench.
Number of Pages: 341
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338230253
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Library Mouse
A Friend's Tale
Daniel Kirk

Scholastic (2010)

Summary: 
Sam, the shy mouse that lives in the library and likes to write books, collaborates with a boy in the library's Authors and
Illustrators Club.
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545236003
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Date Added: August 29, 2022

Life on Mars
Jennifer Brown

Scholastic (2014)

Summary: 
Twelve-year-old Arcturus Betelgeuse Chambers' quest to find life on other planets seems at an end when his parents decide
to move to Las Vegas, but while they look for a house he stays with his neighbor, an astronaut who soon becomes a friend.
Number of Pages: 231
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545776691
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Linked
Korman, Gordon,

Scholastic Press (2021)

Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 246
ISBN: 9781338797091
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Lion Down
Stuart Gibbs

Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers (February 26, 2019)

Summary: 
Teddy Fitzroy returns as FunJungle’s resident sleuth when a lion is falsely accused of killing a distinguished dog in the latest
novel in New York Times bestselling author Stuart Gibbs’s FunJungle series.For once, operations at the enormous
zoo/theme park appear to be running smoothly (except for the occasional herring-related mishap in the penguin exhibit) and
Teddy Fitzroy is finally able to give detective work a rest. But then a local lion is accused of killing a famous dog—and the
dog’s owner, an inflammatory radio host, goes on a crusade to have the cat declared a nuisance so it can be hunted. But it
looks like the lion might have been framed, and a renegade animal activist wants Teddy and Summer to help prove it. Soon,
Teddy finds himself wrapped up in the middle of his most bizarre, hilarious, and dangerous case yet.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction



Number of Pages: 352
Language: English
ISBN: 9781534424739

Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Little Town on the Prairie
Laura Ingalls Wilder

HarperCollins (April 8, 2008)

Summary: 
The little settlement that weathered the long, hard winter of 1880-81 is now a growing town. Laura is growing up, and she
goes to her first evening social. Mary is at last able to go to a college for the blind. Best of all, Almanzo Wilder asks
permission to walk home from church with Laura. And Laura, now fifteen years old, receives her certificate to teach school.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 320
Language: English
ISBN: 9780064400077
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Little White Dogs Can't Jump
Bruce Whatley and Rosie Smith

Angus & Robertson (May 2, 2002)

Summary: 
Smudge and his family have got a problem to solve - Smudge's legs are so short that he can't jump into the car! One of the
children in the family devises a series of ingenious ways of getting Smudge into the car, but none of them work. Finally, it is
Mum who solves the problem. Ages 5+ Smudge and his family have got a problem to solve - Smudge's legs are so short
that he can't jump into the car! One of the children in the family devises a series of ingenious ways of getting Smudge into
the car, but none of them work. Finally, it is Mum who solves the problem. this is the book for all those who fell in love with
the Ugliest Dog in the World and have been wondering what became of that irresistible creature. Ages 5+
Genre: Humor, general
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780207198830
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Llama Llama Home With Mama
Anna Dewdney

Viking (2011)

Summary: 
Llama Llama's mother takes good care of him when he has to stay home from school because he is sick, but when Mama
Llama begins to feel sick, too, Llama Llama knows how to take care of her.
Language: English
ISBN: 9780670784875
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Llama Llama Time to Share
Anna Dewdney

Scholastic Audio (2012)

Summary: 
Llama Llama doesn't want to share his toys with his new neighbors. But when fighting leads to broken toys and tears, Llama
learns that it's better to share.
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545500586
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Llama Llama, Be My Valentine
Anna Dewdney

Penguin (January 15, 2018)

Summary: 
A Penguin Young Reader based on an episode of Llama Llama's animated Netflix television series, perfect for celebrating
Valentine's Day! Look out, world--Llama Llama is a TV star! The beloved character, made famous by Anna Dewdney's best-
selling picture books, is the star of his own original series, now airing on Netflix. This episode-based Penguin Young Reader
tells the story of Llama and his classmates learning to say "I love you!" on Valentine's Day by creating unique gifts to give to
the llamas (and goats, and zebras...) they care about most. It's the perfect book to read aloud with your little ones to
celebrate the holiday of love!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9781524789190
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Lone Wolf
Kathryn Lasky

Scholastic Inc. (2011)

Summary: 



Bestselling author Kathryn Lasky's Wolves of the Beyond, the stunning new spinoff from the legendary Guardians of
Ga'hoole, is now in paperback! A wolf mother has given birth, but the warm bundle snuffling next to her brings only anguish.
The pup, otherwise healthy, has a twisted paw, and the mother knows what the harsh code of the pack demands. Her pup
will be taken from her and abandoned on a desolate hill. The pack cannot have weakness - the wolf mother knows that her
pup is condemned to die. But alone in the wilderness, the pup, Faolan, does not perish. This his story - a story of survival, of
courage, and of love triumphant. This is Faolan's story, the wolf pup who rose up to change forevever the Wolves of the
Beyond.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 219
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545093118
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Lord of the Deep
Graham Salisbury

Demco Media (March 11, 2003)

Summary: 
Fishing. This is it, the big time. Mikey's 13, a deckhand working on a charter boat in Hawaii. Working for the best skipper
anywhere, his stepdad, Bill. Before Bill came along, it was just Mikey and his mom. Today they're a real family, and Mikey
has a little brother. He can't believe how lucky he is. Now he's the youngest deckhand in the harbor, because Bill believes in
him. Mikey won't let him down. But some seas, some fish, and some charter clients are a lot tougher to handle than Mikey
ever imagined. Take Ernie and Cal -- they chartered Bill's boat for three days, and they're out for the adventure of their lives.
It's up to Mikey and Bill to deliver it.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 182
Language: English
ISBN: 9780606289955
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Lost and Found
Andrew Clements

Simon and Schuster (May 18, 2010)

Summary: 
Identical twins Ray and Jay Grayson are moving to a new town. Again. But at least they’ll have each other’s company at
their new school. Except, on the first day of sixth grade, Ray stays home sick, and Jay quickly discovers a major mistake:
No one knows about his brother. Ray’s not on the attendance lists and doesn’t have a locker, or even a student folder. Jay
decides that this lost information could be very…useful. And fun. Maybe even a little dangerous. As these two clever boys
exploit a clerical oversight, each one discovers new perspectives on selfhood, friendship, and honesty.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 192
Language: English
ISBN: 9781416909866



Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Lost in the Sun
Lisa Colleen Graff

Penguin (2015)

Summary: 
From the author of A Tangle of Knots and Absolutely Almost, a touching story about a boy who won't let one tragic accident
define him. Everyone says that middle school is awful, but Trent knows nothing could be worse than the year he had in fifth
grade, when a freak accident on Cedar Lake left one kid dead, and Trent with a brain full of terrible thoughts he can't get rid
of. Trent's pretty positive the entire disaster was his fault, so for him middle school feels like a fresh start, a chance to prove
to everyone that he's not the horrible screw-up they seem to think he is. If only Trent could make that fresh start happen. It
isn't until Trent gets caught up in the whirlwind that is Fallon Little--the girl with the mysterious scar across her face--that
things begin to change. Because fresh starts aren't always easy. Even in baseball, when a fly ball gets lost in the sun, you
have to remember to shift your position to find it. Praise for Lost in the Sun: A Publishers Weekly Best Book of the Year! *
"Graff writes with stunning insight [and] consistently demonstrates why character-driven novels can live from generation to
generation."--Kirkus Reviews *STARRED* * "Graff creates layered, vulnerable characters that are worth getting to know."--
Booklist *STARRED* * "[A]n ambitious and gracefully executed story."--Publishers Weekly *STARRED* * "Weighty matters
deftly handled with humor and grace will give this book wide appeal."--School Library Journal *STARRED* *
"Characterization is thoughtful."--BCCB *STARRED* "In Lost in the Sun, Trent decides that he will speak the truth: that pain
and anger and loss are not the final words, that goodness can find us after all--even when we hide from it. This is a novel
that speaks powerfully, honestly, almost shockingly about our human pain and our human redemption. This book will change
you."--Gary Schmidt, two-time Newbery Honor-winning author of The Wednesday Wars and Lizzie Bright and the
Buckminster Boy "Lisa Graff crafts a compelling story about a boy touched with tragedy and the world of people he cares
about. And like all the best stories, it ends at a new beginning."--Richard Peck, Newbery Award-winning author of A Year
Down Yonder and A Long Way From Chicago Lisa Graff's Awards and Reviews: Lisa Graff's books have been named to 30
state award lists, and A Tangle of Knots was long-listed for the National Book Award.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 289
Language: English
ISBN: 9780399164064
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Lost on the Amazon
R. A. Montgomery

Chooseco (May 1, 2006)

Summary: 



THE AMAZON RIVER BASIN IS HOME TO THE GREATEST BIODIVERSITY ON PLANET EARTH. WILL IT YIELD UP ITS
POTENTIAL CURES? OR SINK YOU IN ITS DEPTHS? Strange tropical diseases can wipe out whole communities in days.
And in this age of modern travel, they can morph into worldwide epidemics in mere weeks. You are a young doctor
specializing in such threats. Now you face a journey into the heart of the Amazon jungle where your medical team has
mysteriously disappeared in the search for a cure. For hours you travel with the light of stars. Owaduga, could it be the
Amazons who captured my friends? The canoe twists in the current. Be quiet You look into the darkness. Nothing The
dugout bumps against a submerged log. There on the bank is a tall, strong looking figure. It is a woman. There are others
behind her. Owaduga speaks. If you wish, why not ask her? If you ask these women for help, turn to page 11. If you ask
Owaduga to speak for you, turn to page 33. YOU choose what happens next
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 114
Language: English
ISBN: 9781933390093
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Louisiana's way home
Kate DiCamillo

Candlewick Press (2018)

Summary: 
When Louisiana Elefante’s granny wakes her up in the middle of the night to tell her that the day of reckoning has arrived
and they have to leave home immediately, Louisiana isn’t overly worried. After all, Granny has many middle-of-the-night
ideas. But this time, things are different. This time, Granny intends for them never to return. Separated from her best friends,
Raymie and Beverly, Louisiana struggles to oppose the winds of fate (and Granny) and find a way home. But as Louisiana’s
life becomes entwined with the lives of the people of a small Georgia town — including a surly motel owner, a walrus-like
minister, and a mysterious boy with a crow on his shoulder — she starts to worry that she is destined only for good-byes.
(Which could be due to the curse on Louisiana's and Granny’s heads. But that is a story for another time.) 

Called “one of DiCamillo’s most singular and arresting creations” by The New York Times Book Review, the heartbreakingly
irresistible Louisiana Elefante was introduced to readers in Raymie Nightingale — and now, with humor and tenderness,
Kate DiCamillo returns to tell her story.
Genre: JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes / Friendship
Number of Pages: 227
Language: English
ISBN: 9780763694630
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Love
Matt de la Peña

Penguin (2018)

Summary: 



#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER " A] poetic reckoning of the importance of love in a child's life . . . eloquent and
moving."--People "Everything that can be called love -- from shared joy to comfort in the darkness -- is gathered in the
pages of this reassuring, refreshingly honest picture book."--The New York Times Book Review, Editors' Choice / Staff Picks
From the Book Review "Lyrical and sensitive, 'Love' is the sort of book likely to leave readers of all ages a little tremulous,
and brimming with feeling."--The Wall Street Journal From Newbery Medal-winning author Matt de la Peña and bestselling
illustrator Loren Long comes a story about the strongest bond there is and the diverse and powerful ways it connects us all.
"In the beginning there is light and two wide-eyed figures standing near the foot of your bed and the sound of their voices is
love....A cab driver plays love softly on his radiowhile you bounce in back with the bumps of the city and everything smells
new, and it smells like life." In this heartfelt celebration of love, Newbery Medal-winning author Matt de la Pe a and
bestselling illustrator Loren Long depict the many ways we experience this universal bond, which carries us from the day we
are born throughout the years of our childhood and beyond. With a lyrical text that's soothing and inspiring, this tender tale is
a needed comfort and a new classic that will resonate with readers of every age.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 40
Language: English
ISBN: 9781524740917
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Love That Dog
Sharon Creech

Harper Collins (February 18, 2003)

Summary: 
Jack Room 105 -- Miss Stretchberry September 13 /center I don't want to because boys don't write poetry. Girls do. Meet
Jack, who tells his story with a little help from some paper, a pencil, his teacher, and a dog named Sky.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 128
Language: English
ISBN: 9780064409599
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Love, Stargirl
Jerry Spinelli

Alfred A. Knopf (2009)

Summary: 
A beloved New York Times bestseller—now in trade paperback!Love, Stargirl picks up a year after Stargirl ends and reveals
the new life of the beloved character who moved away so suddenly at the end of Stargirl. The novel takes the form of "the
world's longest letter," in diary form, going from date to date through a little more than a year's time. In her writing, Stargirl
mixes memories of her bittersweet time in Mica, Arizona, with involvements with new people in her life.In Love, Stargirl, we
hear the voice of Stargirl herself as she reflects on time, life, Leo, and—of course—love.A USA Today BestsellerA Book
Sense Children's Pick A Publishers Weekly Bestseller
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 274
Language: English
ISBN: 9780375856440
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Maggot Moon
Sally Gardner

Candlewick Press (2014)

Summary: 



A 2014 Michael L. Printz Honor BookIn Sally Gardner's stunning novel, set in a ruthless regime, an unlikely teenager risks all
to expose the truth about a heralded moon landing.What if the football hadn't gone over the wall. On the other side of the
wall there is a dark secret. And the devil. And the Moon Man. And the Motherland doesn't want anyone to know. But
Standish Treadwell — who has different-colored eyes, whocan't read, can't write, Standish Treadwell isn't bright — sees
things differently than the rest of the "train-track thinkers." So when Standish and his only friend and neighbor, Hector, make
their way to the other side of the wall, they see what the Motherland has been hiding. And it's big...One hundred very short
chapters, told in an utterly original first-person voice, propel readers through a narrative that is by turns gripping and darkly
humorous, bleak and chilling, tender and transporting.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 279
Language: English
ISBN: 9780763671693
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Magic by the Lake
Edward Eager

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (1957)

Summary: 
When wishing for magic, it's hard not to wish for too much.If Jane, Mark, Katharine, and Martha had stopped to think—oh, if
they had only stopped to think!—they would have ordered magic by the pound, or by the day, or even by the halves as they
had inHalf Magic.But no, htye asked for magic by the lake—and now they have to deal with a whole lakeful of
enchantment!Soon the children are awash in magic. They find themselves cavorting with mermaids, outwitting pirates, and
—with the help of a cranky old turtle—granting a little magical help to the one person who needs it most.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 183
Language: English
ISBN: 9780152020767
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Mailing May
Michael O. Tunnell

Harper Collins (September 5, 2000)

Summary: 
Nowadays it's no big deal or a girl to travel seventy-five miles. But when Charlotte May Pierstorff wanted to cross seventy-
five miles of Idaho mountains to see her grandma in 1914, it was a very big deal indeed. There was no highway except the
railroad, and a train ticket would have cost her parents a full day's pay. Here is the true story of how May got to visit her
grandma, thanks to her won spunk, her father's ingenuity, and the U.S. mail. 00-01 CA Young Reader Medal Masterlist and
01 Colorado Children's Book Award (Pic. Bk Cat.)
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780064437240



Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Maniac Magee
A novel
Jerry Spinelli

Little, Brown and Company (1990)

Genre: FICTION
Number of Pages: 184
ISBN: 9780316809061
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Maple
Lori Nichols

Penguin Group (USA (2014)

Summary: "A nature-loving little girl's favorite playmate is her maple tree, until the day she's surprised with a baby sister"--
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Language: English
ISBN: 9780399176678
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022



Me First
Helen Lester

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (1992)

Summary: 
Being first isn't always best, as Pinkerton Pig finds out after an encounter with a mean Sand Witch. As always, Helen
Lester's wonderfully offbeat humor and Lynn Munsinger's whimsical illustrations result in a hilarious lesson about
piggishness. The picture book duo of Lester and Munsinger has created six previous books, including the award-winning
TACKY THE PENGUIN.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780395587065
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Merriam-Webster's Pocket Dictionary
Inc Merriam-Webster

Merriam-Webster, Incorporated (2006)

Summary: 



A perfect dictionary for quick, on-the-go language reference features 40,000 entries as well as clear, concise, definitions,
variant spellings, and pronunciations. Includes a brief guide to punctuation.
Genre: Reference
Number of Pages: 407
Language: English
ISBN: 9780877795308
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Messenger (for Pob Boxed Set Only)
Lois Lowry

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (2014)

Summary: 
The Giver: Given his lifetime assignment at the Ceremony of Twelve, Jonas becomes the receiver of memories shared by
only one other in his community and discovers the terrible truth about the society in which he lives. -- Gathering blue: Lame
and suddenly orphaned, Kira is mysteriously removed from her squalid village to live in the palatial Council Edifice, where
she is expected to use her gifts as a weaver to do the bidding of the all-powerful Guardians. -- Messenger: In this novel that
unites characters from "The Giver" and "Gathering Blue," Matty, a young member of a utopian community that values
honesty, conceals an emerging healing power that he cannot explain or understand. -- Son: Unlike the other Birthmothers in
her utopian community, teenaged Claire forms an attachment to her baby, feeling a great loss when he is taken to the
Nurturing Center to be adopted by a family unit.
Genre: Young Adult Fiction
Number of Pages: 160
Language: English
ISBN: 9780544340657
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Meteor!
Patricia Polacco

Penguin (1996)

Summary: 
The meteor that crash lands in the middle of Grandma and Grandpa Gaw's yard sets off a chain of events that brings magic
to the residents of Mudsock Meadow. A remarkable true-life event comes alive in this reissue of Patricia Polacco's very first
picture book.'Based on a true event, this enchanting book overwhelmingly expresses the magic that suddenly pervades a
small town, from the funny, folksy way the story is told to the imaginative, full-color illustrations.' ?Publishers
Weekly'Polacco's full-color pictures are completely in tandem with the tellingE' ?Booklist (starred review)
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780698114104
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



Middle School: Get Me Out of Here!
James Patterson and Chris Tebbetts

Little, Brown Books for Young Readers (May 7, 2012)

Summary: 
James Patterson's winning follow-up to the #1 New York Times bestseller Middle School, The Worst Years of My Life--which
the LA Times called "a perfectly pitched novel"--is another riotous and heartwarming story about living large.After sixth
grade, the very worst year of his life, Rafe Khatchadorian thinks he has it made in seventh grade. He's been accepted to art
school in the big city and imagines a math-and-history-free fun zone.Wrong! It's more competitive than Rafe ever expected,
and to score big in class, he needs to find a way to turn his boring life into the inspiration for a work of art. His method?
Operation: Get a Life! Anything he's never done before, he's going to do it, from learning to play poker to going to a modern
art museum. But when his newest mission uncovers secrets about the family Rafe's never known, he has to decide if he's
ready to have his world turned upside down. (Includes over 100 illustrations.)
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 257
Language: English
ISBN: 9780316206716
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Mike's Mystery
Gertrude Chandler Warner

Albert Whitman (January 1, 1990)

Summary: Benny and his friend Mike are in trouble when they are curious about a uranium mine.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 128
Language: English
ISBN: 9780807551417
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Milo Speck, Accidental Agent
Linda Urban

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (2015)

Summary: 



Milo had read about magic before. He knew that kids in stories sometimes found magic in secret drawers or hidden away in
attics, and he had always hoped that if he were to find magic, it would appear in the form of a mysterious silver coin or a
doorway to an enchanted world. But when magic came to Milo Speck, it came in the form of a sock. “Figures,” said Milo.So
begins Milo's adventure through a clothes dryer into Ogregon, a land populated with hungry ogres, dino-sized turkeys, kids
needing rescue, and—Milo's dad? What's his regular-old salesman father doing in Ogregon? In fact, what's Milo doing
there? But the answers must wait—because the top priority for all non-ogres is escape. Well,after Milo thwarts the dastardly
plot that threatens to make kids everywhere into ogre snack food. But how can a small boy in the very big world of Ogregon
possibly do that?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 266
Language: English
ISBN: 9780544419513
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Miss Spitfire
Reaching Helen Keller
Sarah Miller

Scholastic Incorporated (2007)

Summary: 
At age twenty-one, partially-blind, lonely but spirited Annie Sullivan travels from Massachusetts to Alabama to try and teach
six-year-old Helen Keller, deaf and blind since age two, self-discipline and communication skills. Includes historical notes
and timeline.
Number of Pages: 208
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545206457
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Moo
A Novel
Sharon Creech

HarperCollins (August 29, 2017)

Summary: 
This uplifting New York Times bestseller reminds us that if we’re open to new experiences, life is full of surprises.Fans of
Newbery Medal winner Sharon Creech’s Love That Dog and Hate That Cat will love her newest tween novel, Moo.
Following one family’s momentous move from the city to rural Maine, an unexpected bond develops between twelve-year-
old Reena and one very ornery cow.When Reena, her little brother, Luke, and their parents first move to Maine, Reena
doesn’t know what to expect. She’s ready for beaches, blueberries, and all the lobster she can eat. Instead, her parents
“volunteer” Reena and Luke to work for an eccentric neighbor named Mrs. Falala, who has a pig named Paulie, a cat named
China, a snake named Edna—and that stubborn cow, Zora.This heartwarming story, told in a blend of poetry and prose,
reveals the bonds that emerge when we let others into our lives.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 288
Language: English
ISBN: 9780062415264



Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Moon Over Manifest
Clare Vanderpool

Yearling (2011)

Summary: 
Winner of the 2011 Newbery Award.The movement of the train rocked me like a lullaby. I closed my eyes to the dusty
countryside and imagined the sign I'd seen only in Gideon's stories: Manifest—A Town with a rich past and a bright future.
Abilene Tucker feels abandoned. Her father has put her on a train, sending her off to live with an old friend for the summer
while he works a railroad job. Armed only with a few possessions and her list of universals, Abilene jumps off the train in
Manifest, Kansas, aiming to learn about the boy her father once was.Having heard stories about Manifest, Abilene is
disappointed to find that it's just a dried-up, worn-out old town. But her disappointment quickly turns to excitement when she
discovers a hidden cigar box full of mementos, including some old letters that mention a spy known as the Rattler. These
mysterious letters send Abilene and her new friends, Lettie and Ruthanne, on an honest-to-goodness spy hunt, even though
they are warned to “Leave Well Enough Alone.”Abilene throws all caution aside when she heads down the mysterious Path
to Perdition to pay a debt to the reclusive Miss Sadie, a diviner who only tells stories from the past. It seems that Manifest's
history is full of colorful and shadowy characters—and long-held secrets. The more Abilene hears, the more determined she
is to learn just what role her father played in that history. And as Manifest's secrets are laid bare one by one, Abilene begins
to weave her own story into the fabric of the town. Powerful in its simplicity and rich in historical detail, Clare Vanderpool's
debut is a gripping story of loss and redemption.From the Hardcover edition.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 351
Language: English
ISBN: 9780375858291
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Mr. George Baker
Amy Hest

Savvas Learning Company (May 13, 2005)

Summary: 
Harry sits on the porch with Mr. George Baker, an African American who is one hundred years old but can still dance and
play the drums, waiting for the school bus that will take them both to the class where they are learning to read.
Language: English
ISBN: 9780328168811
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



Mr. Lincoln's Way
Patricia Polacco

Philomel Books (2001)

Summary: 
When Mr. Lincoln, "the coolest principal in the whole world," discovers that Eugene, the school bully, knows a lot about birds,
he uses this interest to help Eugene overcome his intolerance.
Genre: FICTION
Number of Pages: 52
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439430111
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Mrs. Meyer is on Fire!
Dan Gutman

Scholastic (2016)

Summary: 
"It's very important for kids to learn about fire safety, and Mrs. Meyer of the local fire department has been brought in to
teach the students at Ella Mentry School. But she is the weirdest safety expert in the world. She likes fire just a little too
much. Will Mrs. Meyer catch on fire? Will she retire? What will transpire?"--Jacket
Number of Pages: 105
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338099300
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

My Brother Sam Is Dead
James Lincoln Collier and Christopher Collier

Scholastic (2005)

Summary: 
The classic story of one family torn apart by the Revolutionary War -- now with special After Words bonus features! All his
life, Tim Meeker has looked up to his brother Sam. Sam's smart and brave -- and is now a part of the American Revolution.
Not everyone in town wants to be a part of the rebellion. Most are supporters of the British -- including Tim and Sam's father.
With the war soon raging, Tim know he'll have to make a choice -- between the Revolutionaries and the Redcoats . . . and
between his brother and his father.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction



Number of Pages: 216

Language: English
ISBN: 9780439783606
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

My Otter Half
Michelle Schusterman

Scholastic, Incorporated (January 4, 2022)

Summary: 
Homeward Bound meets Finding Nemo in this heartfelt story about a brave sea otter and a rambunctious puppy who team
up to find their way home.Oliver is a sea otter determined to prove that he's not a momma otter's boy. In an effort to show
his bravery, he swims into Puget Sound where all the ships and humans are. That's when disaster strikes: An oil spill
threatens the local wildlife -- and it traps Oliver in the harbor Franklin, an excitable dachshund puppy, is also lost. He's been
separated from his owner, Lucy, and he has no idea how to get back to her. Now Oliver and Franklin must journey through
the Pacific Northwest wilderness in search of their families.Along the way, they'll discover exciting adventures and meet new
friends--but will they be able to find their way home?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 240
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338741490
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

My Rotten Redheaded Older Brother
Patricia Polacco

Simon & Schuster/Paula Wiseman Books (September 1, 1998)

Summary: 
There's nothing worse than a rotten redheaded older brother who can do everything you can do better! Patricia's brother
Richard could run the fastest, climb the highest, and spit the farthest and still smile his extra-rotten, greeny-toothed, weasel-
eyed grin. But when little Patricia wishes on a shooting star that she could do something—anything—to show him up, she
finds out just what wishes—and rotten redheaded older brothers—can really do. Patricia Polacco's boldly and exuberantly
painted pictures tell a lively and warmhearted tale of comic one-upsmanship and brotherly love.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780689820366
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



My Rotten Redheaded Older Brother
Patricia Polacco

Simon & Schuster/Paula Wiseman Books (September 1, 1998)

Summary: 
There's nothing worse than a rotten redheaded older brother who can do everything you can do better! Patricia's brother
Richard could run the fastest, climb the highest, and spit the farthest and still smile his extra-rotten, greeny-toothed, weasel-
eyed grin. But when little Patricia wishes on a shooting star that she could do something—anything—to show him up, she
finds out just what wishes—and rotten redheaded older brothers—can really do. Patricia Polacco's boldly and exuberantly
painted pictures tell a lively and warmhearted tale of comic one-upsmanship and brotherly love.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780689820366
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

My Secret Camera
Life in the Lodz Ghetto
Frank Dabba Smith

Frances Lincoln Children's Books (June 1, 2008)

Summary: 
Mendel Grossman, one of the many Jews imprisoned in the Lodz Ghetto during World War II, was driven by a passion to
bear witness to the human suffering that was going on around him. He secretly photographed people and events in the
ghetto, leaving a historical record. In this photographic information book, the reader is taken on a journey with Grossman
and his camera. The text emphasizes hope for the future, rather than the suffering of the past.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 40
Language: English
ISBN: 9781845078928
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Frances Lincoln Children's Books (June 1, 2008)

Summary: 



Mendel Grossman, one of the many Jews imprisoned in the Lodz Ghetto during World War II, was driven by a passion to
bear witness to the human suffering that was going on around him. He secretly photographed people and events in the
ghetto, leaving a historical record. In this photographic information book, the reader is taken on a journey with Grossman
and his camera. The text emphasizes hope for the future, rather than the suffering of the past.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 40
Language: English
ISBN: 9781845078928
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Mystery Ranch
Gertrude Chandler Warner

Albert Whitman (January 1, 1989)

Summary: Eccentric Aunt Jane needs help on her ranch. The Aldens overturn a plot against her.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 128
Language: English
ISBN: 9780807553916
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

National Geographic Kids United States atlas.
National Geographic Society (U.S.)

Number of Pages: 175
ISBN: 9780545664783
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Navajo Summer
Jennifer Owings Dewey

Demco Media (2000)

Summary: 



Upset at her parents' impending divorce, twelve-year-old Jamie runs away from home to live with a Navajo family that she
befriended on earlier trips to the desert country with her father.
Language: English
ISBN: 9780606193061
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Never Ride Your Elephant to School
Doug Johnson

Scholastic Incorporated (1995)

Summary: A humorous account of the disadvantages of bringing an elephant into the classroom.
Genre: Schools
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590899796
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Nothing Ever Happens on 90th Street
Roni Schotter

Harcourt (2001)

Summary: 
When Eva sits on her stoop trying to complete a school assignment by writing about what happens in her neighborhood, she
gets a great deal of advice and action.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780153143632
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Nothing/On 90th St, Reader Grade 4
Harcourt School Publishers Collections
Roni Schotter

Harcourt (2001)

Summary: 



When Eva sits on her stoop trying to complete a school assignment by writing about what happens in her neighborhood, she
gets a great deal of advice and action.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780153143632
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Number the stars
Lois Lowry

Yearling Book (2005)

Genre: Jews
Number of Pages: 137
ISBN: 0440403278
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Old Town in the Green Groves
Cynthia Rylant

Demco Media (June 1, 2004)

Summary: 
Based on Laura Ingalls Wilder's unpublished memoirs, Newbery Award-winning author Rylant has imagined what the two
missing years from the Little House series were like.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 164
Language: English
ISBN: 9780606306720
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

On Meadowview Street
Henry Cole

Scholastic (January 1, 2008)

Genre: Lawns



ISBN: 9780545163972
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

On Meadowview Street
Henry Cole

Scholastic (January 1, 2008)

Genre: Lawns
ISBN: 9780545163972
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

On the Far Side of the Mountain
Jean Craighead George

Puffin Books (1991)

Summary: 
From the Publisher: Two years ago, Sam ran away from New York City to live in the Catskill Mountains. Now his younger
sister Alice has joined him and is quietly living in a tree house of her own nearby. Their peaceful life is shattered when a
conservation officer confiscates Sam's falcon, Frightful, and Alice suddenly vanishes. Sam leaves his home to search for
Alice, hoping to find Frightful, too. But the trail to the far side of the mountain may lead Sam into great danger.
Genre: FICTION
Number of Pages: 170
Language: English
ISBN: 9780140342482
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

On the Far Side of the Mountain
Jean Craighead George

Puffin Books (2001)

Summary: 



Two years ago, Sam ran away from New York City to live in the Catskill Mountains. Now his younger sister Alice has joined
him and is quietly living in a tree house of her own nearby. Their peaceful life is shattered when a conservation officer
confiscates Sam's falcon, Frightful, and Alice suddenly vanishes. Sam leaves his home to search for Alice, hoping to find
Frightful, too. But the trail to the far side of the mountain may lead Sam into great danger. “Surpasses the original in style
and substance . . . This story [is] a jewel.” —Booklist “George has outdone herself here.” —Kirkus Reviews
Genre: Juvenile Fiction

Number of Pages: 170
Language: English
ISBN: 9780141312415
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

On the Wings of Heroes
Richard Peck

Scholastic (2007)

Summary: 
World War II has invaded Davy's home front boyhood. There's an air raid drill in the classroom, and being a kid is an
endless scrap drive. Bill has joined up, breaking their dad's heart. It's an intense, confusing time, and one that will invite
Davy to grow up in a hurry" From the back cover.
Number of Pages: 148
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545074681
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Once Upon a Starry Night
A Book of Constellations
Jacqueline Mitton

National Geographic Books (2009)

Summary: 
National Geographic’s stunning rendition of the constellations’ glittering lightshow is now available in paperback.Take an
illuminating ride through the starry night sky, and learn how the heavens pay tribute to the gods of Greek and Roman
mythology. Once Upon a Starry Night explains the ten ancient figures whose legends are written large across the universe.
Every page shines with Christina Balit’s vibrant art, studded with shiny stars, and provides the perfect backdrop to
Jacqueline Mitton’s poetic text.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9781426303913
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022



One Crazy Summer
Rita Williams-Garcia

Scholastic (2012)

Summary: 
In the summer of 1968, after traveling from Brooklyn to Oakland, California, to spend a month with the mother they barely
know, eleven-year-old Delphine and her two younger sisters arrive to a cold welcome as they discover that their mother, a
dedicated poet and printer, is resentful of the intrusion of their visit and wants them to attend a nearby Black Panther
summer camp.
Genre: FICTION
Number of Pages: 218
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545447843
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

One Crazy Summer
Rita Williams-Garcia

HarperCollins (December 27, 2011)

Summary: 
In this Newbery Honor novel, New York Times bestselling author Rita Williams-Garcia tells the story of three sisters who
travel to Oakland, California, in 1968 to meet the mother who abandoned them.Eleven-year-old Delphine is like a mother to
her two younger sisters, Vonetta and Fern. She's had to be, ever since their mother, Cecile, left them seven years ago for a
radical new life in California. When they arrive from Brooklyn to spend the summer with her, Cecile is nothing like they
imagined. While the girls hope to go to Disneyland and meet Tinker Bell, their mother sends them to a day camp run by the
Black Panthers. Unexpectedly, Delphine, Vonetta, and Fern learn much about their family, their country, and themselves
during one truly crazy summer.This moving, funny novel won the Scott O'Dell Award for Historical Fiction and the Coretta
Scott King Award and was a National Book Award Finalist.Readers who enjoy Christopher Paul Curtis's The Watsons Go to
Birmingham will find much to love in One Crazy Summer. Delphine, Vonetta, and Fern's story continues in P.S. Be
Eleven.Supports the Common Core State Standards
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 240
Language: English
ISBN: 9780060760908
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022



One Hundred Hungry Ants
Elinor J. Pinczes and Elinor Pinczes

Houghton Mifflin (September 1, 1999)

Genre: Division
Number of Pages: 32
ISBN: 9780395971239
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

One Hundred Hungry Ants
Elinor J. Pinczes and Elinor Pinczes

Houghton Mifflin (September 1, 1999)

Genre: Division
Number of Pages: 32
ISBN: 9780395971239
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

One Plastic Bag
Isatou Ceesay and the Recycling Women of the Gambia
Miranda Paul

Millbrook Press (2015)

Summary: 
The inspiring true story of how one African woman began a movement to recycle the plastic bags that were polluting her
community. Plastic bags are cheap and easy to use. But what happens when a bag breaks or is no longer needed? In Njau,
Gambia, people simply dropped the bags and went on their way. One plastic bag became two. Then ten. Then a hundred.
The bags accumulated in ugly heaps alongside roads. Water pooled in them, bringing mosquitoes and disease. Some bags
were burned, leaving behind a terrible smell. Some were buried, but they strangled gardens. They killed livestock that tried
to eat them. Something had to change. Isatou Ceesay was that change. She found a way to recycle the bags and transform
her community. This inspirational true story shows how one person's actions really can make a difference in our world.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9781467716086
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Number of Pages: 32
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Date Added: August 29, 2022

Otis
Loren Long

Penguin Group (2011)

Summary: 
When a big new yellow tractor arrives, Otis the friendly little tractor is cast away behind the barn, but when trouble occurs
Otis is the only one who can help.
Language: English
ISBN: 9780399255090
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Summary: 
When a big new yellow tractor arrives, Otis the friendly little tractor is cast away behind the barn, but when trouble occurs
Otis is the only one who can help.



Language: English
ISBN: 9780399255090
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Otis and the Kittens
Loren Long

Penguin Young readers (2016)

Summary: 
When Otis the tractor becomes trapped in a burning barn, after rescuing kittens, his animal friends and local firefighters
come to his aid.
Number of Pages: 38
Language: English
ISBN: 9781524738778
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Penguin Young readers (2016)

Summary: 
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Number of Pages: 38
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Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Our Class is a Family
Shannon Olsen

Shannon Olsen (May 5, 2020)

Summary: 



Teachers do so much more than just teach academics. They build a sense of community within their classrooms, creating a
home away from home where they make their students feel safe, included, and loved.With its heartfelt message and
colorfully whimsical illustrations, "Our Class is a Family" is a book that will help build and strengthen that class community.
Kids learn that their classroom is a place where it's safe to be themselves, it's okay to make mistakes, and it's important to
be a friend to others. When hearing this story being read aloud by their teacher, students are sure to feel like they are part of
a special family.And currently, during such an unprecedented time when many teachers and students are not physically in
the classroom due to COVID-19 school closures, it's more important than it's ever been to give kids the message that their
class is a family. Even at a distance, they still stick together."Family isn't always your relatives. It's the ones who accept you
for who you are. The ones who would do anything to see you smile, and who love you no matter what." -Unknown
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 28
Language: English
ISBN: 9780578629094
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Out of My Mind
Sharon M. Draper

Simon and Schuster (May 1, 2012)

Summary: 
A New York Times bestseller for three years and counting! “A gutsy, candid, and compelling story. It speaks volumes.” —
School Library Journal (starred review) “Unflinching and realistic.” —Kirkus Reviews (starred review) From award-winning
author Sharon Draper comes a story that will forever change how we all look at anyone with a disability, perfect for fans of
RJ Palacio’s Wonder.Eleven-year-old Melody is not like most people. She can’t walk. She can’t talk. She can’t write. All
because she has cerebral palsy. But she also has a photographic memory; she can remember every detail of everything she
has ever experienced. She’s the smartest kid in her whole school, but NO ONE knows it. Most people—her teachers, her
doctors, her classmates—dismiss her as mentally challenged because she can’t tell them otherwise. But Melody refuses to
be defined by her disability. And she’s determined to let everyone know it…somehow.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 295
Language: English
ISBN: 9781416971719
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Out of the Dust
Karen Hesse

Scholastic (1999)

Summary: 
In a series of poems, fifteen-year-old Billie Jo relates the hardships of living on her family's wheat farm in Oklahoma during
the dust bowl years of the Depression.
Genre: FICTION
Number of Pages: 227
Language: English



ISBN: 9780439061261
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Pale Male
Citizen Hawk of New York City
Janet Schulman

Alfred A. Knopf (2008)

Summary: 
The birdwatchers of Central Park were buzzing–a young red-tailed hawk had been spotted, would he stay? The bird they
dubbed Pale Male not only stayed, he became one of New York City’s most famous residents. Pale Male and his mate built
their nest near the top of one of Fifth Avenue’s swankiest apartment buildings. Nine years and 23 chicks later, Pale Male’s
fame had grown so large that a CBS newsman named him Father of the Year! But Pale Male was less beloved by the
residents of the building, and in 2004 the owners suddenly removed the nest–setting off an international outcry on behalf of
the birds.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 40
Language: English
ISBN: 9780375845581
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Pass it on
Sophy Henn

Penguin Random House LLC (2017)

Summary: 
Here's a fun idea: When you laugh or smile--pass it on! A story about giving, sharing, and joy. When you see something
terrific, smile a smile and pass it on! If you chance upon a chuckle, hee hee hee and pass it on. Should you spot a thing of
wonder, jump for joy and pass it on! So begins Sophy Henn's ode to the excitement of sharing happiness with others. With a
refrain that begs to be uttered before every turn of the page, children will eagerly read alongside their parents as they
discover how wonderful--and fun!--it is to share the good things in life. After all, if you spread happiness to others, even on a
gray, rainy day, when you least expect it, like a bolt out of the blue, a smile or a chuckle might be passed right back to you!
This heartwarming, upbeat book is the perfect way to bring a warm ray of sunshine into every reader's life. Praise for Pass It
On "A bright message of the power of positive emotion is conveyed in this lovely title . . . A wonderful storytime offering that
will inspire little ones to connect gleefully with those around them. Be sure to read this book aloud and pass it on."--School
Library Journal "The adorable cast of multicultural kids get up to all kinds of fun . . . This celebratory, feel-good story sends a
sweet reminder to young audiences about the importance of finding joy in small things and sharing it with others."--Booklist
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780399547751
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780399547751
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022



Pay It Forward
Young Readers Edition
Catherine Ryan Hyde

Scholastic, Incorporated (2014)

Summary: 
"Twelve-year-old Trevor McKinney accepts his teacher's challenge to earn extra credit by coming up with a plan to change
the world. Trevor's idea is simple: Do a good deed for three people and, instead of asking them to return the favor, ask them
to "pay it forward" to three others who need help. He envisions a vast movement of kindness and goodwill spreading across
the world and ends up changing his small California community forever."--Résumé de l'éditeur.
Genre: Fiction, visionary & metaphysical
Number of Pages: 261
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545801393
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Peril at King's Creek
a Felicity mystery
Elizabeth McDavid Jones

Pleasant (2006)

Summary: 
Felicity is spending the summer of 1776 at her family's Virginia plantation, King's Creek, where every day she rides her
beloved horse Penny. Soon Felicity hears news that British soldiers are burning Patriot farms and stealing their animals.
Then she finds evidence that makes her think the next raid could threaten King's Creek-and Penny! The book includes a
"Looking Back" historical essay.
Genre: History
Number of Pages: 163
ISBN: 9781593691011
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Pig the Pug
Aaron Blabey

Scholastic Incorporated (2017)

Summary: 



Pig is a greedy and selfish Pug. He has all the bouncy balls, bones, and chew toys a dog could ever want yet he refuses to
share with his poor friend, Trevor. Little does he know, however, that being greedy has its consquences. Join Pig as he
learns to share ? the hard way! Young readers will love the irresistbly quirky and funny illustrations that are paired with a
relatable lesson of learning to share with others. For dog and pet lovers everywhere.
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338238464
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Pig the Star
Aaron Blabey

Scholastic Incorporated (2018)

Summary: 
Pig the self-centered pug, and his friend Trevor, the Dachshund, are at a photo-shoot, and as usual, Pig wants to hog all the
costumes and be the star of the show--but the photographer favors Trevor, and Pig needs to learn a lesson about sharing
the spotlight.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 24
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338315752
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Pigs on a Blanket
Amy Axelrod

Aladdin (September 1, 1998)

Summary: 
Mr. Pig, Mrs. Pig, and the piglets are hot, hot, hot and they really want to go to the beach. But time is running out for the
Pigs! Will they be able to count the seconds, minutes, and hours and enjoy a swim in the ocean?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 40
Language: English
ISBN: 9780689822520
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Summary: 
Mr. Pig, Mrs. Pig, and the piglets are hot, hot, hot and they really want to go to the beach. But time is running out for the
Pigs! Will they be able to count the seconds, minutes, and hours and enjoy a swim in the ocean?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 40
Language: English
ISBN: 9780689822520
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Pigs Will Be Pigs
Fun with Math and Money
Amy Axelrod

Aladdin (August 1, 1997)

Summary: 
Join the pig family as they add, subtract, multiply, divide, and think about how money works in order to satisfy their big pig
appetites!The pigs are very hungry, and there’s no food in the house. Mr. Pig suggests eating out—but oh, no! The Pigs are
out of money! So the family goes on a money hunt. In beds, under the carpet, even in the washing machine the coins and
bills add up, and soon it’s off to the Enchanted Enchilada. How much money did the Pigs find? What can they afford to order
from the menu? Join the fun and pig out on math and money concepts with the Pigs!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 40
Language: English
ISBN: 9780689812194
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 40
Language: English
ISBN: 9780689812194
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Ping Pong Pig
Caroline Church

Scholastic (2010)

Summary: Ping Pong Pig spends his days trying to fly rather than helping the other animals do the chores.
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545236010
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Language: English
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Reading Status: Unread
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Pink and Say
Patricia Polacco

Penguin (1994)

Summary: 



In a true story, Pinkus Aylee, a black Union soldier, finds Sheldon Curtis left for dead and carries him home to be tended by
his mother, but when the two boys attempt to rejoin the Union troops, they are captured and sent to Andersonville Prison.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 48
Language: English
ISBN: 9780399226717
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Pink is for Blobfish
Discovering the World's Perfectly Pink Animals
Jess Keating

Scholastic Incorporated (2017)

Summary: "An informative introduction to the weirdest, wildest, pinkest creatures in the animal kingdom"--
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338157512
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Pippi Goes on Board
Pippi Longstocking #2
Astrid Lindgren

Scholastic Book Services (1960)

Summary: The further adventures of Pippi Longstocking and her friends Tommy and Annika.



Genre: Children's fiction
Number of Pages: 116
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590411776
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Poached
Stuart Gibbs

Simon and Schuster (April 21, 2015)

Summary: 
Teddy Fitzroy’s back for another zoo mystery—this time it’s a koala caper—in this action-packed follow-up to Belly Up that
School Library Journal called a “whopper of a whodunit that delivers plenty of suspects, action, slapstick, gross bodily
functions, red herrings, and animal trivia.”School troublemaker Vance Jessup thinks Teddy Fitzroy’s home at FunJungle, a
state-of-the-art zoo and theme park, is the perfect place for a cruel prank. Vance bullies Teddy into his scheme, but the plan
goes terribly awry. Teddy sneaks into the koala exhibit to hide out until the chaos dies down. But when the koala goes
missing, Teddy is the only person caught on camera entering and exiting the exhibit. Teddy didn’t commit the crime—but if
he can’t find the real culprit, he’ll be sent to juvie as a convicted koala-napper.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 352
Language: English
ISBN: 9781442467781
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Prince Caspian
The Return to Narnia
C. S. Lewis

Harper Collins (July 1, 1994)

Summary: The four Pevensies help Caspian battle Miraz and ascend his rightful throne.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 240
Language: English
ISBN: 9780064405003
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



Princess Academy: Palace of Stone
Shannon Hale

Bloomsbury Publishing USA (August 21, 2012)

Summary: 
Coming down from the mountain to a new life in the city is a thrill to Miri. She and her princess academy friends have been
brought to Asland to help the future princess Britta prepare for her wedding.There, Miri also has a chance to attend school-
at the Queen's Castle. But as Miri befriends students who seem sophisticated and exciting she also learns that they have
some frightening plans. Torn between loyalty to the princess and her new friends' ideas, between an old love and a new
crush, and between her small mountain home and the bustling city, Miri looks to find her own way in this new place. Picking
up where Princess Academy left off, and celebrating the joys of friendship, romance and the fate of fairy tale kingdoms, this
new book delivers the completely delightful new story that fans have been waiting for.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 321
Language: English
ISBN: 9781599908731
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Prints in the Sand
My Journey with Nanea
Erin Falligant

American Girl (2017)

Summary: 
The puka shells jingle in my hand. I don't want to lose them, so I slide the necklace over my head. But as I pull my hair out
from under the string of shells, the ground drops from beneath my feet. I feel the whoosh of an ocean breeze, and then a
pink mist covers my eyes . . . What if you suddenly found yourself in Nanea's hometown of Honolulu during World War Two?
Together, you and Nanea could send secret messages for the war effort or work in a Victory Garden. You could learn how to
hula dance or help a lost dog. As you read, you decide what happens by choosing your own path through this multiple-
ending story.
Genre: Children's fiction
Number of Pages: 192
Language: English
ISBN: 9781683370246
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



Prisoner of the Ant People
R. A. Montgomery

Chooseco (May 1, 2006)

Summary: 
WHERE HAVE ALL YOUR ZONDO QUEST GROUP MEMBERS GONE? AND WHAT DO THE ANT PEOPLE HAVE TO DO
WITH IT? You have been a research member of the Zondo Quest Group II for three years. Your mission: combat the Evil
Power Master, a little-known entity who is attempting to destroy individual planets one by one in his quest to control the
universe. New rumors swirl that the Evil Power Master has formed an alliance with the fearsome Ant People. And today,
most members of your team are missing. Are they playing a prank? Or have they become prisoners of the Ant People?
Rendoxoll swivels toward you and speaks. All members of the Rimpoche Team are missing. The Rimpoche Team members
entered the research lab at the 000170 appointed phase but have not come out. They are gone. The Baba Ram Team is
also missing. Same conditions. I need volunteers to search for them. I myself will lead. If you agree to go with Rendoxoll,
turn to page 4. YOU choose what happens next
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 115
Language: English
ISBN: 9781933390109
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

R is for Robot
A Noisy Alphabet
Adam F. Watkins

Scholastic, Incorporated

Language: English
ISBN: 9780545964531
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Race Forever
R. A. Montgomery

Chooseco (May 1, 2006)

Summary: 



DOES THE RACE FOREVER IN AFRICA SPELL THE BEGINNING OF YOUR FAME AS A YOUNG RACE CAR DRIVER,
OR THE END OF YOUR CAREER? As soon as you could see over the steering wheel of an SUV, your father began
teaching you about cars and driving. He is a former racecar driver himself. You have planned this trip to Africa for months
but at the last minute your dad has to cancel. You are on in Africa on your own, facing some of the toughest driving
conditions in the world. And some of the most unscrupulous competitors... This rally is special, Reupleau the race organizer
tells you. There are actually two races. One tests speed over fast roads in race -prepared cars. The other is a rough road
race. Speed counts too, but you will be driving off-road vehicles. If you decide to drive the speed race as your first race, turn
to page 4. If you choose to drive the rough road race first turn to page 67. YOU choose what happens next
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 122
Language: English
ISBN: 9781933390079
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Racing in the Rain
My Life as a Dog
Garth Stein

Harper Collins (May 3, 2011)

Summary: 
Now a family friendly major motion picture from Fox 2000 Studios—featuring Milo Ventimiglia, Amanda Seyfried, and Kevin
Costner as the voice of Enzo the dog!In this young readers’ edition of the New York Times bestselling adult novel The Art of
Racing in the Rain, meet one funny mutt—Enzo, the lovable dog who tells this story.Enzo knows he is different from other
dogs. Most dogs love to chase cars, but Enzo longs to race them.He learns about racing and the world around him by
watching TV and by listening to the words of his best friend, Denny, an up-and-coming race car driver, and Denny's
daughter, Zoë, his constant companion. Enzo finds that life is just like being on the racetrack—it isn't simply about going
fast.Applying the rules of racing to his world, Enzo takes on his family's challenges and emerges a hero. In the end, Enzo
holds in his heart the dream that Denny will go on to be a racing champion with his daughter by his side.For theirs is an
extraordinary friendship—one that reminds us all to celebrate the triumph of the human (and canine) spirit.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 304
Language: English
ISBN: 9780062077172
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 13, 2022

Ragweed
Avi

Demco Media (2000)

Summary: 
A mouse has to do what a mouse has to do. Ragweed is determined to see the world. He leaves his family and cozy country
home and sets off by train for the big city. What wonders await him: music, excitement, new friends...and cunning,
carnivorous cats! Silversides is the purring president of F.E.A.R. (Felines Enraged About Rodents), a group dedicated to
keeping cats on top, people in the middle, and mice on the bottom. Can Ragweed and his motley yet musical crew of city
nice--Clutch, Dipstick, Lugnut, and Blinker--band together to fight their feline foe?



Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 178

Language: English
ISBN: 9780606187145
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Rain Reign
Ann M. Martin

Macmillan (October 7, 2014)

Summary: 
A New York Times Bestseller!Rose Howard is obsessed with homonyms. She's thrilled that her own name is a homonym,
and she purposely gave her dog Rain a name with two homonyms (Reign, Rein), which, according to Rose's rules of
homonyms, is very special. Not everyone understands Rose's obsessions, her rules, and the other things that make her
different – not her teachers, not other kids, and not her single father.When a storm hits their rural town, rivers overflow, the
roads are flooded, and Rain goes missing. Rose's father shouldn't have let Rain out. Now Rose has to find her dog, even if it
means leaving her routines and safe places to search. Hearts will break and spirits will soar for this powerful story, brilliantly
told from Rose's point of view.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 226
Language: English
ISBN: 9780312643003
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Ramona Quimby, Age 8
Beverly Cleary

HarperCollins (October 1, 1992)

Summary: 
Ramona feels quite grown-up taking the bus by herself, helping big sister Beezus make dinner, and trying hard to be nice to
pesky Willa Jean after school. Turning eight years old and entering the first grade can do that to a girl. So how can her
teacher call her a nuisance?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 208
Language: English
ISBN: 9780380709564
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



Ramona the Pest
Beverly Cleary

HarperCollins (February 1, 1992)

Summary: 
Ramona is off to kindergarten, and it's the greatest day of her life. So why is she sitting on the bench while the rest of the
students play the game gray duck? Laughs and minor upsets abound in an enormously popular story starring the one and
only Ramona Quimby!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 208
Language: English
ISBN: 9780380709540
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Reach for the Stars
And Other Advice for Life's Journey
Serge Bloch

Sterling Publishing Company, Incorporated (2010)

Summary: 
Reach for the Stars is a wonderful way to encourage and congratulate those, regardless of age, who are celebrating a
milestone…and feel ready to SPREAD THEIR WINGS AND FLY!The young hero of Serge Bloch's delightful Butterflies in My
Stomach is back, along with his loyal dog Roger. Having mastered the first day of school, the two are embarking further on
the perilous journey of life. Like all of us, they encounter many FORKS IN THE ROAD and UPHILL BATTLES—but they also
find that there's no better time than right now to REACH FOR THE STARS and SHOOT FOR THE MOON.And just as with
his Butterflies in My Stomach, Bloch's witty art—a wonderful mix of whimsical line drawings and photography—will delight,
charm, and inspire.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9781402771293
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Red
A Crayon's Story
Michael Hall

Scholastic, Incorporated (2016)

Summary: 
Red's factory-applied label clearly says that he is red, but despite the best efforts of his teacher, fellow crayons and art
supplies, and family members, he cannot seem to do anything right until a new friend offers a fresh perspective.
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338110456
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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REM--rapid Eye Movement
Istvan Banyai

Viking (1997)

Summary: 
Follow the ever-changing dreams of a young boy and step into a world where make-believe and reality become
interchangeable. Wordless, "R.E.M". employs the same bold illustrations, originality, and skewed perspective that
distinguished the bestselling "Zoom". Full color.
Genre: Toys
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780670874927
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Rettie and the Ragamuffin Parade
A Thanksgiving Story
Trinka Hakes Noble

Sleeping Bear Press (2017)

Summary: 



In 1918 a deadly influenza epidemic was sweeping across America. The pandemic ravaged families, leaving thousands of
children as orphans. But in the tenement apartments of New York City's Lower East Side, one young girl is determined to
keep her family safe. While her mother is sick with consumption, nine-year-old Loretta (Rettie) Stanowski does all the
cleaning, washing, shopping, and cooking for her family. To earn money, she washes rags for the rag picker and cleans the
halls and stairways of their apartment building. But Rettie knows the best way to get even more money is to participate in
the Ragamuffin Parade that marches down Broadway Avenue on Thanksgiving morning. With the influenza outbreak,
quarantines are ordered and large gatherings are banned. Will the parade be cancelled?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9781585369607
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Return of the Homework Machine
Dan Gutman

Scholastic, Incorporated (2010)

Summary: 
After discarding their infamous homework machine, four friends, now in sixth grade, find themselves once again at the police
station, this time giving testimony about an incident involving a powerful computer chip, a Grand Canyon treasure, and a
dead body.
Genre: Middle school students
Number of Pages: 162
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545292443
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Return to Howliday Inn
James Howe

Simon and Schuster (August 7, 2007)

Summary: 
In this sequel to "Howliday Inn," the Monroe family pets are again boarded at Chateau Bow-Wow, where some spooky
goings-on serve as a distraction from the kennel's poor food.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 192
Language: English
ISBN: 9781416939672
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022



Return to the Isle of the Lost
a Descendants novel
Melissa De la Cruz and Sara Parriott

Scholastic Incorporated (2016)

Summary: 
Mal, Evie, Carlos, and Jay have received threatening messages demanding they return home. They have a sneaking
suspicion that their villainous parents are behind the messages, and something Evie sees in her Magic Mirror confirms their
fears. Although Maleficent's just a tiny lizard after her confrontation with Mal, could she have found a way to escape? Mal
and her friends determine to sneak back to the Isle to get to the bottom of the mystery.
Genre: Penal colonies
Number of Pages: 309
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338189759
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Revenge of the Invisible Boy
R. L. Stine

Scholastic Incorporated (2019)

Summary: 
A brand-new Goosebumps arc narrated by the most iconic and evil character of the series, Slappy! Magic Club is supposed
to be fun for Frankie Miller and his friends. But that pest, Ari Goodwyn is always ruining everyone's tricks. After a really
embarrassing fail, Frankie wants revenge. When the legendary magician, Mystical Marvin, comes to town to perform his
daring stunts, Frankie sees an opportunity to get even with Ari. There's only one problem: everything goes wrong. Can
Frankie and his friends make things right? Or will the opportunity to disappear...forever.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 160
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338355710
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Rose Blanche (Paperback)
Christophe Gallaz and Roberto Innocenti

The Creative Company (February 2, 2011)

Summary: 



In wartime Germany, Rose Blanche witnesses the mistreatment of a little boy, and follows the truck that takes him to a
camp. Secretly, Rose Blanche brings him and other children food. An excellent book to use not only to teach about the
Holocaust, but also about living a life of ethics, compassion, and honesty.--School Library Journal. Full color.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780898123852
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Rosie Revere and the Raucous Riveters
The Questioneers Book #1
Andrea Beaty

Harry N. Abrams (October 2, 2018)

Summary: 
An instant New York Times bestseller! You loved the bestselling picture books starring Rosie Revere, Ada Twist, and Iggy
Peck. Now you can follow The Questioneers' further adventures in brand-new chapter books! The first installment, Rosie
Revere and the Raucous Riveters, is a spirited story about the power of teamwork and the true meaning of home. Rosie
Revere is no stranger to flops and fails, kerfuffles and catastrophes. After all, engineering is all about perseverance! But this
time, Rosie has a really important project to tackle--one that feels much bigger than herself. Rosie's beloved Aunt Rose and
her friends, the Raucous Riveters--a group of fun-loving gals who built airplanes during World War II--need help inventing
something new. And Rosie is just the engineer for the job! After one flop . . . then another . . . and another . . . Rosie starts to
lose hope. But thanks to some help from her fellow Questioneers Iggy Peck and Ada Twist, Rosie gets the job done. And,
along with the Riveters, she rediscovers the meaning of home. Collect them all! Add these other STEM favorites from #1
New York Times bestselling team Andrea Beaty and David Roberts to your family library today! Rosie Revere, Engineer Ada
Twist, Scientist Iggy Peck, Architect Ada Twist and the Perilous Pants Ada Twist's Big Project Book for Stellar Scientists Iggy
Peck's Big Project Book for Amazing Architects Rosie Revere's Big Project Book for Bold Engineers Questioneers Family
Calendar
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 133
Language: English



ISBN: 9781419733604
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Ruby's Slippers
Tricia Rayburn

Scholastic (2010)

Summary: 
Up until this point, Ruby Lee's slippers have been a pair of red Converse sneakers. But everything changes dramatically
when her mother uproots the family and moves them to Florida to care for Ruby's grandmother.
Genre: Middle school students
Number of Pages: 340
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545318990
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Rudy Rides the Rails
A Depression Era Story
Dandi Daley Mackall

Sleeping Bear Press (2007)

Summary: 
In 1932, Akron, Ohio was no better off than other parts of the country. Since Black Tuesday in '29, companies are closed,
men all over the state are out of work, and families are running out of hope. Thirteen-year-old Rudy wants to help but
doesn't know where to turn. His father, sullen and withdrawn, spends his time sulking on their front porch. His mother is
desperate, not knowing how she will feed and care for her family. When Rudy learns of other boys leaving town and heading
west to seek their fortunes, he hops a train figuring at least there will be one less mouth to feed at home. As Rudy lives the
hobo life while he "rides the rails" to California, young readers are given a snapshot view and testament of Depression-era
America.Writer Dandi Daley Mackall met the real "Ramblin' Rudy" in 2000 and was inspired to capture his story and the
spirit of adventure shown by many during the Great Depression. She conducts writing workshops across the United States
and speaks at numerous conferences. Dandi lives in West Salem, Ohio. Rudy Rides the Rails is Chris Ellison's second book
with Sleeping Bear Press. He also illustrated Let Them Play, which was named to the 2006 Notable Social Studies Trade
Books for Young People list. Chris is presently working on another Tales of Young Americans story about the Oklahoma
Land Run. He lives in Hattiesburg, Mississippi.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9781585362868
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9781585362868
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Run Wild
David Covell

Viking (2018)

Summary: 
A celebration of the joy of being outdoors features a child who abandons his digital device in favour of joining a friend
outside.
Language: English
ISBN: 9781984837103
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022



Runaway Ralph
Beverly Cleary

Scholastic (1998)

Summary: Ralph runs away looking for freedom but winds up a prisoner at a summer camp.
Genre: watchdogs
Number of Pages: 175
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590664875
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Sacajawea
The Story of Bird Woman and the Lewis and Clark Expedition
Joseph Bruchac

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (2000)

Summary: 
Captured by her enemies, married to a foreigner, and a mother at age sixteen, Sacajawea lived a life of turmoil and change.
Then in 1804, the mysterious young Shoshone woman known as Bird Woman met Meriwether Lewis and William Clark.
Acting as interpreter, peacemaker, and guide, Sacajawea bravely embarked on an epic journey that altered history forever.
Hear her extraordinary story, told by Sacajawea and by William Clark, in alternating chapters and including parts of Clark's
original diaries. Authentic telling by an American Book Award winner and winner of the Lifetime Achievement Award of the
Native Writers Circle of The Americas Includes a black-and-white map showing Lewis and Clark's trail Told in the compelling
voices of Sacajawea and William Clark in alternating chapters for two unique viewpoints Sacajawea will be commemorated
in the year 2000 with a U.S. Treasury dollar coin bearing her likeness"
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 199
Language: English
ISBN: 9780152022341
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Saige
Jessie Haas

American Girl Pub. (2013)

Summary: 



Ten-year-old Saige Copeland loves spending time on her grandma Mimi's ranch, riding horses and painting. Her school
made the tough choice to cut art classes, which means she�s lost her favorite subject. So when Mimi decides to organize a
"save the arts" fundraiser and parade to benefit the school, Saige jumps on board. She begins training Mimi's beautiful
horse, Picasso, for his appearance in the parade. Then Mimi is injured in an accident, and Saige wonders what she can do
to help. Can she ride Picasso in the parade and make her grandma proud? Can she still raise money to protect the arts at
school?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 124
Language: English
ISBN: 9781609581664
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Saving Winslow
Sharon Creech

HarperCollins (September 11, 2018)

Summary: 
Indie Next List Pick · ALA Notable Children’s Book · Texas Bluebonnet Award Winner“A winning tale of love.” —Kirkus
(starred review)Perfect for fans of Charlotte’s Web and The One and Only Ivan, Saving Winslow is an uplifting modern
classic in the making about a young boy who befriends an ailing newborn donkey and nurses him back to health, from New
York Times bestseller and Newbery Medal winner Sharon Creech.Louie doesn't have the best luck when it comes to
nurturing small creatures. So when his father brings home a sickly newborn mini donkey, he's determined to save him. He
names him Winslow. Taking care of him helps Louie feel closer to his brother, Gus, who is far, far away in the army.Everyone
worries that Winslow won't survive, especially Louie’s quirky new friend, Nora, who has experienced loss of her own. But as
Louie's bond with Winslow grows, surprising and life-altering events prove that this fragile donkey is stronger than anyone
could have imagined.Written in the spirit of Creech favorites Moo and Love That Dog, this standout tale about love and
friendship and letting go will tug at the heartstrings.“This heartwarming story is sure to be a hit with fans of E. B.
White’s Charlotte’s Web and Kate DiCamillo’s Because of Winn-Dixie.” —School Library Journal (starred review)“Creech
packs a tremendous amount of emotion between the lines of her understated prose. Animal lovers in particular will relish
Louie’s hard-won triumphs and find joy in Winslow’s strength.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review)“Woven into this
narrative is a convincing portrayal of human growth and blossoming—the story is told simply but subtly, celebrating the
unexpected strength of the vulnerable.” —Horn Book (starred review)
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 176
Language: English
ISBN: 9780062570703
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Say Cheese and Die-- Again!
R. L. Stine

Scholastic (March 1, 2004)

Summary: 



They're baa-ack! Make way for the bestselling children's series of all time! With a fresh new look, GOOSEBUMPS is set to
scare a whole new generation of kids. So reader beware--you're in for a scare! A PICTURE-PERFECT NIGHTMARE…
Sourball. That's what Greg calls his English teacher, Mr. Saur. He's a real grouch. And he just gave Greg a big fat "F" on his
oral report. He didn't believe Greg's story. About the camera Greg found last summer. About the pictures it took. About the
evil things that happened. Poor Greg. He just wanted to prove old Sourball wrong. But now that he's dug up the camera, bad
things are happening. Really bad things. Just like the first time....
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 144
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439573610
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Say Daddy!
Michael Shoulders

Sleeping Bear Press (2008)

Summary: 
Mother shares a book about love while Brother shares a book about friendship. Next Aunt Grace shares a book about
adventure. Everyone in this family is eager to share books and have the newest member's affection and attention. But all
kidding aside, this family knows the bond that is created when reading aloud with someone you love. When Daddy closed
the last page, he smiled at me for hours and said, 'Say Daddy! Say Daddy!' He hoped that would be my first word! But wait.
Did we hear correctly? 'Book, ' I said. 'Book!' Educator Michael Shoulders, who has devoted his career and life to spreading
the word that reading is magic, offers a gentle tale reinforcing the bonding power of a good book and the importance of
developing lifelong reading skills. Having been involved in education in many different roles for more than years, Dr. Michael
Shoulders travels extensively, visiting schools and speaking conferences across the country. He has written several books
for Sleeping Press including D is for Drum: A Native American Alphabet. Mike lives Clarksville, Tennessee. Teri Weidner is a
graduate of the Rhode Island School of Design. Her previous children's picture books include Give Yourself to the Rain and
Look Both Ways: A Cautionary Tale. Teri lives in Portsmouth, New Hampshire
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9781585363544
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9781585363544
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Score One for the Sloths
Helen Lester

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (September 1, 2003)

Summary: 
The sloths at Sleepy Valley Sloth School were content in their slothfulness. Once in a while the teacher would awake and
command them all to yawn or snore, but most of the time, the class just slept. One day, a new sloth arrives. She isn't much
like a sloth at all. She is a go-getter, a mover and a shaker—which is to say she actually moves. By mid-morning she's
driven the other sloths crazy. They think she's a pest, and she thinks they're nothing but a bunch of bores, that is until a real
boar arrives—an official representative of S.O.S. (Society for Organizing Sameness) sent to close the school because of
their low academic scores. Something has to be done, and all eyes turn to Sparky. Even with all of her energy though,
Sparky can't save the school alone.Readers are sure to enjoy this humorous tale that celebrates the value of both
individuality and being true to oneself.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780618380060
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
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Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Sea Horse
Bonnie Bryant

Bantam Skylark (1991)

Summary: 
Ever since they formed The Saddle Club, Stevie, Carole, and Lisa have been inseparable. So they're all feeling a little sad at
the thought of not being together for the Christmas holidays. But while Lisa is riding along the beautiful beaches of sunny
San Marco, Stevie will be combing the mall for the perfect New Year's Eve dress. And Carole will be training Starlight, the
gorgeous bay gelding she got for Christmas! But no one's holiday goes smoothly, especially Lisa's. On her first day at the
San Marco stables, she takes an embarrassing fall, just like a beginner! And that's not the worst of it: The volcanic terrain
and tricky footing of the tiny island can be confusing to horses -- and lethal for their riders. Just as Lisa's confidence in her
riding plummets to an all-time low, a dangerous mishap will put her horseback skills to the ultimate test... and have her
missing her Saddle Club friends like crazy!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 144
Language: English
ISBN: 9780553158472
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Secrets of the Cicada Summer
Andrea Beaty

Amulet Books (January 14, 2011)

Summary: 



Now in paperback! Lily has read every Nancy Drew book in the library. She’s great at spying clues and keeping secrets. She
has to be. She has secrets of her own that no one can ever find out.When summer brings lying, stealing Tinny Bridges to
town, Lily must depend on her own wits to keep ahead of this sly newcomer. Tinny takes candy from the general store and
blames Lily. She tries to steal Lily’s friends and even her father’s affection. Worst of all, she seems to know Lily’s secret.
When Tinny goes missing, only Lily has an idea what happened to her. But for Lily, finding Tinny means confronting her
hidden past.With its taut-pacing and lyrical writing, Andrea Beaty’s critically acclaimed mystery has been hailed as “the kind
of satisfying read that summer is all about” (School Library Journal). Praise for Cicada Summer “One part memory, one part
mystery, and a generous dose of atmosphere make this the kind of satisfying read that Summer Reading is all about.” —
School Library Journal “Beaty weaves elements from Lily’s favorite Nancy Drew stories together with a moving picture of a
child . . .” —Kirkus “Written with clarity and fine attention to craft, this accessible novel reveals the secret in Lily’s past just as
she reaches out to solve the mystery.” —Booklist
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 176
Language: English
ISBN: 9780810984196
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Send One Angel Down
Virginia Frances Schwartz

Demco Media (May 1, 2005)

Summary: 
Abram know only slavery, but from the moment he holds his baby cousin in his arms, he is determined to protect her from
the harsh realities of life on the plantation. As she grows, however, Eliza cannot escape notice. Her fair skin and blue eyes
invite the hatred of the master's daughters, and the young slave's fate seems all but assured. Abram knows that freedom
appears impossible, but somewhere - through the scorching heat and the overseer's whip -lies hope. Virginia Frances
Schwartz's gripping coming-of-age novel set in the pre-Civil War South depicts the anguishing hardships imposed by an
inhumane system but also celebrates the resilience and determination of the human spirit.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 163
Language: English
ISBN: 9780606337847
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Seven-day Magic
Edward Eager

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (1999)

Summary: 
“Luckily for Edward Eager's fans, the children in his latest book are just as lively and literary as those inHalf Magic.”--The
New York Times Book Review
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 190
Language: English



ISBN: 9780152020781
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Shadow Wolf
Kathryn Lasky

Scholastic Press (November 1, 2011)

Summary: 
From bestselling author Kathryn Lasky comes the second book in WOLVES OF THE BEYOND, a stunning new spinoff from
her legendary owl series, Guardians of Ga'hoole.The wolf pup Faolan was born with a twisted paw, a slight defect that
caused his wolf clan to abandon him in the forest to die. But Faolan, with the help of the grizzly bear who raised him as her
own, survived.Now he's made it back to his clan as a gnaw wolf, the lowest ranking pack member. And the hardships are
just beginning. Another gnaw wolf, Heep, is jealous of Faolan and sets him up for failure. As if these humiliations are not
enough, Faolon is framed for the murder of a wolf pup. Can Faolan catch the culprit in time and prove he deserves to be a
full member of the clan?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 260
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545093132
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Shiloh
Phyllis Reynolds Naylor

Scholastic (2014)

Summary: 
When he finds a lost beagle in the hills behind his West Virginia home, Marty tries to hide it from his family and the dog's
real owner, a mean-spirited man known to shoot deer out of season and to mistreat his dogs.
Number of Pages: 137
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545702775
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



Shooting the Moon
Frances O'Roark Dowell

Scholastic (2008)

Summary: 
When her brother is sent to fight in Vietnam, twelve-year-old Jamie begins to reconsider the army world that she has grown
up in.
Genre: United States
Number of Pages: 163
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545207393
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Shouting at the Rain
Lynda Mullaly Hunt

Penguin (2019)

Summary: 
From the author of the New York Times bestseller Fish in a Tree comes a compelling story about perspective and learning to
love the family you have. Delsie loves tracking the weather--lately, though, it seems the squalls are in her own life. She's
always lived with her kindhearted Grammy, but now she's looking at their life with new eyes and wishing she could have a
"regular family." Delsie observes other changes in the air, too--the most painful being a friend who's outgrown her. Luckily,
she has neighbors with strong shoulders to support her, and Ronan, a new friend who is caring and courageous but also
troubled by the losses he's endured. As Ronan and Delsie traipse around Cape Cod on their adventures, they both learn
what it means to be angry versus sad, broken versus whole, and abandoned versus loved. And that, together, they can
weather any storm.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 288
Language: English
ISBN: 9780399175152
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Sideways Stories from Wayside School
Louis Sachar

Scholastic (2019)



Summary: 
Humorous episodes from the classroom on the thirtieth floor of Wayside School, which was accidentally built sideways with
one classroom on each story.
Genre: Schools
Number of Pages: 158
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545324847
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Skeeter
K. Smith and Both at Department of Renal Medicine K Smith

Demco Media (1989)

Summary: 
The adventures of two young boys befriended by an old black man who is a legendary hunter. Copyright © Libri GmbH. All
rights reserved.
Number of Pages: 208
Language: English
ISBN: 9780606014410
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Skylark
Patricia MacLachlan

Harcourt (2001)

Summary: 
When a drought tests the commitment of a mail-order bride from Maine to her new home on the prairie, her stepchildren
hope they will be able to remain a family.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 96
Language: English
ISBN: 9780153143588
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



Snake-a-phobia
Grace Norwich

Scholastic Inc. (2011)

Summary: 
So what exactly is there NOT to be agraid of?! Fangs and venom sound a little scary, for sure, but Snake-aphobia will teach
you everything you need to know about snakes so you'll never be afraid of them again! Learn what the real name for the
fear of snakes is (Ophidiophobia), along with tons of facts about where they live, what they eat, what tries to eat them, how
to stay safe if you ever come face-to-face with one, and ways to battle your phobia! Full-color photographs and a fun design
guide you as you explore the slithery world of snakes.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 48
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545273329
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Snowmen at Night
Caralyn Buehner

Scholastic Incorporated (2002)



Summary: Snowmen play games at night when no one is watching.
Genre: Picture books
Number of Pages: 36
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439631556
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

So B. It
Sarah Weeks

Harper Collins (April 27, 2004)

Summary: 
You couldn′t really tell about Mama′s brain just from looking at her, but it was obvious as soon as she spoke. She had a high
voice, like a little girl′s, and she only knew twenty-three words. I know this for a fact, because we kept a list of the things
Mama said tacked to the inside of the kitchen cabinet. Most of the words were common ones, like good and more and hot,
but there was one word only my mother said, soof. Although she lives an unconventional lifestyle with her mentally disabled
mother and their doting neighbor, Bernadette, Heidi has a lucky streak that has a way of pointing her in the right direction.
When a mysterious word in her mother′s vocabulary begins to haunt her, Heidi′s thirst for the truth leads her on a cross-
country journey in search of the secrets of her past. A dramatic tour de force by the best-selling author of Regular Guy.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 256
Language: English
ISBN: 9780066236223
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Someday
Alison McGhee

Atheneum Books for Young Readers (February 27, 2007)

Summary: 
A mother's love leads to a mother's dream -- every mother's dream -- for her child to live life to its fullest. A deceptively
simple, powerful ode to the potential of love and the potential in life, Someday is the book you'll want to share with someone
else...today. The perfect gift for Mother's Day, Graduation Day or Any Day - share a copy with every special person in your
life.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 40
Language: English
ISBN: 9781416928119
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Space and Beyond
R. A. Montgomery

Chooseco (2005)

Summary: 
WHAT IF YOU COULD CHOOSE THE PLANET OF YOUR BIRTH? Born aboard a deep space cruiser on a dangerous
research mission, you are asked to choose your home planet. Your parents are from different planets in different galaxies.
Their planets are alike enough so that you will not be a freak on either one. But they are different enough so that YOUR
choice will have a huge effect on your life. The planet Kenda is visible on the galaxy scanner. Now that you have chosen,
your parents announce that Kenda is your father's home. The crew of the spaceship carefully prepares a spacepod for the
journey to Kenda. Seating yourself at the controls and positioning the programmed flight path, you disengage from the
mother ship and drift off into space... Something is wrong! You look at the scanner and see a nebula that is not supposed to
be on your course. Suddenly the gases and particles of the nebula surround you. If you try to return to the mother ship, turn
to page 4. YOU choose what happens next!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 131
Language: English
ISBN: 9781933390031
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Spy Camp
Stuart Gibbs

Simon and Schuster (April 8, 2014)

Summary: 
In the second book in the New York Times bestselling Spy School series, top-secret training continues into summer for
aspiring spy Ben Ripley—and so does the danger.Ben Ripley is a middle schooler whose school is not exactly average—
he’s spent the last year training to be a top-level spy and dodging all sorts of associated danger. So now that summer’s
finally here, Ben would like to have some fun and relax. But that’s not going to happen during required spy survival training
at a rustic wilderness camp, where SPYDER, an enemy spy organization, has infiltrated the spies’ ranks. Can Ben root out
the enemy before it takes him out—for good?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 352
Language: English
ISBN: 9781442457546
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



Spy School Goes South
Stuart Gibbs

Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers (September 3, 2019)

Summary: 
In the sixth book in the New York Times bestselling Spy School series, Ben is taken to Mexico by his nemesis in the hopes
that he’ll finally be able to take down SPYDER.Thirteen-year-old Ben Ripley has been caught in the snares of SPYDER
more than once and knows well enough to be suspicious of anything that seems too good to be true—despite needing
special tutoring in advanced survival techniques. So when Murray Hill finally breaks his silence with an offer to hand over the
SPYDER elite, Ben knows that there must be something going on. But his hesitation doesn’t stop the assignment. The
mission: Follow Murray Hill to an undisclosed location with no one else but Erica Hale to identify SPYDER leadership.
However, as Ben suspected, nothing goes as planned, and what should be an easy mission quickly turns deadly. Ben and
Erica will have to face rogue agents, trained killers, and even very hungry crocodiles in a race against the clock to find out
what SPYDER is up to this time—and thwart their evil plans.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 384
Language: English
ISBN: 9781481477864
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Stanley's Christmas Adventure
Jeff Brown

Scholastic, Incorporated (August 10, 2010)

Summary: 
Santa Claus is not his usual, jolly self. In fact, he's in a terrible mood. He doesn't believe that children appreciate Christmas
anymore. This year, he has decided that he is not going to deliver any Christmas presents! Luckily, his daughter, Sarah
Claus, knows who to call for help. The Lambchop family! But can they convince Santa that there are still good children in the
world? Just leave it up to Stanley.
Genre: Children's stories
Number of Pages: 71
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439588652
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



Stanley's Christmas Adventure
Jeff Brown

Scholastic (2003)

Summary: 
When Santa quits his job a few days before Christmas because of too many greedy children, his daughter whisks young
Stanley Lambchop and his family off to the North Pole to help change the old man's mind.
Genre: Children's stories
Number of Pages: 76
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545379649
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Star Wolf
Kathryn Lasky

Scholastic Incorporated (2014)

Summary: 
The stunning conclusion to bestselling author Kathryn Lasky's Wolves of the Beyond series! A new land awaits the wolves of
the Beyond. A great cold and a powerful earthquake have shattered the Beyond forever, and the wolves must find a new
home in order to survive. Their only hope lies in what they call the Distant Blue, a faint haze they can make out beyond the
frozen sea. Once an outcast, Faolan has spent a lifetime proving that he can be a leader. But as he steps out onto the
narrow Ice Bridge the wolves will follow to the Distant Blue, Faolan may be leading his friends into terrible danger. The
Distant Blue could save the wolves, or it could be another broken land. And the wolves will face jagged ice, howling winds,
and unknown threats from the deep just to get there. Can the refugees work together to reach their new home? Or will
Faolan and the last remaining wolves of the Beyond be lost forever?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 245
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545279727
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Stargazing
Jen Wang

Scholastic, Incorporated (February 1, 2021)



Summary: 
Stargazing is a heartwarming middle-grade graphic novel in the spirit of Real Friends and El Deafo, from New York Times
bestselling author-illustrator Jen Wang.A 2019 New York Public Library Best Books for Kids SelectionOne of FORBES Best
Graphic Novels of 2019 One of NPR's Best Books of 2019Booklist 2019 Editors' ChoiceMoon is everything Christine isn't.
She's confident, impulsive, artistic . . . and though they both grew up in the same Chinese-American suburb, Moon is
somehow unlike anyone Christine has ever known. But after Moon moves in next door, these unlikely friends are soon best
friends, sharing their favorite music videos and painting their toenails when Christine's strict parents aren't around. Moon
even tells Christine her deepest secret: that she has visions, sometimes, of celestial beings who speak to her from the stars.
Who reassure her that earth isn't where she really belongs. Moon's visions have an all-too-earthly root, however, and soon
Christine's best friend is in the hospital, fighting for her life. Can Christine be the friend Moon needs, now, when the sky is
falling?Jen Wang draws on her childhood to paint a deeply personal yet wholly relatable friendship story that's at turns joyful,
heart-wrenching, and full of hope.
Number of Pages: 208
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338611595
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

States and Capitals
Dan Green

Kingfisher (2014)

Summary: 
A comprehensive guide to the fifty U.S. states includes fun facts about each state, including their mottos, state birds, flags,
and state flowers.
Number of Pages: 128
Language: English
ISBN: 9780753472163
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Steal Away Home
Lois Ruby

Scholastic, Incorporated (2008)

Summary: 
In two parallel stories, a Quaker family in Kansas in the late 1850s operates a station on the Underground Railroad, while
almost 150 years later twelve-year-old Dana moves into the same house and finds the skeleton of a black woman who
helped the Quakers.
Genre: Underground railroad
Number of Pages: 192
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545065573
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



Stella by Starlight
Sharon M. Draper

Simon and Schuster (2015)

Summary: 
Sharon M. Draper presents “storytelling at its finest” (School Library Journal, starred review) in this New York Times
bestselling Depression-era novel about a young girl who must learn to be brave in the face of violent prejudice when the Ku
Klux Klan reappears in her segregated southern town.Stella lives in the segregated South—in Bumblebee, North Carolina,
to be exact about it. Some stores she can go into. Some stores she can’t. Some folks are right pleasant. Others are a lot
less so. To Stella, it sort of evens out, and heck, the Klan hasn’t bothered them for years. But one late night, later than she
should ever be up, much less wandering around outside, Stella and her little brother see something they’re never supposed
to see, something that is the first flicker of change to come, unwelcome change by any stretch of the imagination. As Stella’s
community—her world—is upended, she decides to fight fire with fire. And she learns that ashes don’t necessarily signify an
end.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 320
Language: English
ISBN: 9781442494985
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Stellaluna
Janell Cannon

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich (1993)

Summary: 
Accidentally knocked into a bird's nest, a baby fruit bat is adopted by the birds. And when she's finally reunited with her
mother and the other bats, she learns that the differences between bats and birds are much less significant than her
newfound friendship. Full color.
Number of Pages: 48
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590483797
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Stink: Hamlet and Cheese
Megan McDonald and Limited Scholastic Canada

Scholastic Canada, Limited (June 1, 2021)



Summary: 
"It's spring break, and Stink is faced with a difficult choice: hang out at home with his sister, Judy, or become a Shakespeare
Sprite with his friend Sophie of the Elves. Hanged be! When Sophie tells Stink that there will be swordplay and cursing at
Shakespeare camp, his choice is made. But wait! How now? The eager young thespian hadn't counted on Riley
Rottenberger being a Sprite, too. And he positively had not counted on being the only boy! Fie upon't!"--Amazon.com
Genre: Children's fiction
Number of Pages: 124
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338345315
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Stravaganza
City of Masks
Mary Hoffman

Scholastic, Incorporated (2004)

Summary: 
While sick in bed with cancer, Lucien begins making journeys to Belleza, a place in a parallel world that resembles Venice,
Italy, and becomes caught up in the political intrigues surrounding the Duchessa who rules the city.
Genre: Cancer
Number of Pages: 345
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439651844
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Stuart Little
Elwyn Brooks White and Incorporated Scholastic

Scholastic, Incorporated (1973)

Summary: 
The adventures of the debonair mouse Stuart Little as he sets out in the world to seek out his dearest friend, a little bird that
stayed for a few days in his family's garden.
Genre: Voyages and travels
Number of Pages: 144
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439662208
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



Substitute Creacher
Chris Gall

Little, Brown (2011)

Summary: 
Mr. Creacher, a multi-tentacled substitute teacher, warns his prankish students not to misbehave, recounting rhyming
cautionary tales of the weird, spooky, and unexpected.
Genre: Stories in rhyme
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545493048
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Suitcase
Mildred Pitts Walter

Scholastic Incorporated (1999)

Summary: 
Despite his love of drawing and his feelings of inadequacy as an athlete, sixth-grader Xander "Suitcase" Bingham works to
become a baseball player to win the approval of his father.
Number of Pages: 107
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545102711
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Summerlost
a novel
Allyson Braithwaite Condie

Penguin Random House LLC (2016)

Summary: 



A tender and compelling contemporary novel for young readers about facing loss and finding friendship, from Ally Condie,
international bestselling author of the Matched series. Nominated by the Mystery Writers of America for the 2017 Edgar
Award "Kids are awesome. And they are diverse. There are children with different abilities and backgrounds and
experiences, and every one of them deserves to find themselves in children's literature and to know that they matter." -Ally
Condie, on Summerlost Sometimes it takes a new friend to bring you home. It's the first real summer since the accident that
killed Cedar's father and younger brother, Ben. Cedar and what's left of her family are returning to the town of Iron Creek for
the summer. They're just settling into their new house when a boy named Leo, dressed in costume, rides by on his bike.
Intrigued, Cedar follows him to the renowned Summerlost theatre festival. Soon, she not only has a new friend in Leo and a
job working concessions at the festival, she finds herself surrounded by mystery. The mystery of the tragic, too-short life of
the Hollywood actress who haunts the halls of Summerlost. And the mystery of the strange gifts that keep appearing for
Cedar. Infused with emotion and rich with understanding, Summerlost is the touching new novel from Ally Condie, the
international bestselling author of the Matched series that highlights the strength of family and personal resilience in the face
of tragedy. "Generous and bittersweet, Summerlost has the emotional acuity of Ms. Condie's writing for older teenagers, but
it's pitched just right for readers ages 10-14." -Wall Street Journal "Funny, sad, sweet, and heartwarming." -Parents.com,
Special Needs Now blog ★ "Condie is at her best . . . grabbing readers' interest from the first page." --Publishers Weekly,
starred review ★ "Thoughtful, poetic chapter endings guide readers new to psychological depth toward meaningful
connections between plot events and thematic reflections." --BCCB, starred review "A nuanced portrait of grief deeply
grounded in the middle-school mind-set." --Booklist "Honest, lovely, and sad." --Kirkus Reviews
Genre: Grief
Number of Pages: 249
Language: English
ISBN: 9780399187193
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Super-Completely and Totally the Messiest
Judith Viorst

Atheneum Books for Young Readers (January 1, 2004)

Summary: 
Now in paperback for the first time, the story of Charlie, a kid who knows how to be ready for any situation…. Just in Case .
If a downpour turns into a flash flood or the grocery store should close indefinitely, Charlie knows exactly what he’ll do. But
as Charlie is about to discover, sometimes not being ready is even better than being prepared for everything. She wants
them. She needs them. She loves them. Earrings! What won’t a girl do to finally get her ears pierced? Find out in this
delightful tale that perfectly captures the yearnings of a young girl in desperate need of beautiful, glorious earrings!
According to Olivia—who is practically perfect—her younger sister Sophie isn’t very neat. But she’s not just messy, either….
She’s Super-Completely and Totally the Messiest! Olivia’s family tries to show her that Sophie is plenty of things besides a
slob, but Olivia is unconvinced. Pictures from Robin Preiss Glasser, illustrator of Fancy Nancy, make this book super-
completely and totally fun!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780689866173
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



Super-Completely and Totally the Messiest
Judith Viorst

Atheneum Books for Young Readers (January 1, 2004)

Summary: 
Now in paperback for the first time, the story of Charlie, a kid who knows how to be ready for any situation…. Just in Case .
If a downpour turns into a flash flood or the grocery store should close indefinitely, Charlie knows exactly what he’ll do. But
as Charlie is about to discover, sometimes not being ready is even better than being prepared for everything. She wants
them. She needs them. She loves them. Earrings! What won’t a girl do to finally get her ears pierced? Find out in this
delightful tale that perfectly captures the yearnings of a young girl in desperate need of beautiful, glorious earrings!
According to Olivia—who is practically perfect—her younger sister Sophie isn’t very neat. But she’s not just messy, either….
She’s Super-Completely and Totally the Messiest! Olivia’s family tries to show her that Sophie is plenty of things besides a
slob, but Olivia is unconvinced. Pictures from Robin Preiss Glasser, illustrator of Fancy Nancy, make this book super-
completely and totally fun!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780689866173
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Superfudge
Judy Blume

Berkley Books (1980)

Summary: 
He knows a lot of big words, but he doesn't know where babies come from. He's never heard of a stork, but he plans to be a
bird when he grows up. He's Superfudge, otherwise known as Farley Drexel Hatcher. And, according to his older brother
Peter, the biggest pain ever invented. Among other things. As fans of Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing already know, nothing
is simple for Peter Hatcher. He is far from overjoyed at the turn the family fortunes are taking. It looks as if Peter will be
spending the sixth grade far from Central Park, Sheila Tubman, Jimmy Fargo, and Henry the doorman. (He won't miss
Sheila). And it also looks as if Fudge will no longer be the baby of the family. How will Peter ever survive if his new sibling is
a carbon copy of Fudge? But as Fudge fans also know, bad news for Peter generally means good news for Judy Blume's
readers—in the form of a very funny story. They won't be disappointed!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 166
Language: English
ISBN: 9780425193815
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



Supergifted
Gordon Korman

Scholastic Incorporated (2019)

Summary: 
Donovan Curtis has never been what anyone would call "gifted." But his genius friend Noah Youkilis is actually supergifted,
with one of the highest IQs around. After years at the Academy for Scholastic Distinction, all Noah dreams of is the
opportunity to fail if he wants to. And he's landed in the perfect place to do it--Donovan's school. Almost immediately, Noah
finds himself on the wrong side of cheerleading captain Megan Mercury and alpha jock Hash "Hashtag" Taggart. Sticking up
for Noah lands Donovan in the middle of a huge feud with Hashtag. He's told to stay away from the sports star--or else. That
should be the end of it, but when a freak incident suddenly makes Donovan a hero, he can't tell anyone about it since
Hashtag is involved. So Noah steps in and becomes "Superkid." Now he's gone from nerd to titan at school. And it may
have gone more than a little bit to his head
Number of Pages: 297
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338557824
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Surprise Island
Gertrude Chandler Warner

Albert Whitman (January 1, 1989)

Summary: Summer vacation on an almost private island gives the Aldens a challenge.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 192
Language: English
ISBN: 9780807576748
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Surviving the Applewhites
Stephanie S. Tolan

Demco Media (July 30, 2004)

Summary: 



Will anyone take on Jake Semple? Jake Semple is notorious. Rumor has it he burned down his old school and got kicked
out of every school in his home state. Only one place will take him now, and that's a home school run by the Applewhites, a
chaotic and hilarious family of artists. The only one who doesn't fit the Applewhite mold is E.D. -- a smart, sensible girl who
immediately clashes with the unruly Jake. Jake thinks surviving this one will be a breeze . . . but is he really as tough or as
bad as he seems?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 216
Language: English
ISBN: 9780606297066
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Take the Reins
Jessica Burkhart

Aladdin (January 27, 2009)

Summary: 
When Sasha Silver and her horse, Charm, arrive on the campus of the elite Canterwood Crest Academy, Sasha knows that
she's in trouble. She's not exactly welcomed with open arms. One group of girls in particular is used to being the best, the
brightest, and the prettiest on the team, and when Sasha shows her skills in the arena, the girls' claws come out. Sasha is
determined to prove that she belongs at Canterwood. Will she rise to the occasion and make the advanced riding team by
the end of her first semester? Or will the pressure send Sasha packing?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 256
Language: English
ISBN: 9781416958406
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing
Judy Blume

Scholastic (2003)

Summary: 
Peter finds his demanding two-year-old brother an ever increasing problem. Living with his little brother, Fudge, makes Peter
feel like a fourth grade nothing. Fudge is never far from trouble. He's a two-year-old terror who gets away with everything-
and Peter's had enough. When Fudge walks off with Dribble, Peter's pet turtle, it's the last straw.
Genre: turtles
Number of Pages: 120
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439577793
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



Tales of a Sixth-Grade Muppet
Kirk Scroggs

Little, Brown Books for Young Readers (September 5, 2011)

Summary: 
On a scale of one to ten, sixth-grader Danvers Blickensderfer's life is a solid minus two. But he really hits rock bottom when
he auditions for the local talent show: his death-defying hula-hooping-ninja tribute to Gonzo the Great is beat out by the
world's most obnoxious middle school boy band, Emo Shun. With his daredevil dreams dashed, Danvers goes to bed... and
wakes up feeling a little fuzzy-literally! He's turned into a Muppet! Fortunately, there's an internship open at the Muppet
Theater and Danvers has a chance to meet his long-nosed, stunt-lovin' hero! All aboard The Electric Mayhem bus as this
misfit makes good and joins the zaniest crew ever: The Muppets! © Disney
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 240
Language: English
ISBN: 9780316183024
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Tangled in Time: The Portal
Kathryn Lasky

HarperCollins (March 19, 2019)

Summary: 
For fans of the Royal Diaries series and Gail Carson Levine, Newbery Honor-winning author Kathryn Lasky delivers the first
enchanting adventure in a compelling new middle grade series about a newly orphaned girl who finds herself time-travelling
between the present day and the court of the two most memorable English princesses in history.Life used to be great for
Rose: full of friends, a loving mom, and a growing fashion blog.But when her mother dies in a car crash, Rose is sent away
to live with a strange grandmother she hardly knows and forced to attend a new school where mean girls ridicule her at
every turn.The only place Rose finds refuge is in her grandmother’s greenhouse. But one night she sees a strange light
glowing from within it. She goes to investigate...and finds herself transported back five hundred years to Hatfield Palace,
where she becomes servant and confidant of the banished princess Elizabeth, daughter of King Henry VIII.Rose soon
discovers something else amazing—a locket with two mysterious images inside it, both clues to her own past. Could the
greenhouse portal offer answers to the mysteries of her family...and their secrets?“A convincing, compelling time-travel
series rife with Tudor drama.” —Kirkus
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 384
Language: English
ISBN: 9780062693259
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



Tell All the Children Our Story
Memories and Mementos of Being Young and Black in America
Tonya Bolden

Harry N. Abrams (2001)

Summary: 
In a warm, personal voice, Tonya Bolden explores what it has meant to be young and black in America. From the first
recorded birth of a black child in Jamestown, through the Revolution, the Civil War, Reconstruction, and the fight for civil
rights, right on up to our own time, Bolden brings to light how black children have worked and played, suffered and rejoiced.
127 illustrations.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 128
Language: English
ISBN: 9780810944961
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Tell All the Children Our Story
Memories and Mementos of Being Young and Black in America
Tonya Bolden

Harry N. Abrams (2001)

Summary: 
In a warm, personal voice, Tonya Bolden explores what it has meant to be young and black in America. From the first
recorded birth of a black child in Jamestown, through the Revolution, the Civil War, Reconstruction, and the fight for civil
rights, right on up to our own time, Bolden brings to light how black children have worked and played, suffered and rejoiced.
127 illustrations.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 128
Language: English
ISBN: 9780810944961
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Terrible Tuesday
Hazel Townson

William Morrow (1985)

Summary: 



Terry hears his mother predicting that Tuesday is going to be a terrible day. Terry's imagination runs wild as he dreams up
plenty of hilarious catastrophes, but even his vivid imagination cannot predict what would really happen on Terrible Tuesday!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 28
Language: English
ISBN: 9780688062439
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

The 7 Habits Of Highly Effective Teens
Sean Covey

Simon & Schuster (October 9, 1998)

Summary: 
Being a teenager is both wonderful and challenging. In The 7 Habits of Highly Effective Teens, author Sean Covey applies
the timeless principles of the 7 Habits to teens and the tough issues and life-changing decisions they face. In an entertaining
style, Covey provides a step-by-step guide to help teens improve self-image, build friendships, resist peer pressure, achieve
their goals, get along with their parents, and much more. In addition, this book is stuffed with cartoons, clever ideas, great
quotes, and incredible stories about real teens from all over the world. The 7 Habits of Highly Effective Teens will engage
teenagers unlike any other book. An indispensable book for teens, as well as parents, grandparents, and any adult who
influences young people, The 7 Habits of Highly Effective Teens is destined to become the last word on surviving and
thriving as a teen and beyond.
Genre: Self-Help
Number of Pages: 288
Language: English
ISBN: 9780684856094
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

The Absent Author
Ron Roy

Random House (1997)

Summary: 
A is for author.... Dink writes to his favorite author, mystery writerWallis Wallace, and invites him to visit Green Lawn. To
Dink's amazement, Wallace says he'll come! But when the big day arrives, Wallace is nowhere to befound. The police think
he just missed his plane, but Dink suspects foul play.It's up to Dink and his two best friends, Josh and Ruth Rose, to find
thefamous writer--before it's too late!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 86
Language: English
ISBN: 9780679881681
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022



The Adventures of Beekle: The Unimaginary Friend
Dan Santat

Little, Brown Books for Young Readers (April 8, 2014)

Summary: 
Dan Santat's Caldecott Medal-winning The Adventures of Beekle: The Unimaginary Friend is a humorous and thoughtful
celebration of friends.This magical story begins on an island far away where an imaginary friend is born. He patiently waits
his turn to be chosen by a real child, but when he is overlooked time and again, he sets off on an incredible journey to the
bustling city, where he finally meets his perfect match and--at long last--is given his special name: Beekle.The #1 New York
Times bestselling and award-winning author and illustrator Dan Santat--creator of After the Fall and Are We There Yet?--
combines classic storytelling with breathtaking art in an unforgettable tale about friendship, imagination, and the courage to
find one's place in the world.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 40
Language: English
ISBN: 9780316199988
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 40
Language: English
ISBN: 9780316199988
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022



The Adventures of Captain Underpants
An Epic Novel
Dav Pilkey

Scholastic (1997)

Summary: 
The first book in Dav Pilkey's mega-bestselling Captain Underpants series. Now with super-cool foil covers! Shiny!
Fun!George and Harold have created the greatest superhero in the history of their elementary school--and now they're
going to bring him to life! Meet Captain Underpants! His true identity is so secret, even HE doesn't know who he is!
Acclaimed author and Caldecott Honor illustrator Dav Pilkey provides young readers with the adventure of a lifetime in this
outrageously funny, action-packed, easy-to-read chapter book. With hilarious pictures on every page, THE ADVENTURES
OF CAPTAIN UNDERPANTS is great for both beginning and chapter-book readers. And like Dav's other best-selling books
of humor, it is sure to provide even the most reluctant readers with hours of fun.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 117
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590846288
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

The Aurora County All-Stars
Deborah Wiles

Harcourt (2007)

Summary: 
For most boys in a small Mississippi town, the biggest concern one hot summer is whether their annual July 4th baseball
game will be canceled due to their county's anniversary pageant, but after the death of the old man to whom twelve-year-old
star pitcher House Jackson has been secretly reading for a year, House uncovers secrets about the man and the history of
baseball in Aurora County that could fix everything.
Number of Pages: 242
Language: English
ISBN: 9780152061449
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

The Bad Guys in Mission Unpluckable
Aaron Blabey

Scholastic Incorporated (February 28, 2017)

Summary: 



SOON TO BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE!I wish I'd had these books as a kid. Hilarious! -- Dav Pilkey, creator of Captain
Underpants and Dog Man They may look like Bad Guys, but these wannabe heroes are doing good deeds...whether you
like it or not! This New York Times bestselling illustrated series is perfect for fans of Dog Man and Captain Underpants. The
Bad Guys next mission? Rescue 10,000 chickens from a high-tech cage farm. But they are up against sizzling lasers, one
feisty tarantula, and their very own Mr. Snake...who's also known as The Chicken Swallower. What could possibly go
wrong? Get ready to laugh up your lunch with the baddest bunch of do-gooders in town!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 138
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545912419
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

The Barking Ghost
Goosebumps #32
R. L. Stine

Scholastic (1995)

Summary: 
It's a dog-gone nightmare! Scared of his own shadow. That's what everyone says about Cooper Holmes. But when the
Holmses move into a new house deep in the woods, scary things really do start happening. Problem is, no one believes a
scaredy-cat like Cooper. But then no one else heard the bone-chilling barking late at night. Or ran into two evil-looking dogs
who disappeared into thin air....
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 130
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590483445
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

The Bell Bandit
Jacqueline Davies

Houghton Mifflin (April 29, 2013)

Summary: 
The third installment of the popular Lemonade War series finds siblings Evan and Jessie Treski at their grandmother's
Vermont house for the holidays, solving another mystery. This one involves figuring out who stole a cherished bell the whole
neighborhood gathers around to ring in the new year. Evan and Jessie also come to grips with unsettling changes in their
grandmother's behavior. Once again, Ms. Davies reveals how good she is at understanding the complex emotions of
children age nine to twelve years old.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 174
Language: English
ISBN: 9780544022744
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



The Best Christmas Pageant Ever
Barbara Robinson

Harper & Row (1972)

Summary: 
The six mean Herdman kids lie, steal, smoke cigars (even the girls) and then become involved in the community Christmas
pageant.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 80
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590162432
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

The BFG
Roald Dahl

Puffin Books (2016)

Summary: 
Roald Dahl's beloved novel hits the big screen in a major motion picture adaptation from Steven Spielberg and Dreamworks
Studios -- starring Oscar-winning actor Mark Rylance as The BFG! The BFG is no ordinary bone-crunching giant. He is far
too nice and jumbly. It's lucky for Sophie that he is. Had she been carried off in the middle of the night by the Bloodbottler, or
any of the other giants--rather than the BFG--she would have soon become breakfast. When Sophie hears that the giants
are flush-bunking off to England to swollomp a few nice little chiddlers, she decides she must stop them once and for all.
And the BFG is going to help her! Roald Dahl's original story of a young girl and a benevolent giant known as the BFG who
set out on an adventure to capture evil, man-eating giants is heading to the big screen as a live-action film.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 224
Language: English
ISBN: 9781101997697
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

The BFG
Roald Dahl

Scholastic, Incorporated (1982)

Summary: 



MTM:s talboksannotation: Lilla barnhemsbarnet Sophie kidnappas av Stora Vänliga Jätten och förs till hans märkliga grotta.
En hårresande, bloddrypande och mycket rolig berättelse som innehåller en hel del samhällskritik. På svenska utgiven med
titeln: SVJ. Inläst på brittisk engelska
Genre: Open Library Staff Picks
Number of Pages: 208
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590060196
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

The BFG
Roald Dahl

Farrar, Straus, Giroux (1982)

Summary: 
Captured by a giant! The BFG is no ordinary bone-crunching giant. He is far too nice and jumbly. It's lucky for Sophie that he
is. Had she been carried off in the middle of the night by the Bloodbottler, the Fleshlumpeater, the Bonecruncher, or any of
the other giants -- rather than the BFG -- she would have soon become breakfast. When Sophie hears that they are flush-
bunking off in England to swollomp a few nice little chiddlers, she decides she must stop them once and for all. And the BFG
is going to help her!
Genre: Open Library Staff Picks
Number of Pages: 219
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439387866
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Genre: Open Library Staff Picks
Number of Pages: 208
Language: English
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Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

The Big Orange Splot
Daniel Manus Pinkwater

Scholastic Incorporated (1977)

Summary: 
A beautiful lyrical story that introduces the concept of individuality, accepting of others differences, and respect for those
around us. This is a tale about conformism and individualism, as Mr. Plumbean's expression of creativity and individuality
challenges his neighbor's ideas about the importance of having a "neat street." By repainting his house to reflect his colorful
dreams, Mr. Plumbean breaks away from the conformity of his street."My house is me and I am it. My house is where I like
to be and it looks like all my dreams."-- Daniel Pinkwater
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590445108
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590445108
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

The Book with No Pictures
B. J. Novak

Penguin (2014)

Summary: 
A #1 New York Times bestseller, this innovative and wildly funny read-aloud by award-winning humorist/actor B.J. Novak will
turn any reader into a comedian--a perfect gift for any special occasion! You might think a book with no pictures seems
boring and serious. Except . . . here's how books work. Everything written on the page has to be said by the person reading
it aloud. Even if the words say . . . BLORK. Or BLUURF. Even if the words are a preposterous song about eating ants for
breakfast, or just a list of astonishingly goofy sounds like BLAGGITY BLAGGITY and GLIBBITY GLOBBITY. Cleverly
irreverent and irresistibly silly, The Book with No Pictures is one that kids will beg to hear again and again. (And parents will
be happy to oblige.)
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 48
Language: English
ISBN: 9780803741713
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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ISBN: 9780803741713
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

The Borrowers
Mary Norton

Odyssey (1998)

Summary: 
The Borrowers—the Clock family: Homily, Pod, and their fourteen-year-old daughter, Arrietty, to be precise—are tiny people
who live underneath the kitchen floor of an old English country manor. All their minuscule home furnishings, from postage
stamp paintings to champagne cork chairs, are “borrowed” from the “human beans” who tromp around loudly above them.
All is well until Pod is spotted upstairs by a human boy! Can the Clocks stay nested safely in their beloved hidden home, or
will they be forced to flee?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 180
Language: English
ISBN: 9780152099909
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

The Boxcar Children
Gertrude Chandler Warner

Albert Whitman (January 1, 1989)

Summary: 
The Aldens begin their adventure by making a home in a boxcar. Their goal is to stay together, and in the process they find
a grandfather.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 160
Language: English
ISBN: 9780807508527
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



The Boy in the Striped Pajamas
A Fable
John Boyne

David Fickling Books (2007)

Summary: 
Berlin 1942 When Bruno returns home from school one day, he discovers that his belongings are being packed in crates.
His father has received a promotion and the family must move from their home to a new house far far away, where there is
no one to play with and nothing to do. A tall fence running alongside stretches as far as the eye can see and cuts him off
from the strange people he can see in the distance. But Bruno longs to be an explorer and decides that there must be more
to this desolate new place than meets the eye. While exploring his new environment, he meets another boy whose life and
circumstances are very different to his own, and their meeting results in a friendship that has devastating consequences.
From the Hardcover edition.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 231
Language: English
ISBN: 9780385751537
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

The Boy who Dared
Susan Campbell Bartoletti

Scholastic Press (2008)

Summary: 
A Newbery Honor Book author has written a powerful and gripping novel about a youth in Nazi Germany who tells the truth
about Hitler.Susan Campbell Bartoletti has taken one episode from her Newbery Honor Book, Hitler Youth, and fleshed it out
into thought-provoking novel. When 16-year-old Helmut Hubner listens to the BBC news on an illegal short-wave radio, he
quickly discovers Germany is lying to the people. But when he tries to expose the truth with leaflets, he's tried for treason.
Sentenced to death and waiting in a jail cell, Helmut's story emerges in a series of flashbacks that show his growth from a
naive child caught up in the patriotism of the times, to a sensitive and mature young man who thinks for himself.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 202
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439680134
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



The Boy who Failed Show and Tell
Jordan Sonnenblick

Scholastic Press (2021)

Summary: 
An unbelievably hilarious middle-grade story inspired by true experiences from bestselling author Jordan Sonnenblick. In a
typical school year, every kid has one or two things go wrong. But for Jordan, there's A LOT going wrong ALL THE TIME. By
keeping his cool (some of the time), banging on the drums (a lot), and keeping his sense of humor (all the time), Jordan's
going to try to make it through the year . . . and grow up to write a book about it! -- adapted from Amazon.com.
Number of Pages: 206
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338745870
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

The Boy who Harnessed the Wind
William Kamkwamba and Bryan Mealer

Penguin (2012)

Summary: 
When fourteen-year-old William Kamkwamba's Malawi village was hit by a drought, everyone's crops began to fail. Without
enough money for food, let alone school, William spent his days in the library . . . and figured out how to bring electricity to
his village. Persevering against the odds, William built a functioning windmill out of junkyard scraps, and thus became the
local hero who harnessed the wind. Lyrically told and gloriously illustrated, this story will inspire many as it shows how - even
in the worst of times - a great idea and a lot of hard work can still rock the world.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780803735118
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 32
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Reading Status: Unread
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The Boys from St. Petri
Bjarne B. Reuter

Demco Media (1996)

Summary: 
In 1942, a group of young men begins a series of increasingly dangerous protests against the German invaders of their
Danish homeland.
Number of Pages: 215
Language: English
ISBN: 9780606087049
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

The Butterfly
Patricia Polacco

Philomel Books (2000)

Summary: 
Since the Tall Boots--the Nazis--have marched into Monique's small French village, terrorizing it, nothing surprises her. Until
the night Monique encounters "the little ghost" sitting at the end of her bed. When she turns out to be--not a ghost at all--but
a young girl named Sevrine, who has been hiding from the Nazis in Monique's own basement, how could Monique not be
surprised! Playing upstairs after dark, the two become friends until, in a terrifying moment, they are discovered, sending both
of their families into a nighttime flight. In the tradition of Pink and Say, Patricia Polacco once again dips into her own family's
history to reveal her Aunt Monique's true story of friendship from the French Resistance.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 48
Language: English
ISBN: 9780399231704
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Reading Status: Unread
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The Canada Geese Quilt
Harcourt Brace and Natalie Kinsey-Warnock

Harcourt Brace (1997)

Summary: 
Worried that the coming of a new baby and her grandmother's serious illness will change the warm familiar life on her
family's Vermont farm, ten-year-old Ariel combines her artistic talent with her grandmother's knowledge to make a very
special quilt.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 64
Language: English
ISBN: 9780153075414
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

The Case of the Back-to-school Burglar
Nancy Star

Scholastic (2005)

Summary: 



The Calendar Club is getting Fruitvale Elementary School ready for the back-to-school carnival when they find some of the
prizes are missing. Can they uncover the back-to-school burgler and prevent a carnival disaster?
Number of Pages: 76
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439672641
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

The Chocolate Touch
Patrick Skene Catling

Scholastic Incorporated (2010)

Summary: 
"If he could, John Midas would eat nothing but chocolate all the time, and he'd never share it with anyone. Then one day,
John finds a strange coin on the sidewalk and uses it to buy a box of chocolate at a mysterious new candy store. Suddenly,
everything John's lips touch turns to chocolate! Chocolate toothpaste and chocolate water fountains are great, but things get
complicated when John can't play the trumpet or bob for apples. Worst of all, he forgets and kisses his mother! This funny
be-careful-what-you-wish-for story has been delighting kids everywhere since it was first published in 1952."--Page Web de
l'éditeur.
Genre: Chocolate
Number of Pages: 126
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545326438
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

The City of Ember
Book 1
Jeanne DuPrau

Yearling (2003)

Summary: 
Ember is the only light in a dark world. But when its lamps begin to flicker, two friends must race to escape the dark. This
highly acclaimed adventure series is a modern-day classic--with over 4 MILLION copies sold The city of Ember was built as
a last refuge for the human race. Two hundred years later, the great lamps that light the city are beginning to dim. When
Lina finds part of an ancient message, she's sure it holds a secret that will save the city. Now, she and her friend Doon must
race to figure out the clues to keep the lights on. If they succeed, they will have to convince everyone to follow them into
danger. But if they fail? The lights will burn out and the darkness will close in forever. Nominated to 28 State Award Lists An
American Library Association Notable Children's Book A New York Public Library 100 Titles for Reading and Sharing
Selection A Kirkus Reviews Editors' Choice A Child Magazine Best Children's Book A Mark Twain Award Winner A William
Allen White Children's Book Award Winner "A realistic post-apocalyptic world. DuPrau's book leaves Doon and Lina on the
verge of undiscovered country and readers wanting more." --USA Today "An electric debut." --Publishers Weekly, Starred
"While Ember is colorless and dark, the book itself is rich with description." --VOYA, Starred "A harrowing journey into the
unknown, and cryptic messages for readers to decipher." --Kirkus Reviews, Starred
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 270
Language: English



ISBN: 9780375822742
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

The Danger Box
Blue Balliett

Scholastic (2012)

Summary: 
An all-new mystery from the bestselling author of Chasing Vermeer and The Calder Game!A boy in a small town who has a
different way of seeing.A curious girl who doesn't belong.A mysterious notebook.A missing father.A fire.A stranger.A
death.These are some of the things you'll find within The Danger Box, the new mystery from bestselling author Blue
Balliett.Open with care.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 320
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439852104
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

The Dark Secret
Tui Sutherland

Scholastic Incorporated (September 30, 2014)

Summary: 
The New York Times bestselling WINGS OF FIRE saga soars to the mysterious land of the NightWings, where Starflight
must face a terrible choice -- his tribe, or his friends?In the shadows, trouble is brewing. . .The mysterious NightWings keep
everything hidden, from their home and their queen to their allegiance in the war. Now they've kidnapped their own dragonet
of destiny, and Starflight is finally meeting the rest of his tribe -- whether he wants to or not.The NightWings have also
kidnapped several innocent RainWings, now trapped in the dark, barren, miserable place that is the NightWing kingdom.
Starflight wants to help the RainWings, but he's busy saving his own scales and trying to find a way back to his friends. The
fate of two kingdoms rests in his talons, and with no one to save him, Starflight will have to find a way to be brave . . . before
it's too late.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 295
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545349260
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



The Dog who Saved Christmas
And Other True Animal Tales
Allan Zullo

Scholastic, Incorporated (2006)

Summary: Real animals help turn the holidays into a magical season. --Goodreads.
Genre: Animals
Number of Pages: 107
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545046435
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

The Dot
Peter Reynolds

Candlewick Press (2003)

Summary: 
With a simple, witty story and free-spirited illustrations, Peter H. Reynolds entices even the stubbornly uncreative among us
to make a mark - and follow where it takes us. Her teacher smiled. "Just make a mark and see where it takes you." Art class
is over, but Vashti is sitting glued to her chair in front of a blank piece of paper. The words of her teacher are a gentle
invitation to express herself. But Vashti can’t draw - she’s no artist. To prove her point, Vashti jabs at a blank sheet of paper
to make an unremarkable and angry mark. "There!" she says. That one little dot marks the beginning of Vashti’s journey of
surprise and self-discovery. That special moment is the core of Peter H. Reynolds’s delicate fable about the creative spirit in
all of us.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780763619619
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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The Dragonet Prophecy
Tui Sutherland

Scholastic, Incorporated (April 30, 2013)

Summary: 
The thrilling new Wings of Fire saga continues in paperback! Clay and his friends have grown up under a mountain, secretly
raised by the Talons of Peace to fulfill a mysterious prophecy. The five young dragons are destined to end the war that's
been raging between the tribes of Pyrrhia - but how they'll do this, none of them knows. But not every dragonet wants a
destiny. When one of their own is threatened, Clay and his friends decide to escape. Maybe they can break free and end the
war at the same time - or maybe they'll risk everything . . .
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 304
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545349239
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

The Dummy Meets the Mummy!
R. L. Stine

Scholastic Incorporated (2019)

Summary: 
A brand-new Goosebumps arc narrated by the most iconic and evil character of the series, Slappy After being put back to
sleep and abandoned in an old museum, Slappy is brought to life by a curious girl on a school trip. Out for revenge, Slappy
uses his powers to raise an army of creatures from the exhibits. But when the museum closes, Slappy and his new friends
are locked inside with Arragatis, an ancient mummy with his own plan for revenge. It's dummy versus mummy as Slappy
faces his most dangerous and frightening opponent yet Can Slappy defeat this ancient adversary? Or will it be a wrap for
this dummy?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 160
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338223057



Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

The Eddie Dickens Trilogy
Philip Ardagh

Scholastic Press (2004)

Summary: 
In the third installment of the Eddie Dickens saga, our poor hero, Eddie, finds himself on the way to America aboard the old
sailing ship Pompous Pig, along with a cargo hold full of left shoes, the world famous Dog's Bone Diamond, and some of the
most dangerous traveling companions anyone might have the misfortune to share a ship with. A mysterious stowaway and
some familiar faces from Eddie's past only complicate matters, as does being tied up and set adrift in a leaky rowboat.
(Don't you hate it when that happens?).
Genre: Mystery
Number of Pages: 429
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439707862
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

The Elephant at the Waldorf
Anne Miranda

BridgeWater Books (1995)

Summary: Members of a circus have trouble unloading a reluctant elephant from one of their trucks.
Genre: FICTION
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780816734535
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

The Ender Eye Prophecy
An Unofficial Graphic Novel for Minecrafters
Cara J. Stevens

Scholastic (2016)

Summary: 



"Phoenix is on a quest to discover her true identity--but when zombie pigman pirates kidnap her, it's up to her brother
Xander to travel to the Nether and save her!"--
Genre: Cartoons and comics

Number of Pages: 192
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338169782
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

The English Roses
Madonna

Callaway (2003)

Summary: 
The English Roses is a story of rivalry and friendship among schoolgirls in contemporary London. Four little girls--Nicole,
Amy, Charlotte, and Grace--are eleven years old and the very best of friends. They have sleepovers, picnics and ice-skating
parties that exclude Binah, a beautiful girl whose seemingly perfect life makes them "green with envy." However, when a
feisty, pumpernickel-loving fairy godmother takes them on a magical journey, they learn to their great surprise that Binah's
life is not nearly as enviable as it had seemed. The English Roses is an inspiring story about the importance of compassion
and the rewards of friendship.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 46
Language: English
ISBN: 9780670036783
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

The Fire Within
Chris D'Lacey

Orchard Books (2001)

Summary: 
Best-selling author, Chris d'Lacey, brings us a magical story about mysterious hand crafted clay dragons who have unusual
powers. When David moves in with Liz and Lucy, he discovers a collection of hand crafted, clay dragons that comes to life
and has magical powers. David's personalized dragon, Gadzooks, can forecast the future, and inspires him to write a story
which reveals the truth behind an unsolved mystery close to home. The story has an unhappy ending, and when David
realizes the consequences of it he is angry. Then David finds Gadzooks crying and near death, and he discovers that these
special dragons die when they are not loved. Soon David is forced to save his friend and unlock the powers of the fire within.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 340
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439672436
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



The Garden of Abdul Gasazi
Chris Van Allsburg

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (1979)

Summary: 
A 1980 Caldecott Honor Book Sometimes that very thin line between illusion and reality is not as clearly defined as we
would like it to be. It certainly wasn't the day that Alan Mitz stumbled into the garden of Abdul Gasazi. For in this bizarre and
eerie place -- where strange topiary trees loomed -- the evil visage of Gasazi casts its shadow. And even after Alan
escaped, the spell of Gasazi still seemed to penetrate into his everyday world. In this extraordinary, unusual, and unique
picture book, Chris Van Allsburg explores both the real and surreal worlds with incredible deftness. In doing so, he has
created exquisite and beautiful images that will continue to haunt readers long after they have left the enchanted garden of
Abdul Gasazi.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 33
Language: English
ISBN: 9780395278048
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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The Giant Jumperee
Julia Donaldson

Dial Books for Young Readers (2017)

Summary: A baby frog scares the other animals.
Number of Pages: 30
Language: English
ISBN: 9780525553069
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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The Girl Who Loved Wild Horses
Paul Goble

Aladdin (1978)

Summary: 
"There was a girl in the village who loved horses... She led the horses to drink at the river. She spoke softly and they
followed. People noticed that she understood horses in a special way." And so begins the story of a young Native American
girl devoted to the care of her tribe's horses. With simple text and brilliant illustrations. Paul Goble tells how she eventually
becomes one of them to forever run free.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780689716966
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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The Girl who Never Made Mistakes
Mark Pett and Gary Rubinstein

Sourcebooks, Inc. (2011)

Summary: 
Every student, teacher, and perfectionist needs to read this book about learning and growing from your mistakes! The
perfect introduction to growth mindset, The Girl Who Never Made Mistakes is: A growth mindset book for kidsA teacher
must-have for classroomsAn educational book for ages 4-8 (and for everyone learning growth mindset!)Beatrice Bottomwell
has NEVER (not once!) made a mistake. She never forgets her math homework, she never wears mismatched socks, and
she ALWAYS wins the yearly talent show at school. In fact, the entire town calls her The Girl Who Never Makes
Mistakes!One day, the inevitable happens: Beatrice makes a huge mistake in front of everyone!But in the end, readers (and
perfectionists) will realize that life is more fun when you enjoy everything--even the mistakes.Additional praise for The Girl
Who Never Made Mistakes: "Beatrice offers a lesson we could all benefit from: learn from your mistakes, let go, laugh, and
enjoy the ride."--JENNIFER FOSBERRY, New York Times bestselling author of My Name Is Not Isabella"Beatrice's
discovery that you can laugh off even a very public mistake shows the importance of resiliency and helps perfectionist kids
keep things in perspective. Most importantly, Beatrice reminds the reader that it's more important to enjoy the things that you
do than worry about doing them perfectly."--A Mighty Girl"The Girl Who Never Made Mistakes is a must-read for any young
(or old!) perfectionist. Beatrice Bottomwell is perfectly imperfect!"--Stephanie Oppenheim, Oppenheim Toy Portfolio"It's fun
and instructive without feeling overly didactic and the illustrations are darling."--Parenting"This book will help little
perfectionists see that making mistakes is okay, and it can be a lot of fun too!"--Kids Book Blog
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9781402255441
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Sourcebooks, Inc. (2011)

Summary: 
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(or old!) perfectionist. Beatrice Bottomwell is perfectly imperfect!"--Stephanie Oppenheim, Oppenheim Toy Portfolio"It's fun
and instructive without feeling overly didactic and the illustrations are darling."--Parenting"This book will help little
perfectionists see that making mistakes is okay, and it can be a lot of fun too!"--Kids Book Blog
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9781402255441
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

The Great Depression
An Interactive History Adventure
Michael Burgan

Capstone (December 1, 2010)

Summary: 
"In the 1930s, Americans faced one of the biggest crises ever to hit the country. During the Great Depression, the stock
market crash caused banks to close and many companies to go out of business. Millions of people lost their jobs and homes
during a time when the government wasn't equipped to pick up the pieces. Will you: March on Washington, D.C., as a
veteran member of the Bonus Army? Leave your home to find a better life by riding the rails? Help rebuild the country as a
member of the Civilian Conservation Corps?"
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 112
Language: English
ISBN: 9781429662765
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



The Great Realization
Tomos Roberts (Tomfoolery)

HarperCollins Canada, Limited (2020)

Summary: 
Selected by Today as a book "to ease kids' anxiety about coronavirus." We all need hope. Humans have an extraordinary
capacity to battle through adversity, but only if they have something to cling onto: a belief or hope that maybe, one day,
things will be better. This idea sparked The Great Realization. Sharing the truths we may find hard to tell but also celebrating
the things--from simple acts of kindness and finding joy in everyday activities, to the creativity within us all--that have
brought us together during lockdown, it gives us hope in this time of global crisis. Written for his younger brother and sister
in response to the Covid-19 pandemic, Tomos Roberts's heartfelt poem is as timely as it is timeless. Its message of hope
and resilience, of rebirth and renewal, has captured the hearts of children and adults all over the globe--and the glimpse it
offers of a fairer, kinder, more sustainable world continues to inspire thousands every day. With Tomos Roberts's heartfelt
poem and beautiful illustrations by award-winning artist Nomoco, The Great Realization is a profound work, at once striking
and reassuring, reminding readers young and old that in the face of adversity there are still dreams to be dreamt and
kindnesses to be shared and hope. There is still hope. We now call it The Great Realization and, yes, since then there have
been many. But that's the story of how it started . . . and why hindsight's 2020.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780063066366
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

The Harmonica
Tony Johnston

Charlesbridge Publishing (July 1, 2008)

Summary: 
This powerful story, inspired by the life of a Holocaust survivor, is a testament to the human spirit and the transcendent
power of music. When the Nazis invaded Poland, a family is split apart. The parents are sent to one concentration camp,
their son to another. Only his father's gift, a harmonica, keeps the boy's hopes alive and, miraculously, ensures his survival.
When an officer discovers his talent, he makes the boy play each night. Through music the boy invokes his parents and
brings comfort to the other prisoners, lifting their spirits if only for a moment at time. Ron Mazellan's luminous artwork
depicts the bleakness of the time, while letting the beauty that hope can bring through the darkness shine.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9781570914898
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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The Haunting of Hillside School
Kristiana Gregory

Scholastic Inc. (2008)

Summary: 
It's a new school year in Cabin Creek and the cousins have a new mystery. When Claire and David look out the art room
window and see a girl's pale face, they suspect it's a ghost. How else could someone look into a second floor window and
just disappear? As the cousins investigate, they find other peculiar clues: piano music lilting through the halls, the aroma of
pumpkin pie, and a crooked old painting that looks like the ghost's face. Is their spooky old school house really a haunted
house?Each of the six books in this series feature atmospheric spot art throughout.Praise for Kristiana Gregory:"Through
Hattie's diary, Gregory brings the rigors of the trip to life, but she also includes the details that kept the settlers going--the
friendships and camaraderie that developed and the joyful events (a wedding and some births) that occurred. Gregory
brings a sobering dose of reality to an era that's often romanticized; this is a fine glimpse of history on a human scale."--
Kirkus Reviews, for Dear America: Across a Wide and Lonesome Praire"As she has done in several previous historical
novels, Gregory brings to life events and perspectives not often found in the standard history texts... the bloody battles, and
the suspenseful tone of the short, cliffhanger chapters will keep most readers involved. Meanwhile, Gregory provides
insights into life in Alta California and nicely integrates Spanish words into the text. Historical notes, a glossary, a
bibliography, and maps add to this novel's utility as a starting point for history lessons as well as for leisure reading."--School
Library Journal, for The Stowaway."This is heartfelt historical fiction, and readers will relish each page of the adventure."--
Publisher's Weekly, for Jenny of the Tetons, winner of the Golden Kite Award and an NCSS-CBC Notable Children's Trade
Book in the Field of Social Studies.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 130
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545003780
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



The Horse and His Boy
C. S. Lewis

Zondervan (June 25, 1994)

Summary: An orphaned boy and a kidnapped horse gallop for Narnia . . . and freedom.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 240
Language: English
ISBN: 9780064405010
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

The Invisible Boy
Trudy Ludwig

Alfred A. Knopf (2013)

Summary: 
A simple act of kindness can transform an invisible boy into a friend... Meet Brian, the invisible boy. Nobody ever seems to
notice him or think to include him in their group, game, or birthday party . . . until, that is, a new kid comes to class. When
Justin, the new boy, arrives, Brian is the first to make him feel welcome. And when Brian and Justin team up to work on a
class project together, Brian finds a way to shine. From esteemed author and speaker Trudy Ludwig and acclaimed
illustrator Patrice Barton, this gentle story shows how small acts of kindness can help children feel included and allow them
to flourish. Any parent, teacher, or counselor looking for material that sensitively addresses the needs of quieter children will
find The Invisible Boy a valuable and important resource. Includes backmatter with discussion questions and resources for
further reading.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 40
Language: English
ISBN: 9781582464503
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 40
Language: English
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Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

The Kid who Became President
Dan Gutman

Scholastic (1999)

Summary: 
Just in time for election season, Dan Gutman's hugely popular sequal to THE KID WHO RAN FOR PRESIDENT is back.
Humor, adventure, and excitement will draw kids into the world of white house politics. Judson Moon has done a big flip-flop.
Immediately after being elected President of the United States, he resigned. Now, after a heart-to-heart with his running
mate (and ex-babysitter) June Syers, Judd has decided to take office after all: He wants to make a difference. Being
President is anything but easy. Between dealing with a crazed South American dictator and people who are trying to kill him,
Judson starts to wonder if it wouldn't be better just to go back to being a kid in Madison, Wisconsin. But with a lot of help
from his friends, Judson might just figure everything out.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 215
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590023764
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

The King who Rained
Fred Gwynne

Sagebrush (1999)

Summary: 
Confused by the different meanings of words that sound alike, a little girl imagines such unusual sights as "a king who
rained" and "the foot prince in the snow."
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 38
Language: English
ISBN: 9780833507389
Reading Status: Unread
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Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 38
Language: English
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Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

The King's Chessboard
David Birch

Penguin (1993)

Summary: 
"Masterfully told."--School Library Journal A great story for children learning mathematical concepts, The King's Chessboard
tells the story of a wise man who refuses the king's reward for completing a favor. When the king insists the man accept a
reward, the man proposes a deal: He will take a payment of rice equal to each square on the king's chessboard--doubling
the amount he receives with each day. This quickly empties out the royal coffers. . . . A Notable Children's Trade Book in the
Field of Social Studies and Outstanding Science Trade Book for Children
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780140548808
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
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Reading Status: Unread
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The Land of Stories the Wishing Spell
Chris Colfer

Scholastic, Incorporated (2013)

Summary: 
Through the mysterious powers of a cherished book of stories, twins Alex and Conner leave their world behind and find
themselves in a foreign land full of wonder and magic where they come face-to-face with the fairy tale characters they grew
up reading about.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 438
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545647939
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

The Land of Stories: The Ultimate Book Hugger's Guide
Chris Colfer

Little, Brown Books for Young Readers (October 16, 2018)

Summary: 
A behind-the-scenes, comprehensive look at the #1 New York Times bestselling series.A combination travel guide,
encyclopedia, and exciting fan compendium, this ultimate guidebook includes sections such as "Who's Who," "Places to
Go," and "Trinkets, Treasures, and Other Things" that explore the backgrounds and histories of the many characters,
places, and magic items throughout the beloved Land of Stories series.This book also includes bonus chapters, insider
information about the series, and more, including sketches from the author, "Secrets from the Land of Stories," and "Chris's
Top Ten Tips for Writers."Perfect for new and mega-fans alike, this full-color guidebook illustrated by series artist Brandon
Dorman captures the magical ins and outs of the Land of Stories we know and love and delivers new, never-before-seen art
and information sure to thrill and satisfy readers.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 256
Language: English
ISBN: 9780316523301
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



The Land of Stories: The Wishing Spell
Chris Colfer

Little, Brown Books for Young Readers (July 2, 2013)

Summary: 
The first book in Chris Colfer's #1 New York Times bestselling series The Land of Stories about two siblings who fall into a
fairy-tale world! Alex and Conner Bailey's world is about to change, in this fast-paced adventure that uniquely combines our
modern day world with the enchanting realm of classic fairy tales.The Land of Stories tells the tale of twins Alex and Conner.
Through the mysterious powers of a cherished book of stories, they leave their world behind and find themselves in a
foreign land full of wonder and magic where they come face-to-face with the fairy tale characters they grew up reading
about. But after a series of encounters with witches, wolves, goblins, and trolls alike, getting back home is going to be
harder than they thought.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 464
Language: English
ISBN: 9780316201568
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

The Last Battle
C. S. Lewis

Harper Collins (June 25, 1994)

Summary: The conclusion of the saga that began with The Magician's Nephew
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 224
Language: English
ISBN: 9780064405034
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

The Lemonade Crime
Jacqueline Davies

Sandpiper (March 20, 2012)

Summary: 



Following the laws of our legal system, Evan and Jessie's fourth grade class concocts a courtroom on the playground,
putting Scott Spencer, alleged thief, on trial. They create a legitimate courtroom--with a judge, witnesses, a jury of their
peers--and surprising consequences. As she explores the difficulties of fairness, Jacqueline Davies once again reveals how
good she is at understanding the complex emotions of children this age.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 152
Language: English
ISBN: 9780547722375
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

The Light in Hidden Places
Sharon Cameron

Scholastic Incorporated (2020)

Summary: 
Sixteen-year-old Catholic Stefania Podgórska has worked in the Diamant family's grocery store in for four years, even falling
in love with one of their sons, Izio; but when the Nazis came to Przemsyl, Poland, the Jewish Diamants are forced into the
ghetto (and worse) and only Izio's brother Max manages to escape, and Stefania embarks on a dangerous course--
protecting thirteen Jews in her attic, caring for her younger sister, Helena, and keeping everything secret from the two Nazi
officers who are living in her house.
Number of Pages: 377
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338573305
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

The Lighthouse Mystery
Gertrude Chandler Warner

Albert Whitman (1963)

Summary: Renting a lighthouse is unusual, but even more so is an unfriendly boy's peculiar behavior.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 128
Language: English
ISBN: 9780807545461
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022



The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe
C. S. Lewis

HarperCollins (July 1, 1994)

Summary: 
Don’t miss one of America’s top 100 most-loved novels, selected by PBS’s The Great American Read.A beautiful paperback
edition of The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe, book two in the classic fantasy series The Chronicles of Narnia. This
edition features cover art by three-time Caldecott Medal-winning illustrator David Wiesner and interior black-and-white
illustrations by the series' original illustrator, Pauline Baynes. Four adventurous siblings—Peter, Susan, Edmund, and Lucy
Pevensie—step through a wardrobe door and into the land of Narnia, a land frozen in eternal winter and enslaved by the
power of the White Witch. But when almost all hope is lost, the return of the Great Lion, Aslan, signals a great change . . .
and a great sacrifice.Open the door and enter a new world! The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe is the second book in C.
S. Lewis's classic fantasy series, which has been captivating readers of all ages with a magical land and unforgettable
characters for over sixty years.This is a stand-alone read, but if you would like to discover more about Narnia, pick up The
Horse and His Boy, the third book in The Chronicles of Narnia.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 208
Language: English
ISBN: 9780064404990
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe
Clive Staples Lewis

Scholastic Incorporated (2006)

Summary: 
Four English schoolchildren find their way through the back of a wardrobe into the magic land of Narnia and assist its ruler,
the golden lion Aslan, to triumph over the White Witch, who has cursed the land with eternal winter.
Number of Pages: 189
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545945783
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

The Lost Heir
Tui Sutherland

Scholastic, Incorporated (September 24, 2013)



Summary: 
The Wings of Fire saga continues with a thrilling underwater adventure - and a mystery that will change everything! The lost
heir to the SeaWing throne is going home at last. She can't believe it's finally happening. Tsunami and her fellow dragonets
of destiny are journeying under the water to the great SeaWing Kingdom. Stolen as an egg from the royal hatchery, Tsunami
is eager to meet her future subjects and reunitewith her mother, Queen Coral. But Tsunami's triumphant return doesn't go
quite the way she imagined. Queen Coral welcomes her with open wings, but a mysterious assassin has been killing off the
queen's heirs for years, and Tsunami may be the next target. The dragonets came to the SeaWings for protection, but this
ocean hides secrets, betrayal - and perhaps even death.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 296
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545349246
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

The Lost Jewels of Nabooti
R. A. Montgomery

Chooseco Books (2005)

Summary: 
THE LEGENDARY JEWELS OF NABOOTI ARE MISSING! WILL FINDING THEM HELP WORLD PEACE? OR COULD IT
KILL YOU? Two huge diamonds and two priceless rubies have been stolen from a museum in Paris. People in your own
family have died trying to protect these jewels. Now, you must help your cousins Peter and Lucy do the same, but is it worth
risking your life? Strangers offer help, even the police, but can you trust them? Remember, you control what happens next
by turning to the page you choose. Molotawa looks at you for a moment, and then says, "I am a prince of the ancient
Nabooti tribe. We ruled a large region of Africa for many, many years before Africa was taken by European countries. We
were fair and just. The jewels are a powerful symbol of our leadership. They have magic powers. We must have them back
to continue our work." "If you wish, you can meet my father, the king, here in Paris, or you can go now to Senegal where my
people are." YOU choose what happens next!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 131
Language: English
ISBN: 9781933390048
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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The Madman of Piney Woods
Christopher Paul Curtis

Scholastic Incorporated (May 28, 2019)

Summary: 
Bestselling Newbery Medalist Christopher Paul Curtis delivers a powerful companion to his multiple award-winning ELIJAH
OF BUXTON. Benji and Red couldn't be more different. They aren't friends. They don't even live in the same town. But their
fates are entwined. A chance meeting leads the boys to discover that they have more in common than meets the eye. Both
of them have encountered a strange presence in the forest, watching them, tracking them. Could the Madman of Piney
Woods be real? In a tale brimming with intrigue and adventure, Christopher Paul Curtis returns to the vibrant world he
brought to life in Elijah of Buxton. Here is another novel that will break your heart -- and expand it, too. This critically
acclaimed story by National Book Award finalist Christopher Paul Curtis joins the Scholastic Gold line, which features
award-winning and beloved novels. Includes extra bonus content!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 416
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338359657
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

The Magician's Elephant
Kate DiCamillo

Candlewick Press (2009)

Summary: 



In a highly awaited new novel, Kate DiCamillo conjures a haunting fable about trusting the unexpected — and making the
extraordinary come true. What if? Why not? Could it be? When a fortuneteller's tent appears in the market square of the city
of Baltese, orphan Peter Augustus Duchene knows the questions that he needs to ask: Does his sister still live? And if so,
how can he find her? The fortuneteller's mysterious answer (an elephant! An elephant will lead him there!) sets off a chain of
events so remarkable, so impossible, that you will hardly dare to believe it’s true. With atmospheric illustrations by fine artist
Yoko Tanaka, here is a dreamlike and captivating tale that could only be narrated by Newbery Medalist Kate DiCamillo. In
this timeless fable, she evokes the largest of themes — hope and belonging, desire and compassion — with the lightness of
a magician’s touch.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 201
Language: English
ISBN: 9780763644109
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

The Magician's Nephew
Clive Staples Lewis

Scholastic (1995)

Summary: 
Journeys to the end of the world, fantastic creatures, and epic battles between good and evil -- what more could any reader
ask for in one book? The book that has it all is The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe, written in 1949 by Clive Staples
Lewis. But Lewis did not stop there. Six more books followed, and together they became known as The Chronicles of
Narnia. For the past fifty years, The Chronicles of Narnia have transcended the fantasy genre to become part of the canon
of classic literature. Each of the seven books is a masterpiece, drawing the reader into a land where magic meets reality,
and the result is a fictional world whose scope has fascinated generations.
Genre: Fantasy
Number of Pages: 202
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590254755
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

The Mermaid's Tail
Raewyn Caisley

Scholastic (2002)

Summary: 
Crystal wants to be a mermaid so her mother makes her a special tail. Find out what happens when Crystal wears her tail to
bed.
Genre: Mermaids
Number of Pages: 60
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439404976
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



The Mighty Miss Malone
Christopher Paul Curtis

Wendy Lamb Books (2012)

Summary: 
With love and determination befitting the "world's greatest family," twelve-year-old Deza Malone, her older brother Jimmie,
and their parents endure tough times in Gary, Indiana, and later Flint, Michigan, during the Great Depression.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 307
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545688406
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

The Misadventures of Maude March, Or, Trouble Rides a Fast
Horse
Audrey Couloumbis

Random House (2005)

Summary: 
Eleven-year-old Sallie March is a whip-smart tomboy and voracious reader of Western adventure novels. When she and her
sister Maude escape their self-serving guardians for the wilds of the frontier, they begin an adventure the likes of which
Sallie has only read about. This time however, the "wanted woman" isn't a dime-novel villian, it's Sallie's very own sister!
What follows is not the lies the papers printed, but the honest-to-goodness truth of how two sisters went from being orphans
to being outlaws—and lived to tell the tale!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 295
Language: English
ISBN: 9780375832475
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

The Miscalculations of Lightning Girl
Stacy McAnulty

Scholastic (2019)

Summary: 



A lightning strike made Lucy, twelve, a math genius but, after years of homeschooling, her grandmother enrolls her in middle
school and she learns that life is more than numbers.
Number of Pages: 293
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338598865
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

The Mouse and the Motorcycle
Beverly Cleary

Harper Collins (September 1, 1990)

Summary: 
"Boy!" said Ralph to himself, his whiskers quivering with excitement. "Boy, oh boy!" Feeling that this was an important
moment in his life, he took hold of the handgrips. They felt good and solid beneath his paws. Yes, this motorcycle was a
good machine all right.Ralph the mouse ventures out from behind the piney knothole in the wall of his hotel-room home,
scrambles up the telephone wire to the end table, and climbs aboard the toy motorcycle left there by a young guest. His thrill
ride does not last long. The ringing telephone startles Ralph, and he and the motorcycle take a terrible fall - right to the
bottom of a metal wastebasket. Luckily, Keith, the owner of the motorcycle, returns to find his toy. Keith rescues Ralph and
teaches him how to ride the bike. Thus begins a great friendship and many awesome adventures. Once a mouse can ride a
motorcyle ... almost anything can happen!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 208
Language: English
ISBN: 9780380709243
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

The Name of this Book Is Secret
Pseudonymous Bosch

Little, Brown Books for Young Readers (September 1, 2008)

Summary: 
This is the story about a secret. but it also contains a secret story. When adventurous detectives, Cass, an ever-vigilant
survivalist, and Max-Ernest, a boy driven by logic, discover the Symphony of Smells, a box filled with smelly vials of colorful
ingredients, they accidentally stumble upon a mystery surrounding a dead magician's diary and the hunt for immortality.
Filled with word games, anagrams, and featuring a mysterious narrator, this is a book that won't stay secret for long.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 384
Language: English
ISBN: 9780316113694
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



The Night Diary
Veera Hiranandani

Penguin (April 23, 2019)

Summary: 
A 2019 NEWBERY HONOR BOOK "A gripping, nuanced story of the human cost of conflict appropriate for both children and
adults." -Kirkus, starred review In the vein of Inside Out and Back Again and The War That Saved My Life comes a
poignant, personal, and hopeful tale of India's partition, and of one girl's journey to find a new home in a divided country It's
1947, and India, newly independent of British rule, has been separated into two countries: Pakistan and India. The divide
has created much tension between Hindus and Muslims, and hundreds of thousands are killed crossing borders. Half-
Muslim, half-Hindu twelve-year-old Nisha doesn't know where she belongs, or what her country is anymore. When Papa
decides it's too dangerous to stay in what is now Pakistan, Nisha and her family become refugees and embark first by train
but later on foot to reach her new home. The journey is long, difficult, and dangerous, and after losing her mother as a baby,
Nisha can't imagine losing her homeland, too. But even if her country has been ripped apart, Nisha still believes in the
possibility of putting herself back together. Told through Nisha's letters to her mother, The Night Diary is a heartfelt story of
one girl's search for home, for her own identity...and for a hopeful future.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 288
Language: English
ISBN: 9780735228528
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

The One and Only Ivan
Katherine Applegate

Scholastic Incorporated (2012)

Summary: 
When Ivan, a gorilla who has lived for years in a down-and-out circus-themed mall, meets Ruby, a baby elephant that has
been added to the mall, he decides that he must find her a better life.
Genre: Animals
Number of Pages: 319
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545849135
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



The Original Adventures of Hank the Cowdog
John R. Erickson

Texas Monthly Press (June 1, 1998)

Summary: 
For use in schools and libraries only. Hank the Cowdog, Head of Ranch Security, is framed for the murder of a chicken and
becomes an outlaw with the coyotes.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 137
Language: English
ISBN: 9780877191315
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

The Patchwork Path
A Quilt Map to Freedom
Bettye Stroud

Scholastic (2006)

Summary: 
While her father leads her toward Canada and away from the plantation where they have been slaves, a young girl thinks of
the quilt her mother used to teach her a code that will help guide them to freedom.
Genre: Underground railroad
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439851176
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Date Added: August 29, 2022

The Penderwicks
A Summer Tale of Four Sisters, Two Rabbits, and a Very Interesting Boy
Jeanne Birdsall

Yearling Books (2007)

Summary: 
This series of modern classics about the charming Penderwick family from National Book Award winner and New York
Times bestseller Jeanne Birdsall is perfect for fans of Noel Streatfeild and Edward Eager. Over one million copies sold, now
with a bright new look! This summer the Penderwick sisters have a wonderful surprise: a holiday on the grounds of a
beautiful estate called Arundel. Soon they are busy discovering the summertime magic of Arundel's sprawling gardens,
treasure-filled attic, tame rabbits, and the cook who makes the best gingerbread in Massachusetts. But the best discovery of
all is Jeffrey Tifton, son of Arundel's owner, who quickly proves to be the perfect companion for their adventures. The icy-
hearted Mrs. Tifton is not as pleased with the Penderwicks as Jeffrey is, though, and warns the new friends to stay out of
trouble. Which, of course, they will—won't they? One thing's for sure: it will be a summer the Penderwicks will never forget.
Deliciously nostalgic and quaintly witty, this is a story as breezy and carefree as a summer day.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 262
Language: English
ISBN: 9780440420477
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

The Pug List
A Ridiculous Little Dog, a Family Who Lost Everything and How They All
Found Their Way Home
Alison Hodgson

Zondervan (2016)

Summary: 
"What if a wheezing, sneezing, allegedly house-trained, ticking time bomb of an orphan pug is the key to helping a family
feel at home again, after an arsonist set their house--and life--on fire? If you asked me, I would have said it's a bad idea; we
can do better. Unfortunately no one asked me, and The Pug List is my family's story."In the fire's aftermath of insurance
battles royal, rebuilding plans, parenting in the face of life's hard questions and a scorching case of post-traumatic stress,
now is absolutely the worst possible time to adopt a dog. But to Alison's seven-year-old daughter, Eden, it's the perfect time-
-and The Relentless Campaign begins.Until one day Alison peeks inside Eden's diary--dubbed "The Pug List"--and realizes
in one fell swoop that her girl's heart is on the line, and resistance is futile ("The pugs make me happy FOREVER.").Enter
"Outrageous" Oliver, and the hilarity, healing, and irresistible hope that follows.
Genre: Dwellings, united states
Number of Pages: 208
Language: English
ISBN: 9780310343837
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



The Remarkable Journey of Prince Jen
Lloyd Alexander

Demco Media (November 1, 2004)

Summary: 
Bearing six unusual gifts, young Prince Jen embarks on a perilous quest and emerges triumphantly into manhood. This rich
fantasy was named School Library Journal Best Book of the Year and a Booklist Top of the List Award winner.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 273
Language: English
ISBN: 9780606327237
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

The Sandwich Swap
Queen Rania of Jordan Al Abdullah and Kelly S. DiPucchio

Hyperion Book CH (April 20, 2010)

Summary: 
Lily and Salma are best friends. They like doing all the same things, and they always eat lunch together. Lily eats peanut
butter and Salma eats hummus—but what’s that between friends? It turns out, a lot. Before they know it, a food fight breaks
out. Can Lily and Salma put aside their differences? Or will a sandwich come between them?The smallest things can pull us
apart—until we learn that friendship is far more powerful than difference. In a glorious three-page gatefold at the end of the
book, Salma, Lily, and all their classmates come together in the true spirit of tolerance and acceptance.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9781423124849
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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The School is Alive!
Jack Chabert

Branches/Scholastic Incorporated (2014)

Summary: 
Eerie Elementary is one scary school! This series is part of Scholastic's early chapter book line called Branches, which is
aimed at newly independent readers. With easy-to-read text, high-interest content, fast-paced plots, and illustrations on
every page, these books will boost reading confidence and stamina. Branches books help readers grow! In this first book in
the series, Sam Graves discovers that his elementary school is ALIVE! Sam finds this out on his first day as the school hall
monitor. Sam must defend himself and his fellow students against the evil school! Is Sam up to the challenge? He'll find out
soon enough: the class play is just around the corner. Sam teams up with friends Lucy and Antonio to stop this scary school
before it's too late!
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 90
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545623926
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

The Scrambled States of America
Laurie Keller

Macmillan (April 1, 2002)

Summary: 
A wacky cross-country adventure starring the fifty states!"Well, it was just your basic, ordinary day in the good old U. S. of A.
States all over the country were waking up, having their first cups of coffee, reading the morning paper, and enjoying the
beautiful sunrise.All the states, that is, except for Kansas."At the first annual "states party," Virginia and Idaho hatch a plan
to swap spots so each can see another part of the country. Before the party is over, all the states decide to switch places. In
the beginning, every state is happy in its new location. But soon things start to go wrong. Will the states ever unscramble
themselves and return to their proper places?Packed with madcap humor and whimsical illustrations, this quirky story-
starring all fifty states-is chock-full of introductory facts and silly antics that will make learning geography as much fun as
taking a vacation.This title has Common Core connections.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 40



Language: English
ISBN: 9780805068313
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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The Seven Chinese Brothers
Margaret Mahy

Scholastic Incorporated (1990)

Summary: Seven Chinese brothers elude execution by virtue of their extraordinary individual qualities.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 40
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590420570
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 40
Language: English
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Reading Status: Unread
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The Seventh Most Important Thing
Shelley Pearsall

Scholastic Incorporated (2016)

Summary: 
"In 1963, thirteen-year-old Arthur is sentenced to community service helping the neighborhood Junk Man after he throws a
brick at the old man's head in a moment of rage, but the junk he collects might be more important than he suspects. Inspired
by the work of American folk artist James Hampton"--
Genre: Community service
Number of Pages: 278
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338111477
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

The Silver Chair
C. S. Lewis

Harper Collins (July 1, 1994)

Summary: Jill and Eustace must rescue the Prince from the evil Witch.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 256
Language: English
ISBN: 9780064405041
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



The Snow Globe Family
Jane O'Connor

G.P. Putnam's Sons (2006)

Summary: 
Oh, when will it snow again? wonders the little family who lives in the snow globe. They long for a swirling snowstorm—if
only someone in the big family would pick up the snow globe and give it a great big shake. Baby would love to. She alone
notices the little family. She gazes longingly at their snowy little world, but the snow globe is up way too high for her to reach.
Then, when a real snowstorm sends the big children outside sledding in the moonlight, Baby finds herself alone in the parlor.
. . . Will the snow globe family at last get a chance to go sledding too? As readers follow the parallel adventures of both
families, big and little, they will take special pleasure in the miniature world of the snow globe, where the skating pond is the
size of a shiny quarter and a snowman is no bigger than a sugar cube.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780399242427
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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The Sunsets of Miss Olivia Wiggins
Lester L. Laminack

Holiday House (March 3, 1998)

Summary: 
A poignant tale of an elderly nursing home resident who seems to live in a world of memories, from award-winning author
Lester L. Laminack.Although Miss Olivia is unable to respond and doesn't always seem to notice her family, her daughter
Angel and grandson Troy know better. They know that Momma Olivia has an inner life filled with beautiful memories.
Anything from a stunning sunset to the mention of her porch swing can remind her of her past, when she was just a little girl
out on the farm with her papa or, more recently, at a birthday party shared with her daughter. Although she can no longer do
the things she used to do or communicate her thoughts, she's still the Momma Olivia they know and love.In tender terms
children can understand, Lester L. Laminack gives voice to the seldom discussed tragedy of watching a loved one age and
slip into the past. Constance R. Bergum's delicate watercolors softly express the love that holds a family together during
times of hardship.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9781561451395
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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The Sweetest Fig
Chris Van Allsburg

Developmental Studies Center (March 1, 2014)

Summary: 
After being given two magical figs that make his dreams come true, Monsieur Bibot sees his plans for future wealth upset by
his long-suffering dog.
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9781610032230
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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The Sword Thief
Peter Lerangis

Scholastic Inc. (2009)

Summary: 
Kid-favorite Peter Lerangis takes on Book 3 in the high-octane 39 Clues series, and it might be the most thrill-packed
yet!JOIN ANYTIME TO PLAY FOR THE CHANCE TO WIN!ATTENTION! Amy and Dan Cahill have been located once
again, this time in the company of the notoriously unreliable Alistair Oh. Could they have been foolish enough to make an
alliance?Spies report that Amy and Dan seem to be tracking the life of one of the most powerful fighters the world has ever
known. If this fearsome warrior was a Cahill, his secrets are sure to be well-guarded . . . and the price to uncover them just
might be lethal.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 156



Language: English
ISBN: 9780545060431

Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

The Tale of Despereaux
Being the Story of a Mouse, a Princess, Some Soup and a Spool of Thread
Kate DiCamillo

Scholastic, Incorporated (June 1, 2003)

Summary: 
The adventures of Despereaux Tilling, a small mouse of unusual talents, the princess that he loves, the servant girl who
longs to be a princess, and a devious rat determined to bring them all to ruin.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 267
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439701679
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

The Thickety: A Path Begins
J. A. White

HarperCollins (May 6, 2014)

Summary: 
The Thickety: A Path Begins is a spellbinding tale about a girl, the Thickety, and the power of magic. Fans of Neil Gaiman
will love this thrilling new world.When Kara Westfall was five years old, her mother was convicted of the worst of all crimes:
witchcraft. Years later, Kara and her little brother, Taff, are still shunned by the people of their village, who believe that
nothing is more evil than magic…except, perhaps, the mysterious forest that covers nearly the entire island. It has many
names, this place. Sometimes it is called the Dark Wood, or Sordyr's Realm. But mostly it's called the Thickety.The villagers
live in fear of the Thickety and the terrible creatures that live there. But when an unusual bird lures Kara into the forbidden
forest, she discovers a strange book with unspeakable powers. A book that might have belonged to her mother.And that is
just the beginning of the story.Supports the Common Core State StandardsPublishers Weekly Best BookIndieBound Indie
Next ListPublishers Weekly Flying StartAmazon's Big Spring BooksWashington Post Summer Book Club
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 496
Language: English
ISBN: 9780062257246
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



The Three Pigs
David Wiesner

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (2001)

Summary: 
"Clever, whimsical and sophisticated." --New York Times Book Review Taking visual narrative to a new level, this picture
book from the creator of Tuesday and Flotsam begins a seemingly familiar tale of three pigs preparing to build houses of
straw, sticks, and bricks. But when the Big Bad Wolf comes looking for a snack, he huffs and puffs the first little pig right out
of the story . . . and into the realm of pure imagination! Dialogue balloons pepper a wide variety of illustration styles taking
readers through a dazzling fantasy universe to the surprising and happy ending. You will never look at "The Three Little
Pigs"--or artwork--the same way again!"A funny, wildly imaginative tale that encourages readers to leap beyond the familiar;
to think critically about conventional stories and illustration, and perhaps, to flex their imaginations and create wonderfully
subversive versions of their own stories." -- ALA Booklist, Starred Review
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 40
Language: English
ISBN: 9780618007011
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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The Tiger Rising
Kate DiCamillo

Candlewick Press (July 1, 2002)

Summary: 
The National Book Award finalist from the best-selling author of BECAUSE OF WINN-DIXIE - now in paperback Walking
through the misty Florida woods one morning, twelve-year-old Rob Horton is stunned to encounter a tiger - a real-life, very
large tiger - pacing back and forth in a cage. What’s more, on the same extraordinary day, he meets Sistine Bailey, a girl
who shows her feelings as readily as Rob hides his. As they learn to trust each other, and ultimately, to be friends, Rob and
Sistine prove that some things - like memories, and heartaches, and tigers - can’t be locked up forever.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 116
Language: English
ISBN: 9780763618988
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

The Ultimate Harley-Davidson Book
Hugo Wilson

Dorling Kindersley (2000)

Summary: 
An illustrated history of the Harley-Davidson motorcycle. Includes a catalog of every production model manufactured from
1903 through the year 2000.
Genre: Harley-Davidson motorcycle
Number of Pages: 192
Language: English
ISBN: 9780789451651
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

The Valentine that Ate My Teacher
Dean Marney

Scholastic (1998)

Summary: 
Three students and their substitute teacher, Mr. Bernstein, are sucked into the class valentine box and swept into another
world.



Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 100
Language: English

ISBN: 9780545335737
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

The voyage of the Dawn Treader
Clive Staples Lewis

Scholastic (1995)

Summary: 
Lucy and Edmond, accompanied by their peevish cousin Eustace, sail to the magic land of Narnia, where Eustace is
temporarily transformed into a green dragon because of his selfish behavior and skepticism.
Genre: Narnia
Number of Pages: 219
Language: English
ISBN: 9780590254793
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

The Wanderer
Sharon Creech

Joanna Cotler Books/HarperCollinsPublishers (2000)

Summary: 
Thirteen-year-old Sophie and her cousin Cody record their transatlantic crossing aboard the Wanderer, a forty-five foot
sailboat, which, along with uncles and another cousin, is en route to visit their grandfather in England. Thirteen-year-old
Sophie is the only girl amongst the surly crew of The Wanderer made up of her three uncles and two cousins. They sail
across the Atlantic toward England, the land of Bompie, her grandfather. The sea calls to Sophie promising adventure and
the chance to explore and discover. But the personal journey she takes brings her deeper into a forgotten past than she ever
knew she could travel to. Sophie's thirteen-year-old cousin Cody isn't even sure why his father brought him along on this
voyage. Everyone, including his dad, thinks he's nothing but a knuckle headed doofus. But behind all the goofing off, he
wonders if he has the strength to prove himself to the crew and to his father. Through Sophie's and Cody's travel logs, the
amazing experiences of these six wanderers and their perilous journey unfold. Stories of the past and the daily challenges to
survive at sea swirl together as The Wanderer sails toward its destination, and its passengers search for their places in the
world. -- From publisher.
Genre: Ocean voyages
Number of Pages: 305
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439336871
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



The Warlord's Puzzle
Virginia Walton Pilegard

Pelican Pub. (2000)

Summary: 
A MAY/JUNE 2000 BOOKSENSE '76 SELECTION ACCELERATED READER PROGRAM SELECTION "The use of
foreshortening and a wide variety of camera angles makes each page a visual surprise. The emotions so clearly portrayed
on each character's face echo those of the reader, who will finish this book with a broad smile."--Children's Literature "This
handsome picture book will be useful for encouraging children to play around with geometry at home or in the classroom."--
Booklist In China, a beautiful ceramic tile lies shattered on the ground, and the artist who dropped it is sentenced to the
land's worst punishment. The fierce warlord will execute the artist unless some wise person can put the seven pieces back
together. That person will then be invited to live in the castle. Both locals and strangers from far away wait their turns for a
chance to solve the warlord's puzzle. After learning why these people are waiting to enter the castle, a peasant boy
convinces his poor but wise father to join the line. This little boy starts them off on the first step to solving the puzzle--
entering the contest.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9781565544956
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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The Watsons Go to Birmingham--1963
Christopher Paul Curtis

Yearling (1997)

Summary: 
Celebrate the 25th anniversary of the Newbery and Coretta Scott King Honoree about an unforgettable family on a road-trip
during one of the most important times in the civil rights movement. When the Watson family--ten-year-old Kenny, Momma,
Dad, little sister Joetta, and brother Byron--sets out on a trip south to visit Grandma in Birmingham, Alabama, they don't
realize that they're heading toward one of the darkest moments in America's history. The Watsons' journey reminds us that
even in the hardest times, laughter and family can help us get through anything. A modern classic. --NPR "Marvelous . . .
both comic and deeply moving." --The New York Times One of the best novels EVER. --Jacqueline Woodson, Newbery
Honor and National Book Award-winning author of Brown Girl Dreaming Bonus Content - New foreword and afterword from
the author - Map of the Watsons' journey - Original manuscript pages and letter from the Newbery committee - Personal
essays celebrating the book's legacy by award-winning authors: Elizabeth Acevedo, Chris Crutcher, Kate DiCamillo, Varian
Johnson, David Barclay Moore, Jason Reynolds, Jerry Spinelli, Vince Vawter, Rita Williams-Garcia, and Jacqueline
Woodson
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 210
Language: English
ISBN: 9780440414124
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

The Way to Stay in Destiny
Augusta Scattergood

Scholastic Press (2015)

Summary: 
Sixth-grader Theo leaves everything behind to live with his Uncle Chester, a Vietnam War veteran and loner, in Destiny,
Florida, but he is drawn to play the piano in Miss Sister's dance school and soon makes friends with the feisty Anabel, a
baseball fanatic who invites Theo to help solve a mystery.
Genre: Mystery fiction
Number of Pages: 179
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545838283
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



The Wednesday Wars
Gary D. Schmidt

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (2009)

Summary: 
In this Newbery Honor-winning novel, Gary D. Schmidt offers an unforgettable antihero. The Wednesday Wars is a
wonderfully witty and compelling story about a teenage boy's mishaps and adventures over the course of the 1967–68
school year in Long Island, New York.Meet Holling Hoodhood, a seventh-grader at Camillo Junior High, who must spend
Wednesday afternoons with his teacher, Mrs. Baker, while the rest of the class has religious instruction. Mrs. Baker doesn't
like Holling—he's sure of it. Why else would she make him read the plays of William Shakespeare outside class? But
everyone has bigger things to worry about, like Vietnam. His father wants Holling and his sister to be on their best behavior:
the success of his business depends on it. But how can Holling stay out of trouble when he has so much to contend with? A
bully demanding cream puffs; angry rats; and a baseball hero signing autographs the very same night Holling has to appear
in a play in yellow tights! As fate sneaks up on him again and again, Holling finds Motivation—the Big M—in the most
unexpected places and musters up the courage to embrace his destiny, in spite of himself.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 264
Language: English
ISBN: 9780547237602
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

The whipping boy
Sid Fleischman

Troll

Summary: 
This Newbery winning book is about an orphan named Jemmy. As the whipping boy Jemmy must take the whippings for the
royal heir, Prince Brat. Jemmy plans to run away from the castle. Unfortunately Prince Brat beats him to it, and takes Jemmy
along. Jemmy then hears he's charged with the Prince's abduction. Will Jemmy escape or be hanged for this crime?
Genre: Children
Number of Pages: 90
Language: English
ISBN: 9780816710386
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



The Wide-awake Princess
E. D. Baker

Scholastic (2011)

Summary: 
Annie, younger sister of the princess who would be known as Sleeping Beauty, is immune to magic and stays awake when
the rest of the castle falls into an enchanted sleep, then sets out to find a way to break the spell.
Number of Pages: 261
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545350952
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

The Wise Old Woman Grade 4, Leveled Reader
Harcourt School Publishers Collections
Harcourt School Publishers Staff

Harcourt (2001)

Summary: 
An old woman demonstrates the value of her age when she solves a warlord's three riddles and saves her village from
destruction.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Language: English
ISBN: 9780153143700
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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The Year of the Perfect Christmas Tree
An Appalachian Story
Gloria Houston

Dial Books for Young Readers (1988)

Summary: 
Ruthie and her mother wonder how they will fulfill their obligation of getting the perfect Christmas tree to the town for the
holiday celebration, since Papa has left the Appalachian area to go to war.
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780803718371
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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The Yellow House Mystery
Gertrude Chandler Warner

Albert Whitman (January 1, 1989)

Summary: The spooky old house on Surprise Island intrigues Benny.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 192
Language: English
ISBN: 9780807593660
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022



This is Not My Hat
Jon Klassen

Candlewick Press (2012)

Summary: 
WINNER OF THE 2013 CALDECOTT MEDAL! From the creator of the #1 New York Times best-selling and award-winning I
Want My Hat Back comes a second wry tale. When a tiny fish shoots into view wearing a round blue topper (which happens
to fit him perfectly), trouble could be following close behind. So it's a good thing that enormous fish won't wake up. And even
if he does, it's not like he'll ever know what happened. . . . Visual humor swims to the fore as the best-selling Jon Klassen
follows his breakout debut with another deadpan-funny tale.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 40
Language: English
ISBN: 9780763655990
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Three pigs, one wolf, and seven magic shapes
Grace Maccarone

Scholastic (1997)



Genre: Characters in literature
ISBN: 9780590308571
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Thunder Cake
Patricia Polacco

Penguin (1997)

Summary: 
A loud clap of thunder booms, and rattles the windows of Grandma's old farmhouse. "This is Thunder Cake baking weather,"
calls Grandma, as she and her granddaughter hurry to gather the ingredients around the farm. A real Thunder Cake must
reach the oven before the storm arrives. But the list of ingredients is long and not easy to find . . . and the storm is coming
closer all the time! Reaching once again into her rich childhood experience, Patricia Polacco tells the memorable story of
how her grandma--her Babushka--helped her overcome her fear of thunder when she was a little girl. Ms. Polacco's vivid
memories of her grandmother's endearing answer to a child's fear, accompanied by her bright folk-art illustrations, turn a
frightening thunderstorm into an adventure and ultimately . . . a celebration! Whether the first clap of thunder finds you
buried under the bedcovers or happily anticipating the coming storm, Thunder Cake is a story that will bring new meaning
and possibility to the excitement of a thunderstorm.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780698115811
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Tikki Tikki Tembo
Arlene Mosel

Macmillan (March 15, 1968)

Summary: 
Tikki tikki tembo-no sa rembo-chari bari ruchi-pip peri pembo!Five decades and more than one million copies later children
still love hearing about the boy with the long name who fell down the well. Arlene Mosel and Blair Lent's classic has hooked
legions of children, teachers, and parents, who return, generation after generation, to shout the name of Tikki tikki tembo-no
sa rembo-chari bari ruchi-pip peri pembo.Tikki Tikki Tembo is the winner of the 1968 Boston Globe - Horn Book Award for
Picture Books.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 48
Language: English
ISBN: 9780805006629
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Time Zones
David A. Adler

Holiday House (June 1, 2011)

Summary: 
What are time zones and why do they exist? When it's noon where you live, why is it midnight halfway around the world?
This entertaining book explains why time zones exist and includes little-known facts and historical lore, an explanation of
Daylight Savings Time, and a hands-on activity that can be performed at home or in the classroom.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 31
Language: English
ISBN: 9780823423859
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Timeless Places: Greek Isles
Laura Brooks

Barnes & Noble Publishing (2000)

Number of Pages: 95
Language: English
ISBN: 9780760745182
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Together
Emma Dodd

Candlewick Press (2018)

Summary: 
This little sea otter loves spending time with his parent--learning new things, playing together, or even just holding each
other. In fact, every day this little sea otter spends with his parent is special, just because they are together. Full color.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 22
Language: English
ISBN: 9780763699406
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Took
A Ghost Story
Mary Downing Hahn

Scholastic Incorporated (2015)



Summary: 
"A witch called Old Auntie is lurking near Dan's family's new home. He doesn't believe in her at first, but is forced to accept
that she is real and take action when his little sister, Erica, is 'took' to become Auntie's slave for the next fifty years"--
Provided by publisher.
Genre: Horror
Number of Pages: 264
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338114065
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Toughest Cowboy
Toughest Cowboy
John Frank

Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers (August 1, 2004)

Summary: How do you tame the roughest, toughest pack of cowboys to ever ride the open range?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 48
Language: English
ISBN: 9780689834615
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Travels of an Extraordinary Hamster
Astrid Desbordes

Gecko Press (2015)

Summary: 
Hamster is determined to visit his cousins on the moon. He knows they must be eager to meet him. But his friends decide to
go to the North Pole instead. Hamster lives in the clearing among his friends Mole, Snail, Hedgehog, and Rabbit. They are
very accepting of Hamster, who is unapologetically selfish but somehow endearing
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 126
Language: English
ISBN: 9781927271834
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Trouble on Planet Earth
R. A. Montgomery

Chooseco (May 1, 2006)

Summary: 
SOMEONE OR SOMETHING IS DRAINING EARTH?S OIL RESERVES. CAN YOU CRACK THE CASE IN TIME?
Everyone knows that Earth has limited oil reserves. How can they go missing overnight? Is it an evil multi-national
corporation? A rogue element in the government? Some crazy scientist? When the trail takes you into outer space, you are
terrified for the first time in your life. A mysterious galaxy beyond the Milky Way seems to be siphoning Earth's oil using laser
straws. The world's economy and life as you know it will crash to a halt, unless you can stop them You followed three men to
a small house. You enter a narrow passageway to a green staircase. Your heart is racing. Just as you are about to climb the
stairs, the upstairs door opens. You flatten yourself against the wall in the shadow of the stairs. Maybe they won't see you
The three men come down the stairs talking in low voices, but soon disappear. If you follow the men, turn to page 111. YOU
choose what happens next
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 113
Language: English
ISBN: 9781933390116
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022



Trouble with Trolls
Jan Brett

Penguin (1999)

Summary: 
Trolls sure know how to make trouble, but Treva is too smart and wily to fall for their tricks! Treva's trouble with trolls begins
when she climbs Mount Baldy with her dog Tuffi. The trolls who live there long for a dog, and they try to kidnap him. But
Treva is brave and quick-thinking. She outwits one troll after another until she reaches the very top of the mountain, where
five trolls are waiting--and they want her dog! From underground to mountain peak, Jan Brett's story is filled with adventure
and eye-catching detail.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780698117914
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Tuesdays with Morrie
An Old Man, a Young Man, and Life's Greatest Lesson
Mitch Albom

Doubleday (1997)

Summary: 
Maybe it was a grandparent, or a teacher, or a colleague.  Someone older, patient and wise, who understood you when you
were young and searching, helped you see the world as a more profound place, gave you sound advice to help you make
your way through it.For Mitch Albom, that person was Morrie Schwartz, his college professor from nearly twenty years
ago.Maybe, like Mitch, you lost track of this mentor as you made your way, and the insights faded, and the world seemed
colder.  Wouldn't you like to see that person again, ask the bigger questions that still haunt you, receive wisdom for your
busy life today the way you once did when you were younger?Mitch Albom had that second chance.  He rediscovered
Morrie in the last months of the older man's life.  Knowing he was dying, Morrie visited with Mitch in his study every Tuesday,
just as they used to back in college.  Their rekindled relationship turned into one final "class": lessons in how to
live.Tuesdays with Morrie is a magical chronicle of their time together, through which Mitch shares Morrie's lasting gift with
the world.
Genre: Biography & Autobiography
Number of Pages: 192
Language: English
ISBN: 9780385484510
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022



Uncle Ronald
Brian Doyle

Demco Media (November 1, 2004)

Summary: 
Humor and tragedy merge in this story of a family, and a culture, in crisis. At 112, Mickey McGuire is Canada's oldest citizen,
but he remembers with perfect clarity the events beginning in Ottawa in 1895. That year, without investigating the cause of
his daily fainting spells, school authorities decide that 12-year-old Mickey should stay home. But home is a problematic
place, the site of frequent beatings of Mickey and his mother by his violent alcoholic father. Determined to spare her son
further trauma, Mickey's mother sends him to stay on her family's farm run by her brother and twin sisters. Strong and
tender, Uncle Ronald is wise in the ways of horses, geese, and men. When Mickey's mother arrives after a particularly
savage beating, she is sure that her husband will follow. Meanwhile, armed federal troops have arrived at the farm to collect
back taxes that no one can pay. Mickey's mother's sisters, the legendary O'Malley girls, are stalwart and shrewd in
subverting the authorities' efforts. Uncle Ronald showcases Brian Doyle's firm grasp of time and place, and his distinctive
storytelling voice weaves sound, sight, and disparate plot elements into a compelling whole.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 163
Language: English
ISBN: 9780606328791
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Under the Quilt of Night
Deborah Hopkinson

Atheneum Books for Young Readers (January 1, 2002)

Summary: 
From the award-winning duo behind the bestselling Sweet Clara and the Freedom Quilt comes the stunning, richly illustrated
sequel about a young enslaved girl who follows a quilt’s message to freedom.When night falls, and all is quiet, a slave girl
starts to run. She follows the moon into the woods, leading her loved ones away from their master under the quilt of night.
Guided by the stars, they head north in the direction of freedom. At last, the girl sees a quilt with a center square made from
deep blue fabric and knows it's a signal from friends on the Underground Railroad, welcoming her into their home. Can she
bravely step forward and lead her family to freedom?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 40
Language: English
ISBN: 9780689822278
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Understanding Exposure
How to Shoot Great Photographs with a Film Or Digital Camera
Bryan F. Peterson

Amphoto Books (2004)

Summary: 
More than 100 vivid, graphic comparison pictures illustrate every point in this revised classic and can help any photographer
maximize the creative impact of his or her exposure decisions. Peterson stresses the importance of metering the subject for
a starting exposure, and then explains how to use various exposure meters and different kinds of lighting. The book contains
lessons on each element of the exposure-aperature, shutter speed, iso-and how it relates to the other two in terms of depth
of field, freezing and blurring action, and shooting in low light or at night. A section on special techniques explores such
options as deliberate under- and overexposures, how to produce double exposures, bracketing, shooting the moon, and the
use of filters.Understanding Exposuredemonstrates that there are always creative choices about how to expose a picture-
and that the decision is up to the photographer, not the camera. "Highly recommended."--Washington Times Previous
edition has sold more than 80,000 copies Uses side-by-side comparisons to illustrate techniques and points Includes
information on exposure for digital photography Companion volume toLearning to See Creatively(0-8174-4181-6)
Genre: Photography
Number of Pages: 160
Language: English
ISBN: 9780817463007
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Ungifted
Gordon Korman

Balzer + Bray (2012)

Summary: 
Due to an administrative mix-up, troublemaker Donovan Curtis is sent to the Academy of Scholastic Distinction, a special
program for gifted and talented students, after pulling a major prank at middle school.
Number of Pages: 280
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545675680
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Upside-down Magic
Sarah Mlynowski, Emily Jenkins, and Lauren Myracle

Scholastic Press (2015)



Summary: 
With their magic being unpredictable, Nory, Elliott, Andres, and Bax are sent to the upside-down magic room at Dunwiddle
Magic School.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 196
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545908221
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Violet the Pilot
Steve Breen

Penguin (September 13, 2016)

Summary: 
Violet is a science-loving girl inventor with a flair for the air Fans of Ada Twist, Scientist and Rosie Revere, Engineer will love
this classic underdog story by two-time Pulitzer Prize-winning editorial cartoonist Steve Breen. By the time she's two years
old, Violet Van Winkle can engineer nearly any appliance in the house. And by eight she's building elaborate flying machines
from scratch--mind-boggling contraptions such as the Tubbubbler, the Bicycopter, and the Wing-a-ma-jig. The kids at school
tease her, but they have no idea what she's capable of. Maybe she could earn their respect by winning the blue ribbon in the
upcoming Air Show. Or maybe something even better will happen--something involving her best-ever invention, a Boy Scout
troop in peril, and even the mayor himself "An engaging story of a spunky girl who follows her dreams . . . Violet is a terrific
role model."--School Library Journal
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 40
Language: English
ISBN: 9780425288191
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Reading Status: Unread
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Voices in the Park
Anthony Browne

DK Publishing Incorporated (2001)

Summary: 
The four seasons in a city park are represented by apes in human clothing: a rich, uptight woman in the fall; a sad,
unemployed man in the winter; the woman's lonely boy in the spring; the man's joyful daughter in the summer. Each one
sees the place and the others differently, yet together the voices tell a story. Full-color illustrations.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780613751414
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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War Stories
Gordon Korman

Scholastic Press (2020)



Summary: 
Twelve-year-old Trevor Firestone loves playing war-based video games and he idolizes his great-grandfather Jacob who
came home from World War II a celebrated hero; now ninety-three Jacob wants to retrace his journey in memory and reality
and return to the small French village that his unit liberated, and Trevor is going with him--but not everyone in the town want
Jacob to come, and Trevor is going to learn an important lesson: real war is not a video game, and valor and heroism can be
very murky concepts.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 231
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338730234
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

War with the Evil Power Master
R. A. Montgomery

Chooseco (May 1, 2006)

Summary: 
War With The Evil Power Master by R. A. Montgomery takes YOU on an intergalactic space adventure to defeat the Evil
Power Master once and for all! 9-12 year old readers will face the most evil villain that's ever lived, explore the greater
galaxy, and bravely lead the Lacoonian System Rapid Force team. War With The Evil Power Master is a companion book to
the bestselling title Prisoner of the Ant People. Choose Your Own Adventure War With The Evil Power Master is an
interactive adventure book in which YOU decide what happens next. The Evil Power Master loves to destroy planets. If you
challenge him, will your planet continue safely orbiting? Can you defeat this space villain, or will all of existence be
obliterated?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 123
Language: English
ISBN: 9781933390123
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Watch Wolf
Kathryn Lasky

Scholastic Press (April 1, 2012)

Summary: 
The stirring third installment of the Wolves of the Beyond series.Born with a twisted paw, Faolan was abandoned as a wolf
pup and left to die. But not only did he survive and make it back to the wolf clan, he proved himself to be one of the worthiest
wolves of all. But just as Faolan is about to take his place on the revered Watch, a bear cub is stolen. The bears blame the
wolves, and a war is coming . . . unless Faolan can track down a traitor and rescue the bear cub in time.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 230
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545093156
Reading Status: Unread



Date Added: August 18, 2022

Way of the Warrior Kid
From Wimpy to Warrior the Navy SEAL Way: A Novel
Jocko Willink

Square Fish (April 24, 2018)

Summary: 
In this first book of an illustrated middle grade series by a #1 New York Times-bestselling author, Marc learns to become a
Warrior Kid after his uncle Jake, a Navy SEAL, comes to stay for the summer.Fifth grade was the worst year of Marc’s life.
He stunk at gym class, math was too hard for him, the school lunch was horrible, and his class field trip was ruined because
he couldn’t swim. And the most awful thing about fifth grade? Kenny Williamson, the class bully, who calls himself the King
of the Jungle Gym.When Marc’s mother tells him that his uncle Jake is coming to stay for the whole summer, Marc can’t
wait. Uncle Jake is a for-real, super-cool Navy SEAL. And Uncle Jake has a plan.He’s going to turn Marc into a
warrior.Becoming a warrior isn’t easy. It involves a lot of pull-ups, sit-ups, push-ups, squats, swimming, eating right, and
studying harder than ever before! Can Marc transform himself into a warrior before school starts in the fall–and finally stand
up to the King of the Jungle Gym?Find out in Jocko Willink's Way of the Warrior Kid.Way of the Warrior Kid is a middle grade
novel written by #1 New York Times-bestselling author and retired Navy SEAL Jocko Willink. Jocko Willink is the coauthor of
the adult book Extreme Ownership: How U.S. Navy SEALs Lead and Win and the author of Discipline Equals Freedom:
Field Manual. Way of the Warrior Kid is illustrated throughout with art by Jon Bozak. Praise for Way of the Warrior
Kid:"Willink, a leadership instructor and retired SEAL, places worthwhile emphasis on physical activity, mental sharpness,
and hard work." —Publishers Weekly"In this first installment of a new series, Willink, a retired decorated Navy SEAL officer
brings his training in fitness, learning, nutrition, and tactics to a new level—the middle-grade level young readers will enjoy.
Although the topic meant to inspire kids, seriousness is eased with Willink’s sense of humor and with Bozak’s hilarious
comic-style illustrations." —Children's LiteraturePraise for the audiobook:"Narrator Thor Willink, the author's son, sounds
just about Marc's age, and his dad voices the adults. This choice lends a personal note...The audio version has plenty of
humor." —School Library Journal
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 208
Language: English
ISBN: 9781250158611
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Wayside School Gets a Little Stranger
Wayside School #3
Louis Sachar

Scholastic, Incorporated (2010)

Summary: 
Explanation--A message from the principal--poetry--doctor pickle--a story with disappointing ending--pet day--a bad word--
santa clauss--something different about Mrs. Jewis--Mr. Gorf--Voices--Nose--The New Teacher--A Light bulb, a pencil
sharpener, a coffeepot, and a sack of potatoes.
Genre: Schools
Number of Pages: 168
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545396226
Reading Status: Unread



Date Added: August 18, 2022

Wayside School Is Falling Down (rack)
Louis Sachar

HarperCollins (June 1, 1998)

Summary: 
The extraordinary thirty-story school and its zany inhabitants are back in the long-awaited sequel to the classic SIDEWAYS
STORIES FROM WAYSIDE SCHOOL, one of the most popular Camelot books ever./FONTThe extraordinary thirty-story
school and its zany inhabitants are back in the long-awaited sequel to the classic SIDEWAYS STORIES FROM WAYSIDE
SCHOOL, one of the most popular Camelot books ever. "Rib-tickling...sure-to-please..."-Kirkus
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 160
Language: English
ISBN: 9780380731503
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

We are Bears
Molly Grooms and Lucia Guarnotta

Tormont Publications (February 1, 2005)

Summary: 
"On their first venture out from their den, two black bear cubs are instructed in proper behavior by their mother and learn to
trust their senses. The youngsters discover that bears are climbers (to escape danger), searchers (for honey), swimmers
(for food and fun), diggers (of roots to eat), and sleepers."--School Library Journal.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 36
Language: English
ISBN: 9782764113431
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Webster's Dictionary for Students
Merriam-Webster

Federal Street Press (February 1, 2010)

Summary: 



This updated and expanded dictionary was created for students in the second through sixth grades. An age-appropriate
word list and kid-friendly definitions make this value-priced dictionary a favorite of teachers, students and parents.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 499
Language: English
ISBN: 9781596950931
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Wet Dog!
Elise Broach

Dial Books for Young Readers (2005)

Summary: 
On a hot, hot day, a good old dog just has to get some relief! Around the steamy country lanes, he sniffs and searches until
he finds a chauffeur washing a shiny car, a baker scrubbing some sticky pans, and a florist spraying a pink bouquet. they're
all getting ready for a country wedding, and this overheated pup just wants to plunge into the fun'and water! but will the
wedding party in their fancy finery welcome this gotta-be-cool pooch? Zany characters, zingy lines, and high-spirited scenes
abound in this witty and affectionate story by author elise broach and New York Times best illustrated book Award winner
David Catrow.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780803728097
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

What Do You Do When Something Wants to Eat You?
Steve Jenkins

Houghton Mifflin (1997)

Summary: 
What would you do if something wanted to eat you? Walk on water? Stick out your tongue? Play dead? Animals in the wild
use all kinds of methods to protect themselves from their enemies. Using dynamic and intricate cut-paper collages, Steve
Jenkins explores the many fascinating and unique defense mechanisms creatures use to escape from danger.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780618152438
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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use all kinds of methods to protect themselves from their enemies. Using dynamic and intricate cut-paper collages, Steve
Jenkins explores the many fascinating and unique defense mechanisms creatures use to escape from danger.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780618152438
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

What Do You Do with a Problem?
Kobi Yamada

Compendium, Incorporated (2016)

Summary: 
"What do you do with a problem? Especially one that follows you around and doesn't seem to be going away? Do you worry
about it? Ignore it? Do you run and hide from it? This is the story of a persistent problem and the child who isn't so sure what
to make of it. The longer the problem is avoided, the bigger it seems to get. But when the child finally musters up the
courage to face it, the problem turns out to be something quite different than it appeared. This is a story for anyone, at any
age, who has ever had a problem that they wished would go away. It's a story to inspire you to look closely at that problem
and to find out why it's here. Because you might discover something amazing about your problem and yourself. What are
problems for? They challenge us, shape us, push us, and help us to discover just how strong and brave and capable we
really are. Even though we don't always want them, problems have a way of bringing unexpected gifts. So, what will you do
with your problem?"--Provided by publisher.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 36
Language: English
ISBN: 9781943200009
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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and to find out why it's here. Because you might discover something amazing about your problem and yourself. What are
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Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 36
Language: English
ISBN: 9781943200009
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

What Pet Should I Get?
Dr. Seuss

Random House (2015)

Summary: 
A #1 New York Times bestseller! This previously never-before-seen picture book by Dr. Seuss about making up one's mind
is the literary equivalent of buried treasure! What happens when a brother and sister visit a pet store to pick a pet? Naturally,
they can't choose just one! The tale captures a classic childhood moment--choosing a pet--and uses it to illuminate a life
lesson: that it is hard to make up your mind, but sometimes you just have to do it! Told in Dr. Seuss's signature rhyming
style, this is a must-have for Seuss fans and book collectors, and a perfect choice for the holidays, birthdays, and happy
occasions of all kinds. An Editor's Note at the end discusses Dr. Seuss's pets, his creative process, and the discovery of the
manuscript and illustrations for What Pet Should I Get?
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 48
Language: English
ISBN: 9780553524260
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022



What To Do With a Box
Jane Yolen

Creative Company (March 8, 2016)

Summary: 
If you give a child a box, who can tell what will happen next? It may become a library or a boat. It could set the scene for a
fairy tale or a wild expedition. The most wonderful thing is its seemingly endless capacity for magical adventure, a feature
imaginatively captured in cardboardesque art by Chris Sheban and rhythmically celebrated in this poetic tribute by renowned
children's author Jane Yolen.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9781568462899
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Reading Status: Unread
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What was Pearl Harbor?
Patricia Demuth

Scholastic (2013)

Summary: Teaches important dates and facts about the surprise attack on Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941.
Number of Pages: 108



Language: English
ISBN: 9780545640343
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

What was the Battle of Gettysburg?
Jim O'Connor

Grosset & Dunlap (2013)

Summary: Teaches important dates and facts about the Battle of Gettysburg.
Number of Pages: 106
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545640381
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

What was the First Thanksgiving?
Joan Holub

Scholastic (2013)

Genre: Juvenile literature
Number of Pages: 105
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545640329
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

What was the Gold Rush?
Joan Holub

Scholastic (2013)

Summary: 
Describes the nineteenth century American gold rush, and includes information on gold rush "boomtowns," relations
between Native Americans and gold rush pioneers, and the importance of the gold rush on American history.
Number of Pages: 105
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545640350
Reading Status: Unread



Date Added: August 29, 2022

What Was the Great Depression?
Janet B. Pascal and Who HQ

Penguin Young Readers Group (2015)

Summary: 
"On October 29, 1929, life in the United States took a turn for the worst. The stock market the system that controls money in
America plunged to a record low. But this event was only the beginning of many bad years to come. By the early 1930s, one
out of three people was not working. People lost their jobs, their houses, or both and ended up in shantytowns called
Hoovervilles named for the president at the time of the crash. By 1933, many banks had gone under. Though the U.S. has
seen other times of struggle, the Great Depression remains one of the hardest and most widespread tragedies in American
history. Now it is represented clearly and with 80 illustrations in our What Was ? series."--Provided by publisher.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 112
Language: English
ISBN: 9780448484273
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

What Was the Titanic?
Stephanie Sabol and Who HQ

Penguin (2018)

Summary: 
For more than 100 years, people have been captivated by the disastrous sinking of the Titanic that claimed over 1,500 lives.
Now young readers can find out why the great ship went down and how it was discovered seventy-five years later. At 2:20
a.m. on April 15, 1912, the Royal Mail Steamer Titanic, the largest passenger steamship of this time, met its catastrophic
end after crashing into an iceberg. Of the 2,240 passengers and crew onboard, only 705 survived. More than 100 years
later, today's readers will be intrigued by the mystery that surrounds this ship that was originally labeled "unsinkable."
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 112
Language: English
ISBN: 9780515157260
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



What Was the Underground Railroad?
Yona Zeldis McDonough

Penguin (2013)

Summary: 
"No one knows where the term "Underground Railroad" came from--there were no trains or tracks, only abolitionist
"conductors" who helped bring an estimated 100,000 slaves to freedom through elaborate routes that included "stations,"
safe houses where fugitives could rest before moving on, and a system of codes and signals used to identify friend from foe.
Including real stories from the "Railroad," What Was the Underground Railroad? will capture young readers' hearts: there
are close calls with bounty hunters, exhausting struggles on the road, and unending sacrifices slaves made for freedom.
With 80 black-and-white illustrations throughout and a sixteen-page black-and-white photo insert, the Underground Railroad
comes alive!"--
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 108
Language: English
ISBN: 9780448467122
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

What Were the Twin Towers?
Jim O'Connor

Penguin Canada (July 1, 2018)

Summary: 
For use in schools and libraries only. Discover the true story of the Twin Towers--how they came to be the tallest buildings in
the world and why they were destroyed. When the Twin Towers were built in 1973, they were billed as an architectural
wonder. At 1,368 feet, they clocked in as the tallest buildings in the world and changed the New York City skyline
dramatically. Offices and corporations moved into the towers--also known as the World Trade Center--and the buildings
were seen as the economic hub of the world. But on September 11, 2001, a terrorist attack toppled the towers and changed
our nation forever. Discover the whole story of the Twin Towers--from their ambitious construction to their tragic end.
Number of Pages: 108
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338100280
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022



What You Know First
Patricia MacLachlan

HarperCollins (August 18, 1995)

Summary: 
Mama and Papa say it's time to leave the prairie, to start over somewhere new. But what about all that will be left behind?
Things as familiar as a heartbeat -- an ocean of grass, an endless sky, a cottonwood tree. How do you remember those
things that can't be packed up and taken away with you? Maybe it's true what Papa says. Maybe you'll remember because
the place you know first stays with you forever, no matter where you may go. 1995 "Pick of the Lists" (ABA)
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780060244132
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

What's the Big Idea, Molly?
Valeri Gorbachev

Philomel Books (2010)

Summary: Molly Mouse and her friends struggle to come up with ideas for birthday gifts for their friend Turtle.
Genre: Literature and Fiction
Language: English
ISBN: 9780399255663
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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When I Feel Angry
Cornelia Spelman

Scholastic (2000)

Summary: A little rabbit describes what makes her angry and the different ways she can control her anger.
Genre: Anger
Number of Pages: 22
Language: English
ISBN: 9780439637725
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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When You Reach Me
Rebecca Stead

Yearling (December 28, 2010)

Summary: 
This remarkable novel holds a fantastic puzzle at its heart. By sixth grade, Miranda and her best friend, Sal, know how to
navigate their New York City neighborhood. They know where it's safe to go, and they know who to avoid. Like the crazy guy
on the corner. But things start to unravel. Sal gets punched by a kid on the street for what seems like no reason, and he
shuts Miranda out of his life. The apartment key that Miranda's mom keeps hidden for emergencies is stolen. And then a
mysterious note arrives, scrawled on a tiny slip of paper. The notes keep coming, and Miranda slowly realizes that whoever
is leaving them knows things no one should know. Each message brings her closer to believing that only she can prevent a
tragic death. Until the final note makes her think she's too late.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 199



Language: English
ISBN: 9780375850868
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Where is Antarctica?
Sarah Fabiny

Scholastic (2019)

Summary: 
"Explore Antarctica--the coldest, driest, and windiest continent on Earth--in this adventure-filled title in the Who HQ series.
Antarctica, the earth's southernmost continent, was virtually untouched by humans until the nineteenth century. Many
famous explorers journeyed (and often died) there in the hope of discovering a land that always seemed out of reach. This
book introduces readers to this desert--yes, desert!--continent that holds about 90 percent of the world's ice; showcases
some of the 200 species that call Antarctica home, including the emperor penguin; and discusses environmental dangers to
the continent, underscoring how what happens to Antarctica affects the entire world"--
Number of Pages: 108
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338607147
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Where is Area 51?
Paula Manzanero

Scholastic Incorporated (2019)

Summary: 
Describes the isolated Nevada air base known as Area 51, covering its use for testing top-secret aircraft, and discusses
speculation about a connection to unidentified flying objects.
Number of Pages: 107
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338557213
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



Where is the Amazon?
Sarah Fabiny

Scholastic Incorporated (2019)

Summary: 
Human beings have inhabited the banks of the Amazon River since 13,000 BC and yet they make up just a small
percentage of the "population" of this geographic wonderland. The Amazon River basin teems with life--animal and plant
alike. It's a rainforest that is home to an estimated 390 billion individual trees, 2.5 million species of insects, and hundreds of
amazing creatures and plants that can either cure diseases, or, like the poison dart frog, kill with a single touch. Where Is the
Amazon? reveals the amazing scale of a single rainforest that we are still trying to understand today and that, in many ways,
supports our existence on this planet
Number of Pages: 108
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338607109
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Where is the Grand Canyon?
Jim O'Connor

Scholastic Incorporated (2016)

Summary: 
There are canyons all over the planet, and the Grand Canyon in Arizona is not the biggest. Yet because of the spectacular
colors in the rock layers and fascinating formations of boulders, buttes, and mesas, it is known as one of the Seven Natural
Wonders of the World. Starting with a brief overview of how national parks came into being, this book covers all aspects of
the canyon--how it formed, which early native people lived there, and what varied wildlife can be found there now. A history
of the canyon's end-to-end exploration in the late 1860s and how the Grand Canyon became such a popular vacation spot
(5 million tourists visit every year) round out this informative, easy-to-read account.
Number of Pages: 108
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338128789
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Where is the Great Barrier Reef?
Nico Medina

Scholastic, Incorporated (2016)

Summary: 



"In this Where Is? title, kids can explore the Great Barrier Reef--big enough to be seen from space but made up of billions of
tiny living organisms. The Great Barrier Reef, off the coast of Australia, is the world's largest coral reef system. Stretching
more than 1,400 miles, it provides a home to a wide diversity of creatures. Designated a World Heritage Site, the reef is
suffering from the effects of climate change but this fascinating book shows this spectacular part of our planet."--
Number of Pages: 108
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338237610
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Who is Jeff Kinney?
Patrick Kinney

Scholastic (2015)

Summary: 
"Even as a kid, everyone thought Jeff Kinney was talented. People loved his drawings, and when he went to college, his
comic strip Igdoof was so popular that it spread to other universities! Still, Jeff faced challenges. His cartoons were rejected
by syndicates that claimed his art was unprofessional. Then, an idea struck: Jeff would write a journal from the perspective
of a child, illustrated with doodles just like a kid might do. And so, the Diary of a Wimpy Kid series was born--and it was a hit!
In this biography, Jeff's brother, Patrick Kinney, provides a knowledgeable look at the life of this best-selling author/illustrator.
From Jeff's childhood pranks to his job developing online games, kids will love the chance to learn more about the creator of
the popular Wimpy Kid books"--
Number of Pages: 103
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545932318
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Who is Malala Yousafzai?
Dinah Brown

Scholastic (2015)

Summary: 
Malala Yousafzai was a girl who loved to learn but was told that girls would no longer be allowed to go to school. She wrote
a blog that called attention to what was happening in her beautiful corner of Pakistan and realized that words can bring
about change. She has continued to speak out for the right of all children to have an education. In 2014 she won the Nobel
Peace Prize.
Number of Pages: 105
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545902274
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022



Who Is Stevie Wonder?
Jim Gigliotti and Who HQ

Penguin (2016)

Summary: 
Discover more about Stevie Wonder, the music prodigy whose awards include 25 Grammy Awards and the Presidential
Medal of Freedom. Stevie Wonder is one of the most successful singer-songwriter-musicians of our time. Signing his first
record deal when he was only eleven, he had his first No.1 hit when he was thirteen. Since then he has had thirty US top ten
hits, won a range of awards for his music and his civil rights work, and created such iconic songs as "Isn't She Lovely" and "I
Just Called to Say I Love You." Stevie Wonder is a beloved entertainer who continues to tour and perform around the world.
Genre: Juvenile literature
Number of Pages: 112
Language: English
ISBN: 9780448488585
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Who was Christopher Columbus?
Bonnie Bader

Schlastic Incorporated (2013)

Summary: 
Offers insight into the historical events that prompted Columbus' efforts to establish new trade routes to the Indies, his
struggles to obtain financial support for his voyages, and the important discoveries that caused him to become known as the
"Great Admiral of the Seas."
Number of Pages: 106
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545640398
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Who Was Coretta Scott King?
Gail Herman

Scholastic Incorporated (2018)

Summary: 
Presents the life and achievements of Coretta Scott King, discussing her vital role in the Civil Rights Movement, her
awareness campaigns, and her efforts to continue the work of her husband, Martin Luther King, Jr.
Number of Pages: 108



Language: English
ISBN: 9781338283129
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Who Was Dr. Seuss?
Janet B. Pascal

Grosset & Dunlap (2011)

Summary: 
Ted Geisel loved to doodle from the time he was a kid. He had an offbeat, fun-loving personality. He often threw dinner
parties where guests wore outrageous hats! And he donned quirky hats when thinking up ideas for books-?like his classic
The Cat in the Hat. This biography, with black-and-white illustrations throughout, brings an amazingly gifted author/illustrator
to life.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 103
Language: English
ISBN: 9780448455853
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Who Was Frederick Douglass?
April Jones Prince

Penguin (2014)

Summary: 
Born into slavery in Maryland in 1818, Frederick Douglass was determined to gain freedom--and once he realized that
knowledge was power, he secretly learned to read and write to give himself an advantage. After escaping to the North in
1838, as a free man he gave powerful speeches about his experience as a slave. He was so impressive that he became a
friend of President Abraham Lincoln, as well as one of the most famous abolitionists of the nineteenth century.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 105
Language: English
ISBN: 9780448479118
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022



Who was Helen Keller?
Gare Thompson

Grosset & Dunlap (2003)

Summary: 
A biography of the woman who, with the assistance of her devoted teacher Annie Sullivan, achieved success and fame
despite being blind and deaf.
Genre: Juvenile literature
Number of Pages: 107
Language: English
ISBN: 9780448431444
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Who was King Tut?
Roberta Edwards

Scholastic Incorporated (2006)

Summary: 
Explains the life and times of this ancient Egyptian ruler, covering the story of the tomb's discovery, as well as myths and
stories of mummy curses.
Number of Pages: 105
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545484145
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Who was Martin Luther King, Jr.?
Bonnie Bader

Penguin (2008)

Summary: 
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. was only 25 when he helped organize the Montgomery Bus Boycott and was soon organizing
black people across the country in support of the right to vote, desegregation, and other basic civil rights. Maintaining
nonviolent and peaceful tactics even when his life was threatened, King was also an advocate for the poor and spoke out
against racial and economic injustice until his death?from an assassin?s bullet?in 1968. With clearly written text that
explains this tumultuous time in history and 80 black-and-white illustrations, this Who Was?? celebrates the vision and the
legacy of a remarkable man.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction



Number of Pages: 105
Language: English

ISBN: 9780448447230
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Who was Roald Dahl?
True Kelley

Scholastic (2013)

Summary: 
Roald Dahl is one of the most famous children's book authors ever. Now in this Who Was--? biography, children will learn of
his real-life adventures. A flying ace for the British Air Force, he was married to an Academy Award-winning actress. He also
wrote books and screenplays for adults. Entertaining and readable, this biography has 80 black-and-white illustrations.
Number of Pages: 102
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545640305
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Who was Robert Ripley?
Kirsten Stephanie Anderson

Scholastic, Incorporated (2015)

Summary: 
"Enter a world of shrunken heads, mystic holy men, shriveled aliens, and bizarre relics in the delightfully odd tale of Robert
Ripley. Born in California, Ripley began his career as a sports cartoonist. He went on to chronicle global records and
oddities in his weekly column, Believe It Or Not! After publishing mogul William Randolph Hearst took an interest in the
column, it became a syndicated global success. Ripley spent his life traveling to more than 200 countries in search of
strange objects and interesting facts. His penchant for the peculiar launched an entertainment empire, and his collection of
artifacts can be seen worldwide at his famous Odditoriums. Believe It Or Not!"--
Number of Pages: 104
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545840583
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022



Who was Thomas Jefferson?
Dennis B. Fradin

Penguin (2003)

Summary: 
Did you know that John Adams had to coax Thomas Jefferson into writing the Declaration of Independence? It's true. The
shy Virginia statesman refused at first, but then went on to author one of our nation's most important and inspiring
documents. The third U.S. president, Jefferson was also an architect, inventor, musician, farmer, and-what is certainly the
most troubling aspect of his life-a slave owner. Finally, here's a biography for kids that unveils the many facets of this
founding father's remarkable and complicated life.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 103
Language: English
ISBN: 9780448431451
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Who was Walt Disney?
Whitney Stewart

Scholastic Incorporated (2018)

Summary: 
Walt Disney always loved to entertain people. Often it got him into trouble. With black-and-white illustrations throughout, this
biography reveals the man behind the magic.
Number of Pages: 106
Language: English
ISBN: 9781338341164
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

Winter According to Humphrey
Betty G. Birney

Scholastic Incorporated (2012)

Summary: 
Humphrey the hamster and the students in Mrs. Brisbane's class get ready for the holidays and a special Winter
Wonderland program.
Number of Pages: 151



Language: English
ISBN: 9780545638531
Reading Status: Unread

Date Added: August 18, 2022

Woods Runner
Gary Paulsen

Wendy Lamb Books (2010)

Summary: 
Samuel, 13, spends his days in the forest, hunting for food for his family. He has grown up on the frontier of a British colony,
America. Far from any town, or news of the war against the King that American patriots have begun near Boston. But the
war comes to them. British soldiers and Iroquois attack. Samuel’s parents are taken away, prisoners. Samuel follows, hiding,
moving silently, determined to find a way to rescue them. Each day he confronts the enemy, and the tragedy and horror of
this war. But he also discovers allies, men and women working secretly for the patriot cause. And he learns that he must go
deep into enemy territory to find his parents: all the way to the British headquarters, New York City. From the Hardcover
edition.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 164
Language: English
ISBN: 9780375859083
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

Woodsong
Gary Paulsen

Puffin Books (1991)

Summary: 
The three-time Newbery Honor-winning author of Hatchet, Dog Song and The Winter Room tells--in a memoir as compelling
as his novels--the story of his intimate relationship with Minnesota's north woods and the dog team he trained for the Iditarod
sled race. ALA Notable Book; ALA Best Book for Young Adults.
Genre: Social life and customs
Number of Pages: 132
Language: English
ISBN: 9780140349054
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022



Wordy Birdy
Tammi Sauer

Random House Children's Books (June 25, 2019)

Summary: 
Meet Wordy Birdy, a very chatty bird who talks WAY more than she listens! A hilarious new story from Tammi Sauer, beloved
author of Nugget & Fang, Chicken Dance, and My Alien. Wordy Birdy LOVES to talk. "Hello, sunrise. Hello, pink sky. Hello,
orange sky!" But does she love to listen? NOPE. One day, while she's walking through the forest, her gift of the gab gets her
into hot water: "That's a pretty tree and that's a pretty tree and that's a pretty danger sign and that's a pretty tree. . . ." Will
this inattentive bird walk right into danger? Will her faraway thoughts lead her along a path of doom? It's up to her long-
suffering, heard-it-all-before pals Squirrel, Raccoon, and Rabbit to save their distracted friend. Author Tammi Sauer will have
kids and their parents in stitches with this funny, fast-paced, lovable caper about the importance of paying attention--and the
importance of standing by your friends through thick and thin. And look for the hilarious sequel, Wordy Birdy Meets Mr.
Cougarpants! "laugh-out-loud funny . . . caregivers will certainly find this chuckleworthy."--Kirkus"amusing and entertaining"--
School Library Journal"an entertaining approach to the topic of listening."--Booklist
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780593118986
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Language: English
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Reading Status: Unread
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Working with Fractions
David A. Adler

Holiday House (March 5, 2009)

Summary: 
Fractions are everywhere you look -- on the playground, at school, even at birthday parties! When it comes to counting
money, playing games, or making sure you get your fair share of the pizza, fractions are there to help you. Add David A.
Adler's handy text to Edward Miller's lively art and you get not just a fraction -- but a whole lot -- of fun.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780823422074
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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World War II
America at War
John Malam

Scholastic (2013)

Number of Pages: 47
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545648868
Reading Status: Unread



Date Added: August 29, 2022

Write (Or is it Right?) Every Time
Cool Ways to Improve Your English
Lottie Stride

Readers Digest (May 12, 2011)

Summary: 
An Apple a Day Keeps the Low Marks Away!Whether you're writing a report or a creative essay, the more you understand
about the workings of the English language, the better you'll do. Write (Or Is That "Right"?) Every Time provides a fun-and-
easy way to tackle tenses, sort out spelling slip-ups, put a full stop to punctuation problems, and conquer clauses. The book
is divided into bite-size chunks, including: Goodness Gracious Grammar: Fun ways to tackle the parts of speech, tenses,
conjunctions, and clauses, with rule breakers and amusing examples of bad grammar. Spelling Made Simple: Easy
techniques to learn the rules-and exceptions- so you become a spelling whiz (or should that be whiz?). Punctuation
Perfection: Effortless ways to conquer those punctuation dilemmas. From exclamation points, colons, and hyphens to all the
commas in between.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 144
Language: English
ISBN: 9781606523414
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022

You are (not) Small
Anna Kang

Scholastic Incorporated (2015)

Summary: 
Two fuzzy creatures can't agree on who is small and who is big, until a couple of surprise guests show up, settling it once
and for all!
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545850636
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022



You Go First
Erin Entrada Kelly

HarperCollins (April 9, 2019)

Summary: 
Funny and poignant, Newbery Medalist and New York Times bestseller Erin Entrada Kelly’s national bestseller You Go First
is an exploration of family, bullying, word games, art, and the ever-complicated world of middle school friendships.In a
starred review, School Library Journal wrote that Erin Entrada Kelly can “capture moments of tween anguish with searing
honesty.”  Twelve-year-old Charlotte Lockard and eleven-year-old Ben Boxer are separated by more than a thousand miles.
On the surface, their lives seem vastly different—Charlotte lives near Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, while Ben is in the small
town of Lanester, Louisiana.Charlotte wants to be a geologist and keeps a rock collection in her room. Ben is obsessed with
Harry Potter, presidential history, and recycling. But the two have more in common than they think. They’re both highly
gifted. They’re both experiencing family turmoil. And they both sit alone at lunch.During the course of one week, Charlotte
and Ben—friends connected only by an online Scrabble game—will intersect in unexpected ways as they struggle to
navigate the turmoil of middle school. The New York Times-bestselling novel You Go First reminds us that no matter how
hard it is to keep our heads above troubled water, we never struggle alone. Newbery Medalist Erin Entrada Kelly writes with
an authentic, humorous, and irresistible voice. This engaging and character-driven story about growing up and finding your
place in the world is for fans of Rebecca Stead and Rita Williams-Garcia.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 320
Language: English
ISBN: 9780062414199
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022

You Wouldn't Want to be a Civil War Soldier!
A War You'd Rather Not Fight
Thomas Ratliff and David Salariya

Franklin Watts (2004)

Summary: 
You (the reader) are a farmer living in Connecticut. Shortly after eleven southern states secede from the Union, you decide
to join the Union Army to fight in the civil war. As a soldier in the Union Army you will get an insider's look at what life was
like for Union and Confederate soldiers and an overview of some of the most important battles, such as the Battle of Bull
Run, The Seesaw Battles of 1862, Gettysburg, and Vicksburg. After reading this book there will be no doubt in your mind
that this is definitely a war you'd rather not fight.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780531163931
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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You Wouldn't Want to be at the Boston Tea Party!
Wharf Water Tea You'd Rather Not Drink
Peter Cook and David Salariya

Scholastic Incorporated (September 1, 2013)

Summary: 
This interactive series will enthrall young and reluctant readers (Ages 8-12) by making them part of the story.Invites readers
to become the main character. Each book uses humorous illustrations to depict the sometimes dark and horrific side of life
during important eras in history. This book uses humor to recount the events leading up to the colonists' defiant act against
the British, describing the Boston Tea Party itself, as well as providing a brief history of the American Revolution.
Genre: Juvenile Nonfiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780531238561
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Zathura
A Space Adventure
Chris Van Allsburg

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (2002)

Summary: 
The beautiful companion to Chris Van Allsburg's Caldecott Medal-winning Jumanji--a tale of intergalactic adventure and
sibling rivalry where a roll the dice transports two brothers to the mythical land of Zathura.Taking place where Jumanji
ended, older brother Walter warns his pesky little brother Danny not to bring home the mysterious board game they find at
the park. But when Danny's curiosity gets the better of him, the brothers have to battle homicidal robots, Zyborg pirates, and
giant meteors in their living room!Will this dynamic duo learn to work together before it's too late? In double spread
illustrations that shimmer against the surreal events of the story, readers will be holding their breath with each new threat the
boys face in the satisfying enigma that is Zathura.Like Jumanji, Zathura is also the inspiration of a popular major motion
picture, now available for streaming.
Genre: Juvenile Fiction
Number of Pages: 32
Language: English
ISBN: 9780618253968
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 18, 2022
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Zoobreak
Gordon Korman

Scholastic Press (2009)

Summary: 
After a class trip to a floating zoo where animals are mistreated and Savannah's missing pet monkey is found in a cage,
Long Island sixth-grader Griffin Bing and his band of misfits plan a rescue.
Genre: FICTION
Number of Pages: 230
Language: English
ISBN: 9780545200271
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: August 29, 2022


